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THE CANADIAN BANK OF OOMBXERCE

RULES AND RFGULATIONS

SECTION I

GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS. INTERNAL ROUTINE. ET(.

A—MISCELLANEOUS

1 The Manager shall see that every officer at his

branch is provivied with a copy of the Rules and

Regulations, in which the name usually attached to the

position he occupies is written. Every officer must be

prepared to produce his copjr whenever called upon to

do so. Upon leaving his position he shall transfer the

book to his successor.

2 Whenever in these rul^s a duty is imposed upon

any officer, it is to be understood that in his absence it

shall devolve upon the officer who is acting on his

behalf, or in his stead.

3 It is the duty of every officer to acquaint him-

self with these rules. No departure from them will be

permitted without authorization by Head Office.

4 The Board of Directors look to the Manager, not

only for the efficient discharge of the duties more imme-

diately connected with his own department, but also for

a constant and vigilant superintendence over every part

of the business, and over the deportment and conduct of

the officers both in and out of the office. It will there-

(I)



RULES AND REGULATIONS
fore not be admitted bv the Roor^ e t^-
excuse on the part of th^ M ^ °^ Directors as an
ing in his absence for nell^P''

°'" °^ '^" °^^^^ ^^t-

department of the Branch ffc
or irregularity in any

larity was occasbnS by thl defa'uTt of"'''''^°''
'^^^^"

unless it shall clearly apnear tht^^^.u^^"^
^^^er officer,

adonofvigilance onthepartoftLM'" ^'^' "° ^«^^^-

officer acting for him and IL/^^^^^^^''' ""' °f the
larity, if of a serious c'h^r.l

^ '"''^ "^^^^^^ or irregu-
the GeneralSager Th?\r' ^' °"'." reported to
have duties to perform in .nn,5

^^^^^ ^""^ Accountant
each other, bufnothb^ in Th '^'P'^*' independent of
considered in anySe J "'" instructions must be

Manager ov;^;Hel-:SfJ^^^^^^^^^^^ ^^ the

charle 'ofV Brancit' c^un^th' "'^"k ''l'^^—in the hands of the Teller fnH ^f^-both that
to balance the Bills and To asLrtalTh

'^" ^''^'^'y~
Loans, Trade Bills Trade R%^^- ^"^'^^^^^^ ^^ the
Bills, and Bills in siittnL.^."\^^'"!"^^' Past Due
held for collSn and the if^v'?''"!"V'^^t the bills

and for safe keepin" are in T*'^' ^^^^ "^ collateral

with the entries rSdfn" Ih °'^«'"v^°d that they agree
and the SecuritTeffeir J"

Collection oLy
the safe custody of the^dunll.." l^'^^^^^^Y ascertain
himself that alf the books Si r^^' '.

^"^ to assure
He will also see that the re^nll^^

^'^"'^ ^'^ ^^'^nced.
custody as prescribed at pfra'S f^"'^•"? ^ J^'"*
The General Manacrprirf^^k^P*^.^^ 2 ^''^ 'n order,
the result ofISeVam^n^t-^^^^^^i^'thout delay of
these duties, he willproceTdM^^^ 5^^'"^ performed
with the Genera ]5ana4r?o?'th'' ^r°''''"^P°"^«"'=«
years, and, at his leisu^e^as murt f fk T ""' ^^'^^
interests of the Branch may ?equf?e

^"'^ ^ ''''

B-CORRESPOVDENCE WITH HEAD OFFICE

<2)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

thoroughly conversant with the business of their respec-

tive Branches, and to this end they should peruse from

day to day the correspondence with Head Office.

-" • •
-

'

"
art

ra-

led

m-
1 a
ise

^^o

aid

•he

:he

7 Official letters to the General Manaj^er (apart

rom the separate correspondence referred to at para-

graph lo) are to be written on the reg^ular form furnish-

d by Head Office. Each subject referred to must be

dealt with in a separate paragraph and these paratjraphs

must bear consecutive numbers. No writing except

the numbers of the paragraphs should extend into the

margin provided for by the ruling. The contents must

he indexed according to the folio of the letter book, or

the paragraph number, as the Manag'er prefers.

?er

;nt

.^ize

paper. No letter or paragraph should be written when
forwarding such statements.

9 Letters received from the General Manager

should be preserved and indexed in such a manner as

to render the information therein for several years back

accessible at a moment's notice.

ID Correspondence with the General Manager re-

specting discount accounts, overdue debts, real estate

and mortgages, is to be written on Communication

paper, a separate sheet being used for each account.

These Communications are to bear a consecutive number

and are to be regis»^ered in a separate book from that

used for other official letters. Communications received

from the General Manager and carbon copies of Com-
munications sent should be filed alphabetically—those

relating to each account in strict chronological order—in

the binder furnished by Head Office.

(For instructions respecting Communications con-

taining applications for discount credits, see paragraph

280).
^ ^

II In submitting statements, letters, etc., for the

information of Head Office, copies, not the originals,

should be sent. They should be typewritten.

(3)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

thoroughly conversant with the business of their respec-

tive Branches, and to this end they should peruse from

day to day the correspondence with Head Office.

7 Official letters to the General Manager^apart
from the separate correspondence reierredpr^ para-

graph lo) are to be written on the regi^^jp-^rm furnished

by Head Office. They are to beaj>tf^nsecutive num-
ber, and each subject referr^d-ttJmust be dealt with iii a

separate paragraph. Mariagers are desired to exercise

special care in nunjfegfing letters and paragraphs. No
writing except,,-*lJe numbers of the paragraphs should

extend into the margin provided for by the ruling. The
contentexifiust be indexed according to the folio of the

lett^p^ok, or the paragraph number, as the Manager
refers.

8 Official letters to the Secrerciry or statements sent

in response to any special enquiries;, must be on post size

paper. No letter or paragraph should be written when
forwarding such statements.

9 Letters received from the General Manager
should be preserved and indexed in such a manner as

to render the information therein for several years back

accessible at a moment's notice.

10 Correspondence with the General Manager re-

specting discount accounts, overdue debts, real estate

and mortgages, is to be written on Communication
paper, a separate sheet being used for each account.

These Communications are to bear a consecutive number
and are to be registered in a separate book from that

used for other official letters. Communications received

from the General Manager and carbon copies of Com-
munications sent should be filed alphabetically—those

relating to each account in strict chronological order—in

the binder furnished by Head Office.

(For instructions respecting Communications con-

taining applications for discount credits, see paragraph

280).

II In submitting statements, letters, etc, for the

information of Head Office, copies, not the originals,

should be sent. They should be typewritte:

.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

lii

If accompanying Communications they should be

written on continuation Communication paper, except

statements of aflfairs on form 14, and memoranda on

forms 130 and 131, but if sent with an offici :'. letter

they should be written on paper of post size.

12 Copies of letters and Communications to theGen-
eral Manager from the Branches under the supervision of

the Inspector at Vancouver should be sent to the latter,

and copies of all letters and Communications from these

Branches to the Inspector should be sent to the General

Manager. Copies of any enclosures referred to therein,

should always accompany the duplicate Communications
or letters. All letters and Communications written by
the Managers of these Branches respecting matters no;

requiring the special attention of Head Office should be

addressed to the Inspector and should be kept distinct

as regards numbers from the correspondence with Head
Office.

13 Deeds and agreements sent to be executed by
the Bank under Seal must be accompanied by copies

to be filed at Head Office, which should be made on the

usual printed forms where possible.

14 In forwarding documents for execution, a con-

cise statement must be given of the circumstances
under which execution is sought. In the case of

discharges or assignments of mortgage, these particu-

lars should include the amount of the mortgage, the

amount to be paid to the Bank, and the debt to which
the mortgage relates. The printed forms supplied by
the Bank for discharges or assignments of mortgages
should be used when practicable.

15 The attestation clause on documents sent to

Head Office for execution should preferably read as

follows

:

" In witness whereof the Corporate Seal of the

said Bank (or party of the— part) has been hereunto
affixed the day and year first above written."

16 Circulars from the General Manager which call

or a reply must be dealt with promptly. In any case

(4)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

where, owing to difficulty in procuring the necessary

information, a delay of more than three days is likely to

occur, the Manager should so advise Head Office.

Circulars are to be handed to the officers for per-

usal, and afterwards filed away in proper chronological

order and indexed, staff circulars being kept in a separ-

ate file. Circulars should always be accessible to iiie

staff.

Every officer, after reading a circular, must indicate

that he has done so by placing his initials on its margin.

C—GENERAL CORRESPONDENCE

17 All letters addressed to other offices of the

Bank must be numbered cOi ^ecutively, and a record

kept of them in the <?ister supplied by Head Office,

under a separate h g for each Branch or Ag--. jy ;

against such «-ecor all be marked the date when
they are acknowledg a by the offices to which they

are addressed. In this book, under the same heading,

must be entered the number and date of each letter

received from other offices of the Banl' and the date

when acknowledged.

This register does not interfere with or supersede

the general registers of letters received and despatched.

18 Letters received at the Branches are to be kept

in separate classes, each class arranged in chronological

order, and the whole preserved in presses or boxes so

as to be easily accessible.

1 1, Letters to Foreign Correspondents of the

Bank, as well as all other important communications,

should be signed by the Manager personally.

20 A stamped signature of the Manager may be

used for signing letters containing only matters of a

purely routine character. Such signature must be

affixed to the letters by the Manager himself or

by the Accountant, when the latter has been duly

appointed. On no consideration may stamped signa-

(5)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

tures be attached to "At Credit " slips, formal letters, or
letters containing instructions to pay money. (See
paragraph 147).

21 The officer whose duty it is to see that letters

despatched are securely closed shall place his initial, or
other mark upon the flap of every envelope sent out, as
an evidence that this duty has been performed.

22 Postal Cards may be used to acknowledge the
receipt of letters, and for any advices which describe
the transaction referred to by number and amount only.
Names of individuals must on no account be given, nor
must any but strictly routine matters be dealt with.
The despatch of money parcels must be advised by
letter.

Postal Cards may also be used in advising amounts
at credit of other Branches (except Toronto and Mont-
real^, where there is not more than one item to be
advised to a particular Branch. Only the special card
furnished by Head Office should be used for this purpose.

23 Registered letters must be receipted for and
brought to the Branch by two officers. As soon as such
letters are brought to the office, they must be entered by
one of the officers in the Letters Received Register, the
place from which they were despatched (according to the
post-mark), and the registration numbers being given.
The second officer must see that this is done. Written
instructions should be given to the post-master, desig-
nating the officers who are jointly authorized to sign the
receipts.

24 All letters written at the Branch must be
entered in the General Register of Letters Despatched.
This Register is provided with a column in which the
postage on eacli letter is to be entered, and at least

once in each month the Accountant must prove the
additions of this column, and see that the sums already
debited for postage have been properly expended.

The total number of postal cards despatched may
be entered in the Register of Letters Despatched at the
close of each day, instead of being entered separately.

(6)
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D—REPORTS ON PARTIES

25 Carbon copies of all reports on the means and
standing of parties given by the Branches in reply to

enquiries should be carefully filed away in alphabetical

order. Managers in making enquiries of each other

will use the regular form provided for the purpose.

When making enquiries of another Branch, managers
should always state the extent to which they meet with

the name enquired about, and, as far as practicable,

the connection in which the enquiries are made.
Reports given to other Banks or Correspondents should

be under a statement that the informatioi' is given in

confidence and without responsibility on the part of the

Bank or the writer, and should preferably be written on
the special paper bearing this phrase as part of the

engraved heading.

Copies of all reports furnished to Branches and
Correspondents, and copies of reports received from

CorrespondAits other than Branches, must be sent to

Head Office.

E—TELEGRAMS

26 (a) The full cipher codes are to be kept by the

Manager, or the Accpunt^nt wh(^n duly appointed ^-under

lock and key wlien not in actual use-dttrfiig-tWd^y-^me,

and placed in the burglar-proof safe over nighty
^^ rf^r/'

(b) Officers entrusted with the short form of cipher^

codes should be careful to keep them private, but they are

'

permitted to have them in their own possession at all"
,

times. The Manager should see that every officer hold- ^

ing a copy surrenders it on his removal from the Branch,.

(c) Messages received in cipher must not be sent to

the outer office, and the translation must not be written

on the message form. They must be destroyed as

soon as confirmation is received.

(d) Telegraphic messages should be copied in a book
used for that purpose only, which should be in the

custody of the officer in charge of the cipher codes.

^fi'J

^Vc r*v
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(e) All messages despatched in cipher must be re-

peated in plain words by first letter ; or, when their

importance demands prompt confirmation, by first mail.

(f) Cipher messages despatched from any Branch
must be initialled by two ofTicers, namely, the one who
writes the telegram and the one who checks it.

(g) The Bank's cable address must be registered with
the telegraph companies at each point where we have a
Branch. When a new Branch is opened, the Manager
should register the address—" Canbank "—with each
company.

The cable address of the London, Eng., Branch is

»« Peeress."

(h) Telegrams to the General Manager, to the
Inspector at Vancouver or to the Inspection Department
at Winnipeg should be prepaid.

(k) Telegrams passing between the General Mana-
ger, the Inspector or the Inspection Department at

Winnipeg and a Branch should be confirmed or acknow-
ledged in an official letter or Communication, and not on
one of the forms in use for this purpose between
Branches.

(1) The principal advantages in the use of a cipher
code are :

1 A reduction in the length and consequent cost of
messages.

2 Secrecy in transmission.

3 The prevention of fraudulent messages.
Except in the case of transfers of money, etc., two

or three code words in a message will generally do all

that is necessary as regards secrecy and safety ; beyond
this the cipher code should only be used to reduce the
cost of the message. As a rule, the code is used too
freely, re ulting in much loss of time at the office receiv-

ing the telegram.

F—BRAN'CH CLEARINGS ACCOUNT

27 All entries between Branches or between Head
Office and a Branch are to pass through "Branch Clear-
ings" account. Debits or credits made at a Branch on

(8)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

Head Office account, for "Profit arid Loss" account. Bank

Premises, Pension Fund, etc., and credtts for the North-

ern Trust Company, Chicago, or the Manne National

Bank, Buffalo, must be made at once through

"Branch Clearings" account. Entries debiting Head

Office with Chicago or Buffalo items must not be made

until the amounts have been advised at credit by our

correspondents. No amounts are to be debited or

credited to another branch except as instructed in the

following paragraphs.

Procedure at the Branch Forwarding Items

28 Cash Items—The grand totals of the day's cash

items sent to Branches and sundry correspondents, are

to be charged to " Cash Items " account.

The following are to be treated as cash items and

so registered

:

(a) Cheques, Pnnrh Dnftf Paid, Debits for Costs,

etc etc.—These should be put on the cheque

lists. Railway pay-cheques should be entered

on a separate list and the total carried forward

to the general list.

(b) Sterling Bills of Exchange forwarded to the

Montreal Branch.—These should be attached to a

separate cheque list and the total carried forward

to the general list. As far as possible not more

than one list should be sent to Montreal on any

one day.

(c) Demand and such sight drafts and other items

as may be taken as cash which are forwarded to

branches or correspondents.

(d) Money Parcels.—The forwarding of these must

invariably be advised in the Branch letter and they

should be sent forward under the parcel number.

As money parcels usually reach their destination

at a different hour from letters sent on the

same day, they should no. be entered on the

cheque lists, nor should a debit slip be sent

forward.

(9)
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38 (e). Payments made on account of other

Branches /-Payments made on behalf of or on mstruc-

tlons from other Branches before receipt of adv,ce of

he relative amounts at credit, are also to be treated as

cash items, registered and advised to the cred.tmg

branch. Such entries, however except m the case of

letter transfers made by the London, Englanr., Office to

Branches where the entries for such items are passed

through the London account of another branch, shall

not be entered on the cheque lists.

29 The day's Diary total of Remitted Discounts ( jills

held by Branches as well as by sundry correspondents) is

to be charged to '• Cash Items " account.

Items on Northern Branches

30 A separate division should be made in the Cash
Items Register for items sent to the Northern Branches.
In this way items which will probably be outstanding
for a considerable length of time will be kept together.

The term " Northern Branches" is meant to com-
prise Atlin, Dawson, Skagway and White Horse.

General Instructions

31 (a) For convenience in marking off cash items
advised as paid, a summary of the totals of the cheque lists

forwarded to other Branches is to be made in the Cash
Items Register (even though for most of the Branches
there may be only one item), and the figures of this

summary balanced with the total of the Register for

the day.

(b) Cn receipt of an "At Credit" slip as hereafter

provided for, the total amount is to be debited through
" Branch Clearings" account to the crediting Branch, the

various items contained in it being credited to their

respective accounts. The "C's" and "D R's " thus
credited are to be marked off in the Cash Items Register
and Diary respectively, the date en which the advice of

payment is received being entered opposite the item by
rubber stamp.

(10)
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(c) At Branches where a Journal or Red Book is

V-nt entries from "At Credit" slips are to be passed

?h?oughit T^ dates of "At Credit" slips rece.ved

should be entered in "Branch Clearings account.

(d) Credit is often given at the larger Clearing

House points for cash items drawn on ot^^r Banks, and

S WinSor and other places for cash items gomg forward

31 (c) At branches where the staff does not exceed

seven in all the Cash Items Account must be balanced

twice in each month, on the 7th and on another date to

be selected at random by the officer who balances the

account. The account must be balanced by an officer

other than the one on the Cash Items post and checked

bv the Manager and Accountant or Acting' Accountant,

who must satisfy themselves that every item outstand-

injf is subsequently remitted for or returned.

At branches where the staff exceeds seven in

number the account must be balanced once a week by

tiw officer on the Cash Items post, and checked by the

Accountant or Assistant Accountant. With rejjard to

the last balance in each month the checkinj^ officer must

satisfy himself that every item outstanding,' is subse-

quently remitted for or returned.

In verifyinjj the items outstanding in the balances

the officers whose duty it is to do this should make use

of the "At Credit" slips, remittances and returned bills

before they have been handled by the other members of

the staff.

A record of the items outstanding at the time of

each balance must be preserved in one of the balance

books. The General Ledger balance should also be

initialed by the checking officers to signify their per-

formance of the duties herein prescribed.

In addition to these precautions the Manager

should provide for a constant supervisi' of the account,

so that items outstanding longer than the lime actually

required for payment will be promptly enquired about,

and additional interest collected.



38 (e). Payments made on account of other

Branches:—Payments made on behalf of or on instruc-

tions from other Branches before receipt of advice of

the relative amounts at credit, are also to be treated as

cash items, registered and advised to the creditmg

branch. Such entries, however, except in the case of

letter transfers made by the London, England, Office to

Branches where the entries for such items are passed

through the London account of another branch, shall

not be entered on the cheque lists.

ag The day's Diary total of Remitted Discounts (bills

held by Branches as well as by ^un^ty correspoudents) is

to be charged to " Cash Items " account.

Items on Northern Branches

30 A separate division should be made in the Cash
Items Register for items sent to the Northern Branches.
In this way items which will probably be outstanding
for a considerable length of time will be kept together.

The term " Northern Branches" is meant to com-
prise Atlin, Dawson, Skagway and White Horse.

General Instructions

31 (a) For convenience in marking off cash items
advised as paid, a summary of the totals of the cheque lists
forwarded to other Branches is to be made in the Cash
Items Register (even though for most of the Branches
there may be only one item), and the figures of this
summary balanced with the total of the Register for
the day.

(b) On receipt of an " At Credit " slip as hereafter
provided for, the total amount is to be debited through
"Branch Clearings" account to the crediting Branch, the
various items contained in it being credited to their
respective accounts. The " C's " and "D R's " thus
credited are to be marked off in the Cash Items Register
and Diary respectively, the date on which the advice of
payment is received being entered opposite the item by
rubber stamp.

(10)
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(c) At Brai es where a Journal or Red Book is

kept, entries from " At Credit " slips are to be passed

through it. The dates of " At Credit " slips received

should be entered in "Branch Clearings" account.

(d) Credi' is often given at the larger Clearing

House points ior cash items drawn on other Banks, and

at Windsor and other places for cash items going forward

to outlying points, before such items have been paid. It

should, therefore, be borne in mind that the advice

cash items on an " At Credit " slip does not necessar

mean that they have actually been paid.

(e) The outstanding items in the Cash Ite

Register and Diary should be balanced with the Gene

Ledger account not less frequently than once a fortnig

(f

)

Telegraphic Transfers between Branches: Th

generally take one of two forms. Either an amoi

IS advised at the credit of the Branch receiving

telegram with directions to use it in a certain way,

else instructions are sent to pay an item at debit of

Branch sending the telegram.

(g) In the first case, the crediting Branch shoulc

once credit the amount on the regular " At Credit s\

The paying Branch should acknowledge the telegr

and debit the amount to "Cash Items" account, no dj

slip being sent forward. The sum transferred should

credited in the Deposit Ledger, either to the person

whom it is to be paid (if such person be named in

telegram) with a memorandum regarding any conditi

as to payment, or else to a " Suspense " account, pa^

culars being given as to the purpose for which the moi

is intended. That the paying Branch's letter acknj

ledging the telegram crosses the " At Credit shp s^

by the crediting Branch is a matter of no importail

(h) "When instructions are received to pay a bill
''

Debit " the item should be treated as a " C " .;

sent forward in the usual way. If a deposit of monejj

cor nection with a payment of this kind is received!

the crediting Branch before the relative bill comes

hand, it should be credited to a " Suspense " accc»

in the meantime.

do
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(
i ) All money transfers must invariably be confirmed

in the Branch letter, the amount therein being written
in words, and the letter signed in accordance with
Rule 147.

Errors in "At Credit" Slips

32 (a) If some of the amounts advised •' at credit
"

cannot be identified at the Branch advised, they should
be credited to a " Remittance " account.

(b) Where, however, none of the items on the slip

can be traced, no entry should be made pending the result

of an enquiry. If it appears that the slip has been
addressed to the wrong Branch it should be returned to
the office from which it was received. It will suffice for the
latter office to re-address it and request the Superintendent
of Branch Accounts to make the necessary correction.

(c) If an error should be found in the additions of an
" At Credit " slip received, it is to be rectified in the
following manner :

—

The entry is to be made in accordance with the
total as advised. If the latter is more than the proper
amount the difference is to be re-credited on an " At
Credit " slip ; if less, a debit for the difference should be
put through as a " C," but not entered on a cheque list.

Procedure at the Collecting Branch

33 (a) All items held on account of any other Branch
which ought to be paid during the day, (including D
R's, B C's, S B's, Collaterals and C's) deposits received
for credit of any other Branch, sterling drafts credited to
Montreal or Toronto, the total of the weekly list of
Government drafts drawn on Ottawa—in fact all items
to be credited to another Branch—are to be entered on
" At Credit " slips. Cheque lists should always be
credited as " C's," no reference being made to any "C"
number. Every item credited which has been charged
by the forwarding Branch to "Cash Items" account (that
is, every item entered in the left hand column of the

(12)
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"At Credit" slips) must invariably be credited for the

exact amount as received, unless the whole of a cheque

list has to be returned. When the items have all been

paid or otherwise disposed of, the Teller will enter the

total of the paid items in his blotter, mitial the "At

Credit" slip, and pass it to the Cash Book writer. The

latter will credit the total to "Branch Clearings" account,

placing the individual amounts (for use in calling oft; in

the inner column of the Cash Book. After both columns

have been added up and the totals found to agree, the

" At Credit " slips must be signed by the Accountant,

after which they will be despatched to the Branch for

which they are intended.

(b) It may be found necessary to leave the outgoing

" At Credit " slips in the hands of the teller until late m
the day, and at the majority of the Branches this will not

be inconvenient. But at offices where the entries are

numerous this would ordinarily involve delay in coui-

pleting the writing of the Cash Book, and to obviate this

the omission from the Cash Book of the particulars of

items advised at credit is permitted at such offices, pro-

vided a perfectly clear carbon copy of the "At Credit
"

slip is kept for the purpose of calling off. Where this is

done, the Accountant or some other senior officer must

check the additions of all outgoing " At Credit " shps

before they are despatched. As the particulars of '' At

Credit " slips despatched are entered in the Cash Book

or on a carbon copy, no press copy need be taken. It

is not necessary to include in the Branch letter a refer-

ence to an "At Credit" slip enclosed.

Errors in Cheque List

34 Errors in the addition of a cheque list should be

corrected on the lines laid down for the correction of simi-

lar errors in the " At Credit " slips. Unpaid items in-

cluded in a list which has been credited in total should

be charged to " Cash Items" account and returned on a

cheque list. Commission on a cash item charged by

the correspondent of a collecting Branch should be

(13)
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treated in a similar way, not deducted from the item

when crediting it. Items which should not have been

listed, or which are held for a day under promise of pay-

ment or for protest, should be charged to a "Suspense"

account in the Deposit Ledger until they have been

collected or otherwise disposed of.

G—CASH BOOK

-:l

35 The Cash
-:l'jse of each day.

Book must be balanced before thV

H—DEPOSIT BUSINESS
\

36 No new account shall be opened in the Deposit

Ledger except under authority of the Manager.

37 Deposit slips, after being initialled by the

Teller, must be passed by him direct to the Ledger-

keeper and not handed back to the customer.

38 All deposits or moneys received for any pur-

pose must be counted throughout by the Teller in the

presence of the customer, before any portion is sorted

into the till.

39 When officers of the Bank are called upon to

make out deposit slips for customers, they must, before

the deposit is entered in any book, have the customer

verify the amount of the deposit by initialling or signing

the slip.

40 A specimen signature of every person opening

an account in the Deposit or Savings Bank Ledger

must be taken on the usual card or in the signature

book. In the case of Savings Bank depositors the

number of the depositor's account should be entered

opposite the signature if taken in the signature book, or

on the card if taken in that manner. Signatures to all

cheques must be critically examined by the Ledger-

keeper and Teller.

41 When a depositor cannot write, means should

be adopted to ensure future identification. Such a

reference as " Well known to Mr. " s one of the

most convenient forms.

(M)



4.^ it in the

u, pass-book

oook of cheques.

.owever, to out-of-town

.counts may be sent monthly

. sheets provided for the purpose,

..iHg an account with a firm of Barris-

.tfcts, Accountants, Insurance Agents, or other

-ading partnerships, the instructions contained at

paragraph 304 must be carefully observed.

44 The designation and address of each customer

sV" -M be written at the head of the account in the

i
'^ and Savings Bank Ledgers ; if a firm, the

r. of the partners, and, where there is a special

pa.tnership, the date of its expiry; if a Trust Estate, the

names of the Trustees ; if a farmer, his lot, concession

and township, as well as his Post-office address ; and,

in the case of Corporations, etc., the names of the officials

authorized to sign cheques. Special care should be

taken to enter correctly the description of benevolent

and friendly society lodges, and other bodies of this kind.

Every account in the Ledgers, even those consisting of

but one entry, must be entered in the index.

45 Persons depositing money for the credit of

another person, for their own credit at another Branch,

for the payment of a note, or for other similar purposes,

should, if they so wish, be furnished with a receipt

therefor, in the form of a "Letter of Advice." A special

printed form is supplied for this purpose, and no other

must be used.

46 The only authorized modes in which receipts

or acknowledgments for money may be given generally

are the following : By entry in Current Account or

Savings Bank pass-books, by the issue of the regular

deposit receipt forms, and by the letter of advice referred

to above. Government, License Fund and Court
deposits are excepted from this rule, and, where the cir-

VVhen customers cannot write, receipts or cheques

for withdrawals in excess of $100 should be witnessed

by two persons, one of whom should be someone other

than an officer of the Bank. In connection with with-

drawals not exceeding $100 the witnesses may be two

officers of the Bank, provided the customer is known
to them or is identified to their satisfaction.
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treated in a similar way, not deducted from the item

when crediting it. Items which should not have been

listed, or which are held for a day under promise of pay-

ment or for protest, should be charged to a "Suspense"

account in the Deposit Ledger until they have been
,„IK .J „_ »<.U. ,_ j;_~

—

^A ^t

but advice of the dishonour of such items must accom-

pany the "At Credit" slips on which the relative lists

are credited.

4I'

if;

-f5

->6 No new account shall be opened in the Deposit

Ledger except under authority of the Manager.

37 Deposit slips, after being initialled by the

Teller, must be passed by him direct to the Ledf^er-

keeper and not handed back to the customer.

38 All deposits or moneys received for any pur-

pose must be counted throughout by the Teller in the

presence of the customer, before any portion is sorted

into the till.

39 When officers of the Bank are called upon to

make oUt deposit slips for customers, they must, before

the deposit is entered in any book, have the customer

verify the amount of the deposit by initialling or signing

the slip.

40 A specimen signature of every person opening

an account in the Deposit or Savings Bank Ledger

must be taken on the usual card or in the signature

book. In the case of Savings Bank depositors the

number of the depositor's account should be entered

opposite the signature if taken in the signature book, or

on the card if taken in that manner. Signatures to all

cheques must be critically examined by the Ledger-

keeper and Teller.

41 When a depositor cannot write, means should

be adopted to ensure future identification. Such a

reference as " Well known to Mr. " is one of the

most convenient forms.

(14)
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42 Every customer opening un ar ount in the

Deposit Ledger must be provided with a pass-book

bearing the usual printed notice, and a book of cheques.

This does not necessarily apply, however, to out-of-town

customers, copies of whose accounts may be sent monthly

on the Account Current sheets provided for the purpose.

43 In opening an account with a firm of Barris-

ters, Architects, Accountants, Insurance Agents, or other

non -trading partnerships, the instructions contained at

paragraph 304 must be carefully observed.

44 The designation and address of each customer

should be written at the head of the account in the

Deposit and Savings Bank Ledgers ; if a firm, the

names of the partners, and, where there is a special

partnership, the date of its expiry ; if a Trust Estate, the

names of the Trustees ; if a farmer, his lot, concession

and township, as well as his Post-office address ; and,

in the case of Corporations, etc., the names of the officials

authorized to sign cheques. Specirl care should be

taken to enter correctly the description of benevolent

and friendly society lodges, and other bodies of this kind.

Every account in the Ledgers, even those consisting of

but one entry, must be entered in the index.

45 Persons depositing money for the credit of

another person, for their own credit at another Branch,

for the payment of a note, or for other similar purposes,

should, if they so wish, be furnished with a receipt

therefor, in the form of a "Letter of Advice." A special

printed fc im is supplied for this purpose, and no other

must be used.

46 The only authorized modes in which receipts

or acknowledgments for money may be given generally

are the following : By entry in Current Account or

Savings Bank pass-books, by the issue of the regular

deposit receipt forms, and by the letter of advice referred

to above. Government, License Fund and Court
deposits are excepted from this rule, and, where the cir-

When customers cannot write, receipts or cheques

for withdrawals in excess of $100 should be witnessed

by two persons, one of whom should be someone other

than an officer of the Bank. In connection with with-

drawals not exceeding $100 the witnesses may be two

officers of the Bank, provided the customer is known
to them or is identified to their satisfaction.
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treated in a similar way, not deducted from the item

when crediting it. Items which should not have been
listed, or which are held for a day under promise of pay-

ment or for protest, should be charged to a "Suspense"
account in the Deposit Ledger until they have been
^^11 i..j -. «4.i ^..: ji^.^. ^A ^t

but advice of the dishonour of such items must accom-
pany the "At Credit" slips on which the relative lists

are credited.

36 No new account shall be opened in the Deposit

Ledger except under authority of the Manager.

37 Deposit slips, after being initialled by the

Teller, must be passed by him direct to the Ledger-
keeper and not handed back to the customer.

38 All deposits or moneys received for any pur-

pose must be counted throughout by the Teller in the

presence of the customer, before any portion is sorted

into the till.

39 When officers of the Bank are called upon to

make out deposit slips for customers, they must, before

the deposit is entered in any book, have the customer
verify the amount of the deposit by initialling or signing

the slip.

40 A specimen signature of every person opening
an account in the Deposit or Savings Bank Ledger
must be taken on the usual card or in the signature

book. In the case of Savings Bank depositors the

number of the depositor's account should be entered

opposite the signature if taken in the signature book, or

on the card if taken in that manner. Signatures to all

cheques must be critically examined by the Ledger-
keeper and Teller.

41 When a depositor cannot write, means should

be adopted to ensure future identification. Such a
reference as " Well known to "Mf "

incf '-
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42 Every customer opening an account in the

Deposit Ledger must be provided with a pass-book
bearing the usual printed notice, and a book of cheques.

This does not necessarily apply, however, to out-of-town

customers, copies of whose accounts may be sent monthly
on the Account Current sheets provided for the purpose.

43 In opening an account with a firm of Barris-

ters, Architects, Accountants, Insurance Agents, or other

non-trading partnerships, the instructions contained at

paragraph 304 must be carefully observed.

44 The designation and address of each customer
should be written at the head of the accoun* in the

Deposit and Savings Bank Ledgers ; if a 1 m, the

names of the partners, and, where there is a special

partnership, the date of its expiry; if a Trust Estate, the

names of the Trustees ; if a farmer, his lot, concession

and township, as well as his Post-oifice address ; and,

in the case of Corporations, etc., the names of the officials

authorized to sign cheques. Special care should be
taken to enter correctly the description of benevolent
and friendly society lodges, and other bodies of this kind.

Every account in the Ledgers, even those consisting of

but one entry, must be entered in the index.

45 Persons depositing money for the credit of

another person, for their own credit at another Branch,
for the payment of a note, or for other similar purposes,

should, if they so wish, be furnished with a receipt

therefor, in the form of a "Letter of Advice." A special

printed form is supplied for this purpose, and no other

must be used.

46 The only authorized modes in which receipts

or acknowledgments for money may be given generadly

are the following ; By entry in Current Account or
Savings Bank pass-books, by the issue of the regular

deposit receipt forms, and by the letter of advice referred

to above. Government, License Fund and Court
deposits are excepted from this rule, and, where the cir-

cumstances warrant it, special receipts may be arranged
for on application to Head Office.

(•5)
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,, Tellers must ^ <=f^Xfeantsf
K-ns

otherwise, ur^rnarked c^-^\^^ C^ been authorized

payable out of town, unless the^
^^ ^ed

Jo do so by the Manager, ^euers =>

^.^^ ^^^

':-^\Joi the £-t iS'Sn which items

Manager should »"d^^f^^ '^^^ each customer,

of this kind may be taken from e
^^ ^^^^

48 Moneys d^P^^^^^^lirJiVa fixed purpose must

for some time and ^Jen
app^-ed to a hx P^

^^^

not be placed in the "^mes ot om
.^ ^^

They m'ay. however, be depo^^^f ;,%U. to be with-

account as app icaWe for a ^P^^^^/^Jio, officers of the

drawn on the signatures of the two

Branch. u 11 k^ made in customers' pass-

49 No entrie. shall ^e made »n
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^

books by the Teller.or by ^y officer ot
^^ ^

for the time bemg
,^^^^Se^^^^^

other voucher

Bank Ledger to whom the dep v^^ jhe

is to be handed by the \euer lu ^ ^^^^^

Ldger-keeper nmst make the entry in t^^^^^
^^^^ ,,,

and then in the P^^'^^^lturned to the teller,

deposit slip or voucher be returned
^^^^^^ ^^^^

50 When deposits are made cy^^^^^^^^^

entriL in the Bank pass-books acknowl^^^ .^

L made by the Ac-unm^^^^^^^^
^^ .^ „,, .^e Teller.

of the General Ledger, p
^^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^

CI Where money is
"^f.^Tlggiftry going through

late in the afternoon to perm^^
f
^^^e^^^^^^

gj. Blotter for

the books on that d^' ^« ^'^^^^ after initialling it,

the following day and
hand the vo

^ ^ ^^^^^^er's de-

to the Accountant who will ^ave^ '^^^ it on to the

posit, entered '"the Ledger
corning.

Officer writing the C^sh Book the
^^^^^^^^

Under this and the preceding
^^^^^^^ ^^^, ^e

jSt^thfMa^g'i:^^^^^^^^^ - - ^^^
^^^^^^^"

entries. , r^^^neit Ledger the Manager
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jfoittt Deposits

53 Where a deposit is made to the credit of two
persons jointly, the laws of Ontario, British Columbia,
Manitoba and the North-West Territories vest the control
thereof in the survivor, so that no special provision is

needed to enable the survivor in such a case to draw
tlie money.

The form which is recommended where it is intended
that a deposit shall be subject to withdrawal by either of
two depositors, or by the survivor in the case of the
death of one, is as follows :

" John Smith and Jane
Smith, or either of them."

Special care is necessary in taking deposits of this
kind. The heading on the slip, which should be copied
verbatim into the Ledger, should show clearly to whose
credit the deposit is made, and should itself contain the
instn.ctions as to payment, in some such phrase as that
suggested in the preceding paragraph. This should
be in the handwriting of the depositor if possible ; in
any case, the slip must be signed or initialled by him
after it is filled up. It is not, however, necessary that all

the persons named should join in signing or initialling

•ihe slip. The Bank is justified in following the instruc-
tions which may be given with regard to the repay-
ment of money by the person who deposits it.

Powers of Executors in the Province of Ontario

54 In the case of a deceased c'.epositor, where
two or more executors are appointed, the receipt of one
would be a sufficient discharge to the Bank for the pay-
ment of the amount at credit of the depositor's account
at the time of his death ; but where executors have
collected money, and deposited the same with the Bank,
it should be regarded as their property as trustees, and
such a discharge obtained as will comply with Sub-
section 2 of Section 84 of the Bank Act—that is, if it

stands in the name of more than two persons, the receipt
of a majority of such persons.

2 (17)
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; I

li

Certification of Cheques

55 All cheques drawn on the Branch must be

accepted by the Ledger-keeper before being paid or

taken on deposit or in payment. No exception must be

permitted to this rule unless under the express authority

of the Manager.

56 Cheques shall not, on any pretext, be accepted

or marked " good " by the Manager or other officer of

the Bank until such cheques have first been posted by

the Ledger-keeper to the account on which they are

drawn.

57 Cheques must not be crossed negotiable at par at

another branch of the Bank without first having been

posted by the Ledger-keeper to the account on which

they are drawn.

58 Customers are not to be informed of the existence

of any outstanding cheques in their accounts. Drawers

of cheques which they know are outstanding are almost

sure to claim refund of the amounts. In such cases the

Bank either has to pay the amount and take the risk of

the cheques turning up in other hsnds, or else refuse,

and thus incur the customers' ill-will.

59 The cetifying of a cheque by the Ledger

-

keeper does not relieve the Teller of his responsibility

when it is presented for payment. He should himself

be satisfied that it is in order.

60 The Ledger-keeper's acceptance stamp must

be kept under lock and key in the vault over night.

Overdrafts

61 No overdraft shall be allowed without the

permission of the Manager, expressed in writing at the

head of the account or by his initials on the cheques.

The attention of Managers is directed to the serious

danger which is involved in initialling cheques which

create an overdraft and then handing them back to the

customer instead of to the Ledger-keeper for certifica-

tion.

(18)
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Court Accounts : Ontario

62 Cheques of the Supreme Court of Judicature

of Ontario (generally known as Chancery cheques) paid

by Branches outside of Toronto, must be stamped on

their face with the Teller's dating stamp.

63 Deposits under the Devolution of Estates Act

should be accepted without charge ; they should be made

in the following manner :—" In the matter of A
B , for credit of F. W. Harcourt, Official Guardian,

and C D , Administrator (or Executor, as the

case may be) ;
" and should be credited and advised to

the Toronto Branch, where the Devolution of Estates

Account is kept.

64 Deposits made at any Branch of the Bank

in Ontario to the credit of the County Court in any suit

or cause, may be paid out on the signatures of the

County Court Judge and the Clerk of the Court. The

order for payment may be a cheque signed by

these officials, or in such other form as it may be the

practice of the Court to use.

65 The rate of interest allowed on County Court

accounts should be the same as that on the Court of

Chancery accounts, which can be ascertained by enquiry

of the Toronto Branch from time to time.

66 When a certificate is given that no money has

been paid into the Bank under any order or judgment of

the Court, a charge of twenty-five cents is to be made

therefor. If the certificate refers only to the Branch

at which it is presented it may be signed by the Manager.

Certificates that money has not been paid into the Court

accounts at Toronto should, of course, be sent to that

Branch for signature. If a certificate covers all the

Branches of the Bank the wording should be altered.

No certificate should state that no money was paid into

the Bank before a particular date.

License Fund Accounts

67 No commission should be charged on cheques

deposited to the ciedit of License Fund accounts where

they can be collected at par by the Bank.

(19)
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Collateral Accounts

68 Collateral accounts should be kept at the end

of the Deposit Ledger, and withdrawals from such

accounts must be initialled by the Manager.

Balancing Passbooks and Certificativn of Current

Account Balances

69 The pass-books should be collected from the

customers before the end of each month, in order that

they may be written up and balanced on the last day of

the month ; after which the Manager or Accountant, pro-

vided such Accountant does not act as Teller or as

Deposit Ledger-keeper, shall compare the balance in the

pass-book with the corresponding balance in the Deposit

Ledger ; attesting the comparison by placing his initials

opposite the balance in the pass-book as well as in the

Ledger.

70 The pass-books, after being balanced, should be

ready for delivery to the customers on the first business

day of each month ; there must be no delay, either

then or at any time during the month, in entering up and

returning them whenever applied for. On no consider-

ation, however, shall a balanced pass-book be returned

until the balance has been compared and initialled by
the proper officer.

71 Each balanced pass-book, when delivered to

the customer, must be accompanied by its relative certi-

ficate (regarding the correctness of the balance and the

return of the cheques) carefully filled up by the officer

who has balanced the book ; and also by the cheques to

date of balance, provided the customer, or his attorney,

is prepared to compare these with the pass-book and sign

the certificate at the Bank counter. The cheques

should not be allowed to be taken away from the Bank
until the certificate, signed by the customer himself or

his duly constituted attorney, is in possession of the

Bank's officers, except with out-of-town customers. In

their case the vouchers should be carefully compared

by a second officer with the pass-book or the copy of the

(20j
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custom ;rs' mt before they are mailed, so that in the

event of t oss in the mails, or of a dispute with a

cue*-'- pr, I .c Bank may be in a position to prove that

tiid '. acli f""5 were despatched.

72 cettihed forms must be checked by th^

Manager or Accountant with the Deposit Ledger after

signature, and shall then be carefully preserved in

monthly packages in the custody of the Accountant, and

filed away in such order as will facilitate their immediate

production, which may at any time become essential in

support of the Bank's case in a suit-at-law.

73 Managers and Accountants are requested to

bear steadily in mind that this certificate is equivalent to

an adjustment of the account as between the Bank and

its customer : and it is therefore desirable that as few

balances as possible should remain uncertified. From
time to time lists of uncertified accounts should be

prepared, and a strong endeavour should be made to

bring about in each case the return of the cheques, and

consequent certification of the balance.

Custody of paid Cheques

74 The cheques of customers on accounts in the

Deposit Ledger, after they are cancelled, must be placed

in the custody of the Ledger-keeper, who will have

charge of them until they are returned to the customers.

Before leaving the office each day he must see that all

cheques, whether sorted or not, are placed in the box

furnished for the purpose, and the box locked and placed

in the vault.

Savings Bank

75 The practice of issuing cheques upon Savings

Bank accounts should be discouraged as far as possible,

in fact it should- not be permitted at all unless the

competition of other Banks in this respect renders

an occasional departure from the rule advisable.

76 Savings Bank receipts after being marked by the

Ledger-keeper must be handed to the Teller and not

In the case of receipts on the Bank's safety paper

for amounts not exceeding S200, however, a deviation

from this rule will be permitted at offices where, owinj^

to the large volume of Savings Bank business, its strict

observance would, in the judgment of the Manager,

cause delay or difficulty as to the identification of the

customer bv the Teller.
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Collateral Accounts

68 Collateral accounts should be kept at the end

of the Deposit Ledger, and withdrawals from such

accounts must be nitialled by the Manager.

Balancing Pass-books and Certification of Current

Account Balances

69 The pass-books should be collected irom the

customers before the end of each month, in order that

they may be written up and balanced on the last day of

the month ; after which the Manager or Accountant, pro-

vided such Accountant does not act as Teller or as

Deposit Ledger-keeper, shall compare the balance in the

pass-book with the corresponding balance in the Deposit

Ledger ; attesting the comparison by placing his initials

opposite the balance in the pass-book as well as in the

Ledger.

70 The pass-books, after being balanced, should be

ready for delivery to the customers on the first business

day of each month; there must be no delay, either

then or at any time during the month, in entering up and

returning them whenever applied for. On no consider-

ation, however, shall a balanced pass-book be returned

until the balance has been compared and initialled by

the proper officer.

71 Each balanced pass-book, when delivered to

the customer, must be accompanied by its relative certi-

ficate (regarding the correctness of the balance and the

return of the cheques) carefully filled up by the officer

who has balanced the book; and also by the cheques to

date of balance, provided the customer, or his attorney,

is prepared to compare these with the pass-book and sign

the certificate at the Bank counter. The cheques

should not be allowed to be taken away from the Bank
until the certificate, signed by the customer himself or

his duly constituted attorney, is in possession of the

Bank's officers, except with out-of-town customers. In

their case the vouchers should be carefully compared
bv a SeCOn(^ «4K**«w. .«*^fU fUa t\oco K*-\rvlr r\r fVio ff\r\\r of tnp
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customers' account before they are mailed, so that in the

event of their loss in the mails, or of a dispute with a

customer, the Bank may be in a position to prove that

the vouchers were despatched.

72 The certihed forms must be checked by the

Manager or Accountant with the Deposit Ledger after

signature, and shall then be carefully preserved in

monthly packages in the custody of the Accountant, and

filed away in such order as will facilitate their immediate

production, which may at any time become essential in

support of the Bank's case in a suit-at-law.

73 Managers and Accountants are requested to

bear steadily in mind that this certificate is equivalent to

an adjustment of the account as between the Bank and

its customer; and it is therefore desirable that as few

balances as possible should remain uncertified. From
time to time lists of uncertified accounts should be

prepared, and a strong endeavour should be made to

bring about in each case the return of the cheques, and

consequent certification of the balance.

Custody of paid Cheques

74 The cheques of customers on accounts in the

Deposit Ledger, after they are cancelled, must be placed

in the custody of the Ledger-keeper, who will have

charge of them until they are returned to the customers.

Before leaving the office each day he must see that all

cheques, whether sorted or not, are placed in the box

furnished for the purpose, and the box locked and placed

in the vault.

Savings Bank

75 The practice of issuing cheques upon Savings

Bank accounts should be discouraged as far as possible,

in fact it should- not be permitted at all unless the

competition of other Banks in this respect renders

an occasional departure from the rule advisable.

76 Savings Bank receipts after being marked by the

Ledger-keeper must be handed to the Teller and not

"iven back to the customer.

Ij
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77 The production of Savings Bank pass-books

should be required when withdrawals are maide. This

requirement must under no circumstances be waived in

the case of persons who are not well known to the Bank,
without identification of the depositor to the satisfaction

of the Manager or Accountant.

78 Interest should be calculated on the minimum
bahiiue at credit of the account during each calendar
month. In the months in which an account is opened
and iloscd interest should be allowed on the minimum
balance for the number of days during which the account
is open in each month respectively. No interest, how-
ever, shall be allowed in the month during which the
account is closed, unless it has been open for at least
three months.

79 In the case of deposits of unusual amounts in
old accounts, Managers are accorded discretion to allow
interest for the broken period, provided that the mone
remains on deposit for not less than three months.

the balance transferred remains until the end ot the ttier

current month. The Branch to which the account is

transferred should also allow interest for the broken

period there.

81 No interest should be deducted in lieu of notice

;

depositors are entitled to interest up to the end of the

last calendar month completed at the date of withdrawal,

whether they give notice or we dispense with it.

82 The interest on Savings Bank accounts which
are closed during the financial half-year must be checked

by a second officer, this checking being attested by the

officer's initials in the interest column of the ledger before

the interest is paid.

83 In cases where interest is not paid at the time

the accounts are closed, it must not be capitalized at the

end of the half-year, as this multiplies unnecessarily the

number of unclaimed balances.

(22)
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Cross Entries

84 No cross entries are permitted in the Deposit

or Savings Bank Ledgers without an entry in the Jour-

nal or Cash Book, under the authority of the Manager
or Accountant.

Change of Ledger-keepers

85 During two complete months of the year

—

chosen at random, and separated by an interval from

each other—the Savings Bank Ledger-keeper should be

changed, or the duties temporarily assigned to another,

providing the number of officers at the Branch renders

such an arrangement possible without interfering with

other regulations.

Balancing Ledgers

86 The Denosit Ledger must be balanced on the

last day of each month, the Savings Bank Ledger

on the 15th or last day of each month, or a few days

before if convenient, the balances being entered in the

books supplied by Head Office for the purpose.

87 The balances as set out in the Balance Books

must be compared with the Ledgers by the Manager or

Accountant, or under their supervision, the summations

of the Balance Books proved, and the initials of the officer

making the comparison placed opposite the sum repre-

senting the balances in the General Ledger. The Balance

Books must remain in the hands of the officer making

this verification from the time the checking is begun

until the balance has been proved.

88 No Teller shall assist in this comparison, nor

shall the Ledger-keeper assist in the checking of the

balances of his own Ledger under this rule, whether such

Teller or Ledger-keeper performs the duties of Account-

ant in addition or not.

89 The officer performii-g the Teller's duties shall

on no account make any entries in the Deposit and

Savings Bank Ledgers, nor shall he be permitted to

balance or assist in the checking of these Ledgers.

(23)
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77 The production of Savins's Ba«u '

— yg "tB the case ot new accounts, however, opened in

the early part of the month, or of deposits of unusual

amounts in old accounts, Managers are accorded discre-

tion lO allow interest for the broken period, provided that

the money remains on deposit for not less than three

months.

80 When a Savings Bank balance is transferred to

another Branch, interest for the broken period to the

date of transfer should be computed and advised separ-

ately to the other Branch, to be paid to the depositor if

the balance transferred remains until the end of the then

current month. The Branch to which the account is

transferred should also allow interest for the broken

period there.

81 No interest should be deducted in lieu of notice

;

depositors are entitled to interest up to the end of the

last calendar month completed at the date of withdrawal,

whether they give notice or we dispense with it.

82 The interest on Savings Bank accounts which

are closed during the financial half-year must be checked

by a second officer, this checking being attested by the

officer's initials in the interest column 01 the ledger before

the interest is paid.

83 In cases where interest is not paid at the time

the accounts are closed, it must not be capitalized at the

end of the half-year, as this multiplies unnecessarily the

number of unclaimed balances.
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Cross Entries

84 No cross entries are permitted in the Deposit

or Savings Bank Ledgers without an entry in the Jour-

nal or Cash Book, under the authority of the Manager

or Accountant.

Change of Ledger-keepers

85 During two complete months of the year

—

chosen at random, and separated by an interval from

each other—the Savings Bank Ledger-keeper should be

changed, or the duties temporarily assigned to another,

providing the number of officers at the Branch renders

such an arrangement possible without interfering with

other regulations.

Balancing Ledgers

86 The Deposit Ledger must be balanced on the

last day of each month, the Savings Bank Ledger

on the 15th or last day of each month, or a fe\y days

before if convenient, the balances being entered in the

books supplied by Head Office for the purpose.

87 The balances as set out in the Balance Books

must be compared with the Ledgers by the Manager or

Accountant, or under their supervision, the summations

of the Balance Books proved, and the initials of the officer

making the comparison placed opposite the sum repre-

senting the balances in the General Ledger. The Balance

Books must remain in the hands of the officer making

this verification from the time the checking is begun

until the balance has been proved.

88 No Teller shall assist in this comparison, nor

shall the Ledger-keeper assist in the checking of the

balances of his own Ledger under this rule, whether such

Teller or Ledger-keeper performs the duties of Account-

ant in addition or not.

89 The officer performing the Teller's duties shall

on no account make any entries in the Deposit and

Savings Bank Ledgers, nor shall he be permitted to

balance or a«;sist in the checking of these Ledgers.
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Deposit Receipts

90 When a book of deposit receipt forms is

received, the numbers of the forms should at once be
entered in consecutive order in the Deposit Receipt
Register. The book of forms is to be placed in the
burglar-proof safe over night.

91 In dealing with deposit receipts it should be
remembered that a receipt containing a promise to pay
money may be in law a promissory note unless it is
declared to be not negotiable or not transferable. No
receipt should be issued in such a form that it might be
a negotiable instrument.

92 Every deposit receipt issued must be entered
in the Register provided for the purpose before being
signed, and the Manager's initials must be placed
opposite the amount, both in the Register and on the
counterfoil.

93 To ensure future identification, a specimen
should be taken of the signature of every person obtain-
ing a deposit receipt.

94 Paid deposit receipts, after being checked with
the Cash Book, and deposit receipts which have been can-
celled without being issued, should be pasted on their
counterfoils. On no account must any deposit receipt
form be destroyed.

95 After payment of a deposit receipt, the amount
of interest is to be added to the principal, and the total
sum, expressed in words, together with the date of paj-
ment, written in ink across the face of the receipt, the
signatures of the officers who signed the receipt being at
the same time carefully defaced.

96 Calculations of interest on receipts must be
checked by the Accountant or another experienced officer
prior to payment, and the depositor's endorsement on the
receipt must be compared with the specimen of his
signature, the comparison being attested by the initials
of the officer making it.

(24)
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97 In the event of a depositor losing his receipt,

he must, before payment is made by the Bank, provide

the customary bond—executed by one or more responsi-

ble persons—for double the amount of the sum deposited.

It will be observed that it is not, under any circujji-

stances, necessary to issue a duplicate deposit receipt.

98 The payment of a deposit receipt by any
Branch other than that where the receipt was issued,

withou*^ the authority of the latter, involves risk, and
shoulc not be done without a proper indemnity. (See

rules of the Canadian Bankers' Association respecting

endorsements, Supplement "C").
The foregoing instructions regarding Deposit

Receipts apply equally to non-negotiable Certificates of

Deposit where such are in use, except in respect to

interest.

Unclaimed Balances

99 Immediately before the close of each calendar

year all balances which stand in the books of the Branch
which must be included in the return to the Govern-
ment called for in Section 88 of the Bank Act, should be

transferred to Head Office, the total only being entered

in " Branch Clearings " account. It must be borne in

mind that Savin.=;s Bank Accounts, Deposit Receipts,

Certificates of Deposit and Unpaid Drafts come within

the terms of that Section equally with balances in Cur-
rent Accounts. Small balances representing interest

entries only should not be transferred Head Office,

but should be credited back to " Interest " account.

100 There shall be kept at the end of the Deposit
Ledger at each branch a record of all amounts trans-

ferred to Head Office as " Unclaimed Balances," or re-

transferred to the branch by Head Office, including

outstanding cheques, cash over, etc. All such accounts
should be entered in the index of the current Deposit
Ledger as if open on the books of the Branch. Full par-

ticulars should be given, and the details of the record

must be carried into each new Deposit Ledger which is

opened, so that at any time a complete list of unclaimed
balances may be readily obtainable.

(25)
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loi Where the person entitled to receive a balance
which has been transferred to Head Office, claims it, the
amount should be debited to Head Office and re-credited
to the customer in the books of the Branch. It is then
subject to withdrawal in the usual way.

Powers of Attorney, Letters of Probate and
Administration, etc.

102 Powers of Attorney, as faras possible, should be
executed on the Bank's approved forms. They should
be numbered in the c-Her of their receipt, and entered by
the Manager or Accouaia .t in the Register provided for
the purpose.

103 The original of any Power of Attorney must
be permanently lodged with the Bank, unless it has
been filed in a city or county Registry Office, in which
case a copy certified under the hand and official seal of
the Registrar may be accepted.

104 When an instrument is executed before a
Notary Public in the Province of Quebec, and the
original left on record in his office, a copy certified by the
same Notary is in order. A Notary in the Province of
Quebec is a public officer authorized to act as a deposi-
tary for such documents ; but the ordinary certification
of a Notary Public in the other Provinces has no special
status before the Courts, and no value can be attached
to it as a permanent record. A notarial copy of a Power
of Attorney or other instrument which remains in pri-
vate hands should not be accepted.

If any cases arise where a strict adherence to these
rules would be unnecessarily severe or inconvenient,
they mcy be referred to Head Office.

105 When a Power of Attorney is revoked the
Manager may, if necessary, acknowledge receipt of the
notice of revocation ; but on no account should a Power
of Attorney once lodged with the Bank ever pass out of
its possession. Immediately after receipt of the notice
of revocation the particulars should be entered in the
Register.

(26)
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io6 Powers of Attorney given by a firm should be

signed by each of the partners.

107 A Power of Attorney should not be witnessed

by the person in whose favour it is drawn.

108 Care should be taken to procure properly certi-

fied copies of the by-laws or resolutions authorizing

officials to sign for incorporated companies. These

should be entered in the Register in the same manner

as the Powers of Attorney, under a heading raised for

the purpose.

109 Theparticularsregarding any Power of Attor-

ney, or any by-law authorizing officers of incorporated

companies to sign for such companies, lodged witn the

Bank, shall also be entered in the Ledger, stating date

when granted, name of person authorized to sign, extent

of the power and limitations placed upon its use, if any.

This information shall be entered at the commencement
of the account in each Ledger, or at the head of the page

covering the date when the documents are received or

changed, by the Manager or Accountant, whose duty it

will be to cancel the entry in the event of the power

being revoked. While the original entry in each Ledger

must be made by the Manager or Accountant, the par-

ticulars may be carried forward from page to page by

the Ledger-keeper.

1 10 The exhibition of Letters of Probate or Let-

ters of Administration issued by a Surrogate Court in

Ontario, is all that is necessary to entitle the Executors

or Administrators of a deceased depositor to deal with

moneys held on his account by the Bank. The usual

and convenient course is to deposit a copy of the Letters

certified under the seal of the Court. If the parties

refuse to furnish a copy, one should be made in the office

and compared with the original, the fact of the compari-

son being certified on the copy by the Manager.

The Registrar of the Surrogate Court will furnish at

a cost of fifty cents a short certificate under seal, setting

out the fact of the appointment of executors or adminis-

trators. Such a certificate may be accepted for lodgment.

(27)
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Note.—This rule does not apply to the Branches out-
side of Ontario, who will be gruided in such matters by
their Solicitors. Nor does it apply to transfers of the
Stock of the Bank, which the Bisard of Directors has
by law power to regulate.

Ill In the case of Letters of Probate and the like,
issued out of Ontario but dealing with property within
that Province, the lodgment of a copy certified under
the seal of the Court is necessary, but before acting on
such documents as these, they should be referred to
Head Office.

t

I—CASH, TELLEK, ETC.

112 The cash in the Treasury sb'M be kept in the
joint custody of the Manager and A. : untant, each of
whom shall have the exclusive coj ol of one of the
keys or combinations of the Treasu / compartment, as
provided for in paragraph 212, and on no account what-
ever shall either officer entrust the other with his key
or combination.

AH transfers of cash to and from the Treasury must
be duly recorded and initialled in the Treasur;, Book.

113 The Manager must examine the Teller's cash
at the close of business each day, checking off the items
ir he Cash Statement Book, verifying the amount of
rc-amissions received by the Teller on cash items sent
into other Banks, and certifying to the examination by
placing his initials against the balance, the correctness
of the same having been ascertained by comparison
with the Cash Book. He will then see that the
cash IS placed in the Teller's box and locked up in the

u\t ^^ '®^^* **'^® *" ®^^^ month, on days selected by

u
™,^"^?«'^' *his examination should be in detail, when

the Manager should verify by actual count that the
amount of money and cash items or other components
shown in the C?s^- Statement Book is on hand. Care
should be taken to avoid falling into any fixed habit with
regard to the selection of the days, and the examination
should '-ccasionally be made more frequently than twice
in the month.

(28)
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1 14 Every deficiency in the Teller's cash in excess

of $20 must "be reported to the General Manager,

whether it is made good immediately or not.

115 Deficiencies in the Teller's cash must not be

charged to a " Cash Short " account ; and no such

account shall be kept.

1 16 When there is a surplus in the Teller's cash, if

the error is not discovered within three days the amount

shall then be credited to an account called " Cash Over "

account. No debits shall be made in this account

without the permission of Head Office.

117 The Teller's cash chest shall have two locks;

the key of one to be kept by the Manager, the key of the

other by the Teller.

1 18 The Teller must not permit any officer to enter

his telling box except the Manager and the officer who
may be authorized under paragraph 128 to make up

money parcels with the Teller. The door of the box

shall close with a spring, and be provided with a spring

lock opening on the outside with a key. The Teller

must not leave his box during business hours unless under

absolute necessity, and then only when someone is on

guard.

1 19 Tellers will be held personally responsible for

the safe custody of revolvers with which they are supplied.

These must be kept on the counter during the day and

cleaned every few months.

120 No unpaid note, draft or acceptance, shall be

held as part of the Teller's cash over night ; nothing

shall be held as cash, except such items as may be

properly entered under some heading of the " Specifi-

cation of Cash on Hand " in the Monthly Return.

American currency and money orders may be regarded

as " Notes of and Cheques on other Banks." The hold-

ing of cheques drawn by officers of the Bank on this or

another Bank is forbidden, unless they are marked

good by the Bank on which they are drawn. Tellers

(29)
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arc aot pemitted to hold over cheques received from
cuitomers » . others, or to cash drafts drawn by officers

of the Pank. without the Manager's express sanction.

lai Packages of silver deposited by customers and
initialled by them must be counted within a reasonable
time, and should not be paid out until this has been
done.

122 Tellers must be caieful not to receive from the
public gold or silver which is mutilated or worn to any
considerable extent.

123 As light gold coin, although passing current,
is not available for exchange with the Receiver General,
it should be utilized for payments across the counter
where gold is asked for or is acceptable.

124 The Teller's stamp, showmg the date of pay-
ment, must be impressed on all debit vouchers and
branch drafts at the time of payment. The final can
cellation by means of a perforating stamp must take
place only after comparison of the vouchers with the
Cash Book.

125 The Teller must keep the cash in his custody
carefully assorted; the notes of various Banks under
their respective names and denominations, the specie
according to its kind, etc. In this way his cash will

always be in a condition to be inspected or handed over
to another officer.

126 Notes of other Banks not redeemed locally
must not be allowed to accumulate in the Teller's cash.
Parcels should be made up whenever the^otes to be
despatched to any one point amount to Sifsm or o\ r,

but parcels need not be naade up on Saturd; and as
far as jHjssible it should be arranged that they :>nouid not
reach the receiving office on that day. In remitti ;g ^ ign
notes, the notes of each Bank must be kepi separate.
Gold c .in, other than British and American, 10 be
transmitted to Toronto, Montreal, or New Yor, from
time to time for sale.

127 The Teller wii' prepn^^e ? money parcels,
making out the necessary speciticaim, which should

(30)
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be written in copying ink; the Accountant and a
clerk (or if the Accountant is engaged wit h more impor-
tant duties, two cler ks), will llien, in the presence of each
other, count and sea^ up the parcel, usiii^t\^uthicknesse!r

of wrapping paper, initta] th*- specification—of which a
press copy is to be kept— ,ind see that a receipt is

obtained from a duly authorized employee of the Express
Company or the Post-office. The officers employed to

count and seal up the parcels must be able, each r

himself, to make oath as to the sum enclosed.

128 Where it is more convenier t T r the Teller tn

be one of the two officers to undcrta«,.: le sealing and
despatch of the parcel, it will be burtirient for th-

Accountant or another senior officer to count and seal it

up after its preparation by the Tell r, in his / ience. In
such case the Teller and this office "vill joint retain the

custody of the parcel until they togeth r del r it to the

Express'' ompany or Post-office. I it .sinci /enientfor

the Tellti to deliver the parce' auother ofhcer may be
deputed to take his place, the Teller ir the meantime
retaining the seal. This rule is be so observed that in

case of loss or dispute e\ id( ice ill be forthcoming from
not les'; than two officers as 10 tlie contents of every
parcel despatched from the Jranch.

129 The special d with which each Branch has
been furnished must be useu f( r the sealing of remit-

tances of money, and of debentures or other securities

payable to bearer. he Manager or Accountant : hall

have the custody of the se md when not in use, it

must be kept under lock ad v: ,

.

13' When a pare- i^

Comps or Post-office the

examined betore i receipt

broken to such an extent as to warrant the supposition

that the package has been tampered with, it should be
opened without injury to the seals and counted by two
officers, if possible in the presence if the person by
whcm it is delivered.

It is to be notcvl at the contract of indemnity
w^ ich we have from the Express Comp>any for parcels

ielivered by the Express
•als should be carefully

given ; and if they are
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entrusted to it usually ceases when tender of delivery
by the Company has been made at the proper time, in

a proper place and to a proper officer of the Bank ; and
the Company would only be liable thereafter for the
ordinary care of a bailee. It is therefore important that
no parcel should be refused when tendered, if proper
care can be taken of it by the officers to whom it is

tendered. If, however, the safe or vault has a time lock
which is closed at the time the parcel is tendered, or if

the safe cannot be opened because the officers in charge
of the locks have left for the day, then delivery should
not be taken.

131 It is the duty of the Manager or of the Account-
ant, when the latter is duly appointed, to see that advice
of all remittances of cash is promptly sent and an acknow-
ledgment duly received. Such Manager or Accountant
shall have the custody of the Express Company's and
the Post-office receipt books, and must satisfy himself
that the person signing any receipt is duly authorized
to do so.

132 Parcels of money to be despatched by mail or
express, or to be deposited with other Banks, must
invariably be taken out by two officers. At Branches
where the staff consists of three officers only this duty
must be performed before or after banking hours.

133 No parcel for deposit with another Bank shall
be sent out unsealed.

134 Express parcels should not be delivered to the
Agent or other official of the Express Company except
in the Company's office.

135 Froi.i day to day all soiled, thin and mutilated
notes must be removed from those which are to be
re-issued ; this is a very important duty, and the Man-
ager should see that it is performed with judgment and
thoroughness.

136 Unissuable notes sent to Toronto for destruc-
tion should be straightened out, turned all one way, and
put up as neatly as possible. Finas and tans eheaid ba
cant ffirunrd in ffamplata bundlaB only . The issuable
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notes should be carefully smoothed out, the corners
straightened, etc., the packages of hundreds being tied
with a fine string, tightly enough to keep the bundle in
neat shape without injuring the edges of the notes.

137 When a note of the Bank, so mutilated as not
to be reasonably entire, is presented for payment, it

must first be referred to Head Office, accompanied, if

possible, by a statutory declaration, drawn up by the
Manager or Accountant and signed by the owner
or other person having knowledge of the facts, stating
how the note was mutilated and what has become
of the missing portions. If other people besides
the owner were present at the time of mutilation their
verification of the statement should be obtained in
writing. What is needed is a reasonable amount of
direct evidence that the missing portions of the bill

have actually been destroyed. Without some proof
of this kind mutilated notes cannot be redeemed at their
face value.

138 Tellers must keep a record of the amount of
the Bank's notes paid out each day. The notes
sent to other Branches should not, of course, be
included. The managers should see that the system
adopted for keeping this record is such as to ensure
accuracy.

139 Unissuable or soiled notes of the Dominion of
Canada (Legal Tenders), transmitted for redemption,
must not be intermixed with notes which are perfectly
whole and comparatively clean.

140 All Branches requiring new supplies or having
surplus stocks of notes of the Bank, legal tenders, silver,

or British or American gold of standard weight in excess
of a few hundred dollars, must fill out one of the requi-
sition and notification forms provided for the purpose,
and forward it to Head Office, or, in the case of the
Western Branches, to Winnipeg or Vancouver, as the
case may be.

141 In the case of Branches having surplus moneys,
after the first advice has been sent to the supply office,
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a fresh advice, with corrected figures, should be sent on
the Monday of each week, until the desired relief has
been obtained. Should the surplus supply become
exhausted by the ordinary business of the Branch,
the supply office should be notified of the fact at once.

142 When a supply is required, the latest day on
which it should reach the Branch must be noted in the
space allotted for that purpose ; and, where possible, two
or more clear days' notice should be given, so that the order
may be filled at the least expense to the Bank. This,
however, is not intended to debar Branches from order-
ing supplies by wire in cases of emergency.

143 Express, postage and insurance charges on all

money parcels will be borne by the remitting office,

excv<?pt in the case of parcels ordered by the receiving
officfc, when these charges will be paid by the latter.

144 The attention of officers of the Bank is directed
to the clause of the Bank Act respecting Counterfeit
Notes, which reads as follows :

" .... Every officer of a Bank doing busi-
ness in Canada shall stamp or write in plain letters the
word ' Counterfeit,* ' Altered,' or ' Worthless,' upon
every counterfeit or fraudulent note issued in the form
of a Dominion or Bank Note, and intended to circulate
as money, which is presented to him at his place of
business ; and if such officer or person wrongfully
stamps any genuine note, he shall, upon presentment,
redeem it at the face value thereof."

145 Dividend Warrants of the Bank, when paid,
should be entered on a list, debited in total to Head Office,
and forwarded with the " Branch Clearings " account in
which they are advised. They are addressed to " The
Tellers of The Canadian Bank of Commerce," and should,
therefore, be properly cancelled at the time of payment
in precisely the same manner as if they were cheques
drawn upon the Branch at which they are cashed.
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J DRAFTS, REMITTANCKS, CREDITS, ETC.

146 On receivinjf from Head Office a book of draft
forms, money orders or sterlinti^ bills on London, the
forms should be immediately counted and acknowledged
to the Stationery Department. The numbers of each
book should be entered as No. to on a page in

the Securities Register and when a book is brought into
use it should be ruled out. Deposit Receipt forms
should also be counted and acknowledged in a similar
manner, but they should be recorded in detail in the
Deposit Receipt Register. All books of these forms,
and forms ci' Letters of Credit, must be placed in the
burglar-proof safe over night. Branches sending forms
to other offices must advise the Stationerv Clerk.

For the purposes of this rule, the duly appointed

Accountant, or Acting Accountant, at any Branch is ex

officio authorized to sign " pro Manager," and at any
Branch where there is not a regularly appointed
Accountant, the officer next in rank to the Manager has

the same authority ; but to avoid misunderstanding, as

many junior officers are authorized to sign " pro

Accountant," special advice is given by circular respect-

ing officers authorized to sign " pro Manager " as well as
" pro Accountant."

148 When signing drafts drawn on the Branches or

Agents, the Manager must initial the register in the

proper column, the book, with the prepared form and
application slip, being put before him for that purpose.

149 In filling up drafts the writing for the amount
should commence "i the extreme left side of the draft

form, and the figures for the cents should be written

immediately after the amount, not at the end of the line.

Crosses must not be used to indicate no cents. In the

case of sterling drafts the amount in figures should be
written thus "jfp js ""* " and in the body "Forty
pounds 4/2." Drafts must not be typewritten, nor should
they be issued bearing any alteration whatever.

J/-/{y^.*
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144 The attention of officers of the Bank is directed

to the clause of the Bank Act respecting Counterfeit

Notes, which reads as follows :

" .... Every officer of a Bank doing busi-

ness in Canada shall stamp or write in plain letters the

word ' Counterfeit,' ' Altered,' or • Worthless,' upon
every counterfeit or fraudulent note issued in the form
of a Dominion or Bank Note, and intended to circulate

as money, which is presented to him at his place of

business ; and if such officer or person wrongfully

stamps any genuine note, he shall, upon presentment,

redeem it at the face value thereof."

145 Dividend Warrants of the Bank, when paid,

should be entered on a list, debited in total to Head Office,

and forwarded with the " Branch Clearings " account in

which they are advised. They are addressed to " The
Tellers of The Canadian Bank of Commerce," and should,

therefore, be properly cancelled at the time of payment
in precisely the same manner as if they were cheques
drawn upon the Branch at which they are cashed.
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J—DRAFTS, REMITTANCES, CREDITS, ETC.

146 On receiving from Head Office a book of draft

s, deposit receipts, or sterling bills on London, the

ms should be counted and acknowledged to the

ationery Department, and the numbers entered in

e front or back of the register as No. to .

In books of these forms, and forms of Letters of Credit,

lUst be placed in the burglar-proof safe over night.

Jranches sending forms to other offices must advise the

jtationery Clerk.

147 All Drafts, Letters of Credit, and orders for the

[payment of money must be signed by the Manager or

(Assistant Manager, or by an officer authorized to sign

pro Manager," and countersigned by the Accountant,

or officer authorized to sign " pro Accountant."

For the purposes of this rule, the duly appointed

Accountant, or Acting Accountant, at any Branc h is ex

officio authorized to sign " pro Manager," and at a"y
Branch where there is not a regularly appoir. d

Accounta it, the officer next in rank to the Manager has

the same authority ; but to avoid misunderstanding, as

many junior officers are authorized to sign " pro

Accountant," special advice is given by circular respect-

ing officers authorized to sign " pro Manager " as well as
" pro Accountant."

148 When signing drafts drawn on the Branches or

Agents, the Manager must initial the register in the

proper column, the book, with the prepared form and
application slip, being put before him for that purpose.

149 In filling up drafts the writing for the amount
should commence at the extreme left side of the draft

form, and the figures for the cents should be written

immediately after the amount, not at the end of the line.

Crosses must not be used to indicate no cents. In the

case of sterling drafts the amount in figures should be

written thus "^p t?
-"^ " and in the body "Forty

pounds 4/2." Drafts must not be typewritten, nor should

they be issued bearing any alteration whatever.

J^V6':U.
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All drafts drawn on England, branch

150 All cancelled drafts and money order forms
should be initialled for opposite their numbers in the
Register by the Manager, or by the Accountant where
one is regularly appointed, and carefully retained in his
custody in the safe until the following inspection of the
branch, when they will be examined and destroyed.

151. At the close of each day's business, or as

soon as necessary to take advantage of the first mail,

advices must be prepared of all drafts issued and
cheques marked at par, for amounts in excess of $200,
except in cases where the payee is well known and in

good standing at the place of payment. Where the

payee is a regular customer of a Bank, or is other-

wise generally well known, an advice is not necessary.

The advices are to be signed by the Manager or

Accountant after comparison, in the case of drafts,

with the Register and, in the case of cheques, with the

entry in the book used for that purpose, and despatched
to the respective Branches or Correspondents. .All

drafts drawn on or marked payable at the office of

another Bank, must be advised to the latter. The
Northern Trust Company, Chicago, however, need not

be advised regarding drafts not exceeding $200.

All drafts drawn on London, England, branch must
be advised irrespective of the amounts.

in the same way.

153 Advices of drafts drawn are to be entered in the
proper register at the Branch receiving them, or placed
in order on a file; and all drafts presented must be
compared with the advice by the Accountant, and
initialled by him, before being paid by the Teller. The
date of payment should be entered by the Accountant
in the register, or, where no register is kept, on the advice
itself.

154 When a draft has been lost, notice stopping
payment should at once be sent to the Branch on which
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the draft is drawn. Before a duplicate is issued Head
Office must be advised regarding the loss of the original,

so that payment may be stopped at all the Branches.

Stop Payment Notices of both drafts and cheques

are to be retained by the Teller in the envelope supplied

for the purpose ; the former should be filed alphabeti-

cally under the name of the pajinjj branch.

auvice. ine neglect ot these mstructions frequently

causes much inconvenience to customers and loss of

business to the ' Bank.

In the case of sterling drafts the signatures should

be taken in duplicate and the second specimen forwarded

by the following mail.

156 All official letters establishing or confirming a
credit for the payment of money, or advising or con-

firming a transfer of money without the issue of a draft,

must be signed by the Manager and Accountant, or by
two officers who are authorized to sign and counter-

sign drafts, and no Branch is permitted to act on any
advice which may be incomplete in this respect. The
amount must be stated both in words and in figures. On
no account must a stamped signature be used in signing

such letters.

Letters establishing credits should be written on
post size paper, and no reference to any other matter
should be contained in them.
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the draft is drawn. Before a duplicate is issued Head
Office must be advised regarding the loss of the original,

so that payment may be stopj)ed at all the Branches.

j
A blank book must be kept at each Branch, into

Which notices of lost drafts, etc., must be copied

W the Teller, who must initial the notice with date of

iis entry, and return it to the proper officer.

155 To facilitate identification of persons who have

Wchased drafts from the Bank to provide themselves

Jth
funds, specimen signatures of the payees should be

£en on slips of the following form and attached to the

vice. The neglect of these instructions frequently

causes much inconvenience to customers and loss of

business to the Bank.

In the case of sterling drafts the si^atures should

be taken in duplicate and the second specimen forwarded

by the following mail.
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156 All official letters establishing or confirming a

credit for the payment of money, or advising or con-

firming a transfer of money without the issue of a draft,

must be signed by the Manager and Accountant, or by

two officers who are authorized to sign and counter-

sign drafts, and no Branch is permitted to act on any

advice which may be incomplete in this respect. The
amount must be stated both in words and in figures. On
no account must a stamped signature be used in signing

such letters.

Letters establishing credits should be written on

post size paper, and no reference to any other matter

should be contained in them.
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157 Telegraphic advices of transfers must be con-
firmed by the nrst mail ; to avoid the possibility of the
confirmation being inadvertently taken for a separate

advice, some such form of words as " we wired you
to-day as follows," should be used.

158 In connection with telegraphic transfers to the
United States, it is the invariable practice of New York
Banks to receive money without responsibility, beyond
crediting the amount to the account of the Bank through
which the payment is made, and advising the same by
wire. They do not in any way guarantee that the

money will be paid by their corresp>ondents to the per-

sons entitled thereto. Managers undertaking business
of this kind should be careful to protect the Bank from
responsibility in this respect.

159 All remittances of $25,000 or over, to any
Branch at a point where there is a Clearing-House,
should be advised by wire at the expense of the Branch
to which the remittance is being sent. This, of course,

does not apply to remittances of cheques, etc., drawn on
any Branch.

160 When cheques or drafts on other Banks are
sent to Branches where there are Clearing-Houses, the
cheque lists should quote the names of the Banks upon
which they are drawn, as that facilitates the making up of
the bank deposits immediately after receipt of the letters.

*

K—STERLING EXCHANGE BUSINESS, LETTERS OF
CREDIT, ETC.

161 Sterling bills purchased or sold by Branches
which do not keep direct accounts with the London, Eng.,
Office, will be charged or credited to the Montreal
Branch at the rates quoted in the daily bulletin from
that office ; these rates will be made as close as possible,

and each Branch should look for a reasonable profit for

itself.

162 Drafts drawn by the Bank of Scotland or the
London, Eng., office, on Branches not keeping direct

accounts with these offices, should be forwarded on
payment at debit of the Montreal Branch.

(38)
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163 Branches in Ontario, other than those authorized

to issue sterling Letters of Credit, must send apphcations

f credits to the Toronto Branch, with a copy of the

castomer's application on the proper form, the ongmal

thereof being retained at the Branch. Branches m
British Columbia should apply to the Inspector at

Vancouver; branches in Manitoba or the North-West

Territories to the Winnipeg office. Qt^^ cca*'^ *- ^^ "^
*"'

164 Whenever the amount of th4S«tappl»ed for

exceeds ^"200 or $1,000, advieit^ th^forwarding of the

application is to hsjsaH to llead Oftc^ together with

informatipo^to'tfie security on which the issue of the

credifcJ»t6"De based.

'165 On transactions under these credits passmg

through their hands the Toronto, Winnipeg or Van-

couver Branches, as the case may be, will be entitled to

receive, in addition to the actual cost of providing cover,

X of one per cent. The profit on the exchange and

the balance of the commission will accrue to the Branches

at which the credits originate. In the case of sterling

credits the Branches must see that they charge their

customers, in addition to the commission, the full selling

counter rate for cable transfers.

i66 No Credits should be issued to strangers unless

they are introduced and identified by respectable per-

sons well known to the Bank.

L—DISCOUNT AND COLLECTION BUSINESS, TREATMENT OF

BILLS, SECURITIES, ETC.

Registration and Custody of Bills

167 Every bill lodged with the Bank, whether for

discount, collection or otherwise, shall be registered

under a number before the business of the day is over,

so that no unrecorded bill may be placed at night in the

Bank's safe.

168 The cases containing the bills, which must be

in the custody of the Manager, or the Accountant when

(39)
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must be taken over by cne Manager from the cUrk

Casual Loans

r^iA \r ^t* P^«=««<^s of paper discounted, when not

rvou&on%hr r'"".?
""°7^' mustonlJ'b^'iSd o^

M^n-^ A
**'® ^*"^^ '^'P^'^ar form signed by the

Balancing Discount Diary

h. i^' ^'^'r
?»s<;Ount Diary must be balanced with

ftV/j S«ii( /or CoUtclion

^v Fl™„ill° ''I!'
"'"!>' '''°'' »«" >« despatched from

allowed for procuring acceptance.

nn. iJ* ^" j*"*^*^ *?^''^'^ ^^ remitted that are oavable

?r°n^nrhi.^es;:!g„rs.^ra,^i?
uiscounts, and. if of $400 or over, must so appear in
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the Weekly Return, the probab e due date being set

far enough ahead to ensure that all bills outstanding

at the daf^ ; th< sucreeding Liability Return v-ill

be shown among 'no isii \iities of customers. This
regulation does noi affect :he quest i m of the charges

on such drafts, whicr may be covered by the exchange
alone, nr by exchange and interest, as may be expedient.

175 Drafts against shipments of flour on persons in

the Lower Provinces must not under any circumstances

be charged to " Cash Items " account.

176 Drafts sent forward for collection with bills of

lading or other documents attached.must be accompar-r I

by dehnite instru>_tions as to whether the latter are tc .

surrendered on acceptance or held for payment.

177 Managers should arrange with customers io

have shipping doc uments made out in the following

form :

—

" Notify A B and ' The Canadian Bank of

Commerce * (or any other Bank acting as agent

for this Bank) on the arrival of the goods."

This is specially applicable to flour shipments to

Montreal and the Maritime Provinces.

178 In forwarding drafts, etc., to Toronto City

Branches the stre tt add'-ess of the drawee should be
obtained if possibi . Managers should encourage the

practice of having bills specifically addressed to the

street and number.

179 Bills must not remain in the hands of corres-

pondents after protest for non-acceptance, unless tinder

special r^trection of the Manager ; and, conversely, the

same r..'<: should be applied to all bills held for collection.

It should be borne in mind that in some countries bills

protested for non-acceptance are held and subsequently

protested for non-payment unless instructions are given

to the contrary.

180 In order to obviate the possibility of dispute,

bills must be recalled by letter or telegram and not by
telephone.
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i8i Where tne Bank has regular transactions with
customers in the way of the discount and collection of
bills, the iVanager should arrange to obtain the customer's

Protelr*
*° ""^^ °^ ^^^ ^^^'^ ''°^'"^ °^ " ^'^^er of

182 In all cases where the Bank discounts or
undertake- to collect bills payable in the United States
or at points in Canada where there is no chartered
Kank, the manager should be careful to obtain from the
customer the usual authority to send the same at his
risk to our collecting agents.

Collection bills sent to agents in the United States,
proceeds to be remitted to the New York Agency, should
be accompanied with instructions that the remittance is
to be made " For credit of Branch."

183 Items should not, as a rule, be sent to private
bankers until near maturity ; but if they have to be sent
forward at once for the purpose of procuring icceptance,
they may be left in the private banker's hands until
maturity, unless he is known to be financially weak, or
the bills are for important amounts. It is recommended
that Items of $500 and upwards should usually be sent
for acceptance and return, and then retained at theBrapch until nearly due.

184 A charge of ten cents may be made by the

B^ . ^ *" °*^^'' ^^^^ °^ *° other Branches of this

(a) On bills drawn on parties residing in the larger
cities in presenting which use has to be made of the
street cars:

(b) On bills which have to be presented for accept-ance by mail. (It is always open to the Branches atwhich such bills originate to make this presentation).
The charge may be made whether or not the

coHecting Branch is able to procure acceptance of these

185 The Branches should exercise every possible
care in connection with documentary sterling bills pur-chased by them and transmitted to Montreal, to see that
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the bills and documents are in perfect order. This is

important because of the risks involved and also because

of the fextra trouble imposed on the Montreal and

London, Eng., Branches by any irregularity.

1 86 Every sterling bill with documents should be

accompanied by the Bank's regular letter of hypotheca-

tion. If the goods are insured on this side, the insur-

ance receipt should be attached ; if insured on the other

side, the customer should state this in the letter of

hypothecation, so as to leave no room for misunder-

standing.

187 Sterling bill? '"ndorsed in blank require the

words, "Pay to the order of The Canadian Bank of

Commerce," stamped or written above the last endorse-

ment. If any endorsement is made by procuration, or by

rubber stamp, or in any other way than by the endorser's

own signature, it should be guaranteed in the usual

form over the Manager's signature. The latter provis-

ion applies to bills of lading and insurance receipts as

well as to bills of exchange.

188 Bills of lading accompanying sterling bills

should, as far as possible, be drawn to the order of the

shipper. They must be endorsed m blank before they

are forwarded, whether they are drawn to the order of

the shipper or of the Bank.

189 The usual endorsing stamp should not be

impressed upon sterling bills ; if it is desirable to place

the Branch endorsement on them, it should simply be,

" Pay The Canadian Bank of Commerce, , or

order."

190 When sterling bills purchased are dishonoured

they should at once be charged to " Past Due Bills

"

account, unless they are taken up by the customer imme-
diai:ely on receipt of notice of dishonour.

Bills Received for Collection

191 It is very important that all collection bills

should be dealt with promptly. They should, whenever
possible, be presented on the day they are received, and
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Should always be remitted for on the day of payment.Branches not keeping a direct account with the London,
ling., Branch should advise that office direct by firstmail of payment of bills received from them for coUec
tion, crediting the proceeds through the Montreal Branch.

«„H™ '°
"[ft'lfning unaccepted drafts to Branchesand correspondents, the reason assigned by the drawee

^a^tTtlifed^^^^P*
should alway! be gfven whL" i!

r^rnJA^ J^^
^°'''? °[ ^^^'""^ *°«^ Po^er o^ Attorney

UvZ^t fh"? '" *?*^ °^ •''"^ '^^^^^ °° persons

thl^ \ J?^?°" ^'?"' *^* ^a^J' should alwVys, in

the Rrrn.°h*^*'^°T'rly."°"-P^y'"^°*' ^e retained at

Ihl wn wk'°^***1. °^u^*.°«
"^^^^^^^ *° the owner of

Thi }
^*'*°

^*lf
^ * ^'" ^^ P^»^ t»»e slip may go with it.This form cannot be used by an attorney unle^ a powerof substitution has been grated to him, orTy a^^t-

stock company unless the officers of the Company havebeen authorized to delegate their authority in this way

Past Due Bills

194 Before closing the Cash Book each day, loans
or discounts unpaid must be charged to » P^t Due
fll UM?° u°*' ?® ^°^* °^ P'*°*est being debited on return

ot the bills by the notary.

t ?^u-^
instructions must be understood to apply

also to bills discounted remitted, sterling bills and cash
Items, other than cheques, returned for non-acceptance

«f.?°°/?f^"?®°^i
'^^•'^h' '^ "°* *^^«° "P ^fore the close

of the following day, must be placed in " Past Due Bills"
account.

195 Bills which have remained in " Cash Items "
account for an unduly long time must be charged to

Return
^* Bills" account, and shown in the Weekly

196 Managers must be careful to see that no items
remain in default at the end of the month, except thosewhich are uncollectible, or which cannot be made current
Without prejudicing their security or early recovery.
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Notice of Dishonour

ig-j When a notice of dishonour is sent direct from

a Branch on form 45, care must be taken to preserve

proper evidence of its despatch. Proof should be forth-

coming that it was deposited in a Post-office with the

postage paid on the day on which the note fell due, or on
the following business day, addressed to the party at his

customary address or place of residence, or at the place

at which such bill is dated, unless he has under his sig-

nature designated another place. Where an address is

specially designated care must be taken to see that it is

the proper one, or that it was written by, or by the

authority of, the party himself.

Registration and Custody of Securities

198 Bonds, debentures, mortgages, and any other

securities—other than warehouse receipts, assignments

under Sec. 74 of the Bank Act, and collateral notes

—

whether pledged as collateral security or lodged for safe-

keeping, should be entered under their proper headings

in the Securities Register supplied by Head Office.

The securities must remain in the custody of the Man-
ager and Accountant, and all negotiable securities must
be kept in the Treasury or in a similar compartment
provided with two keys or combinations, so that a per-

fect joint custody may be observed.

Bonds, etc.. Held or Forwarded for Collection

199 Bonds, debentures, etc., held, or forwarded to

another point for sale or collection of interest, must
not be stamped, numbered or otherwise marked, except

with a lead pencil. When forwarded for payment at

maturity, however, they may be stamped and numbered
in the usual way.

200 If it becomes necessary to take charge of locked

boxes, sealed packages, etc., which cannot, owing to their

size, be conveniently placed in the Treasury compart-

ment, receipt of such boxes or packages must be entered
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in the Securities Register, and the fact that they are not
placed in the Treasury noted opposite the entry. Pack-
ages such as envelopes containing papers, should invari-
ably be sealed by the depositor.

201 When deposits are left with the Bank in escrow,
Managers should on no account undertake to carry out
the terms of the agreement. The papers should be sealed
in an envelope bearing a superscription that the contents
are to be delivered on payment, etc., and setting out the
disposition to be made of the packet on default. The per-
son depositing should sign this, and on delivery of the
contents they should be receipted for on the envelope.

202 As it is not desirable to accept the charge of
securities for safe-keeping, when it can be avoided, it

may be well to decline to do so where the owner is a
stranger and has no claim upon the Bank, or even
when the owner is known, unless it is apparent to the
Manager that some advantage direct or indirect will
result to the Bank in consequence of assuming the
responsibility.

M—DAILY COMPARISON OF ENTRIES

203 It is the duty of the Manager, either individu-
ally or in conjunction with the Accountant, to compare
carefully each day all the entries in the Cash Book,
Supplementary Cash Book and Journal, with their
respective vouchers, examining the regularity of all

endorsements on the latter; to compare all credit
entries with the registers and other original records ; to
see that the proper entries have been made in the
Cash Book or Journal for all items received or advised
in the correspondence, and so far as practicable to see
that every credit entry that should have been made is in
one of these books ; to see that the balances are pro-
perly carried forward and the additions and extensions
correctly made, and that after comparison all vouchers

—

both debit and credit—are cancelled with a perforating
machine so as to preclude the possibility of their being
used a secona time. The performance of this duty shall
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be attested daily by the initials of the Manager placed

in the Cash Book opposite the balance to be carried

forward.

At Branches where the same officer performs the

duties of Accountant and Teller, or where the staff

consists of three officers or less, including the Manager,
the latter shall, unless otherwise authorized by Head
Office, make the comparison referred to in this rule with-

out assistance; in any case the Teller must not take part

in the work.

204 It is also the Manager's duty to see that the

checking of the General Ledger, Deposit and Savings
Bank Ledgers is properly carried out by the officers to

whom this portion of the work may be assigned, and that

they compare carefully all entries in the Cash Book,

Journal, Discount Blotter, etc., with these ledgers.*

In making this comparison, all credit entries in the

respective Ledgers from the Cash Book, Journal, Blotter,

etc., must first be checked before any debit entries are

called.

205 The daily comparison with the Cash Book and

Journal of entries in the Deposit and Savings Bank
Ledgers must be completed before 10 o'clock each

morning. The Teller must not take part in this compari-

son, nor shall the Ledger-keeper be allowed to check his

own work.

206 A book must be kept in which must be entered

the particulars of discrepancies discovered and of all

alterations made by the Ledger-keeper himself. Such
alterations must be examined and compared with the

book of discrepancies by the officers making the daily

comparison of the Deposit, Savings Bank, and General

Ledgers.

Correction of Errors

207 The correction, by erasure, of errors in any of

the Bank's books or documents is strictly forbidden.

When errors occur the wrong entries must be neatly

cancelled with pen and ruler, and the corrections made
between the lines. This rule must be rigidly enforced.
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N—CHECKING OK CALCULATIONS

208 All calculations of discount, interest, exchange,
etc., must be carefully checked by a senior officer, who
shall initial the Register ; and no charge collectible by
the Bank shall be waived without the sanction of the
Manager, or the officer performing his duties for the
time being.

O—COMBINATION AND TIME LOCKS

209 The custody of the combination and time locks
is one of the most important trusts in the Bank. Every
officer must understand that he will be held strictly

to account for the intelligent observance of the following
rules, and for the maintenance of the Bank's security
as regards any point which may not be covered by the
rules.

210 No one outside the Bank should have any
information as to the distribution or custody of the
various keys and combinations, and for this reason no
lock should be opened in the presence of anyone not
connected with the Bank, if it can be avoided.

211 No excuse will be admitted by the Board of
Directors for any suspension—however temporary—of a
strictly divided custody of the Bank's vaults and safes.

Such custody must be so regulated that the co-operation
of two officers shall at all times be necessary to a£brd
access to either the vault or safe. No officer shall com-
municate his combination or surrender his key to
another, unless such transfer be rendered necessary
by his absence or removal, and then in such manner
only as shall not impair the absolute division of custody
above prescribed.

212 The two senior officers at the Branch shall

have custody of the locks on the outer door of the safe
(or of the burglar-proof compartment, where such
exists), and also of the Treasury compartment, each
officer holding one lock. The compartments of the
safe must always be kept locked. The safe door should
be kept closed during the day, but it need not be kept
locked. No departure will be permitted from this rule
without the permission of Head Office.
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213 When a combination lock has to be trans-

ferred to another officer, no matter for how short a

time, it must be immediately re-set. The officer taking

over the custody of the lock must understand that

observance of this rule is necessary for his own protec-

tion. Each officer having charge of a lock is responsible

to that extent for what it protects, and it is his duty to

see, above all things, that where joint custody is involved

it is impossible for the officer in charge of the other lock

to learn his numbers. Unless he at once re-sets his lock

on taking it over he obviously cannot do this, since the

numbers are not in his sole control.

2 1

4

When a lock is re-set the numbers must be com-

mitted to memory. To ensure correctness of the record

for Head Office, the new numbers should be written down

before being set. The numbers should be written in

pencil, or, if in ink, care must be taken that the writing

is not blotted. The record thus made should be that

for Head Office, and for no other purpose should a

memorandum of the numbers be made in writing.

215 When an officer is opening or re-setting his

combination, he must take care that it is absolutely

impossible for anyone else to overlook what he is doing

and so learn his numbers.

216 In the manganese steel safes with which some

of the branches are supplied the two combination locks

on the main door of the safe are connected with the one

set of bolt work, and the operation of either combina-

tion will make the necessary connection to enable the

safe to be opened. These two locks should both be in

the custody of one officer, whenever possible the senior

officer at the branch, but should be set on different sets

of numbers. All these safe' are fitted up with time

locks, so that joint custody of the main door can be

maintained by its being the duty at locking-up time of

the officer next in rank to the Manager to see that the

time lock or locks are wound for the proper length of

time, and that the safe is then immediately closed and

locked up.
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When any interior compartment of such a safe is

controlled by one combination lock only, this lock must
not be held by the officer in charge of the locks on the

main door.

217 Where an officer holding one of the combina-
tions of the cash safe has occasion to leave the office

before the cash is put away, he must arrange with one
of the senior officers, other than the one responsible for the

second combination, or for the time-lock, to see, before

leaving the office, that his combination is thrown off.

218 A record must be kept '.n the Discount or

Collection Diary, or, if more convenient, in a separ-

ate book, of the hour when each combination on the

outer door of the cash safe or safes and on the vault

door is thrown off, the time lock set, and the doors

closed ; this record must be initialled by the officers per-

forming the duty.

219 The combination on the vault door may,
where expedient, be held by two officers, provided

neither has charge of the key of the inner door of the

vault ; but whenever this combination is placed in joint

custody the envelope covering the numbers must state

the fact, or if the combination is afterwards entrusted

to a second officer, it must be advised in an official

paragraph.

220 The particulars of every officer's combination

must be sent to Head Office, and this regulation shall

be carried out in the following manner : When an
officer has changed the combination of a lock he will

enclose the particulars of the new combination (folding

the slip of paper so that it would not be possible to deci-

pher the numbers by holding the envelope up to the light)

in the envelope provided for that purpose, sealing it with

his private seal, and filling in on the face of the envelope

the information there called for. He will then send this

envelope with the usual form of advice to the General
Manager, sealing and mailing his communication in

person.
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221 In the c; e of Branches in British Columbia or

on the Pacific Coast, and in Manitoba or the North-VVest

-Territories, these particulars are to be sent to the Van-

couver and Winnipeg Branches respectively.

222 Combination*; must be changed only under

instructions troni the Manager, and the tact that the

advice enclosing the combination has been sent as

ordered above, is to be advised by him to the office to

which the combination is being sent. If, however, it is

the Manager or his substitute who forwards, the num-

bers, a second advice is not necessary. But lie must

mail the official advice personally.

271 The officer's letter enclosing particulars of the

combination and the Manager'-; relative advice should

be forwarded by the same mail.

224 The receipt of the envelope containing partic-

ulars of the combination will be acknowledged direct

to the officer sending it, and also to the Manager.

Unless absolutely necessary, two combinations should

not be altered at the same time; the combination'- of

two important locks, say of the vault and safe doors,

should under no circumstances be entrusted to the same

mail. Acknowledgment of one should be received before

the other is transmitted.

225 When the custody of a combination lock is

transferred to an officer who is not thoroughly acquainted

with the method of working such locks, the Manager

shall see that he is instruct >d in the manner of opening

and shutting the doors and of changing the numbers

;

and when a lock is reset by any officer, whether experi-

enced or otherwise, he shall not lock the safe or vault until

he has tested the new combination twice or three times

w.ih the door open, by throwing the bolts, turning off the

lock, and ascertaining that it will open readily on the

new numbers. Officers should be iiistructed to avoid

setting or opening combination locks in the presence of

any other person.

226 In s'itting locks a mistake in the number of

turns may destroy the security afforded ; if, for instance,
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an extra turn is given in setting the last number the lock

will open on the last number alone. Numbers should

always be set at least 15 points apart and " shop num*
bers," as, for instance, " 30, 60, 90," " 25, 45, 70, 90," etc.,

must never be used.

'..-.-j When a lock becomes deranged,and the services

of a workman are required, the Manager will telegraph to

Head OfHce, to the Inspector at Vancouver, or the

Inspection Department at Winnipeg, to that effect ; but
no request of this nature is to be sent to the safe manu-
facturers direct.

22S No safe workman shall be admitted to the

Bank's vaults, by whomsoever sent, unless Head Office,

the Inspector at Vancouver, or the Inspection Depart-
ment at Winnipeg, shall have given advice of his

proposed visit and forwarded a specimen of his

signature for the purpose of identification. An excep-
tion to this rule may be permitted where an expert
from New York is sent to repair a time lock, in which
case advice sent direct, accompanied by a specimen
signature, may be acted upon, but care should be taken
to make the identification complete.

229 Some or all of the combination locks should
be changed as soon as possible after the visit of a man
from a safe manufactory or of a time lock expert.

230 The numbers ot every combination lock must
be changed at least once in each year.

231 No person whatever, r^.^rept the Bank's officers

having charge of the keys and .-ciTibinationsfor the time
being, shall have access to the locks on the doors of the
vault and safes, unless especially authorized by Head
Office.

232 Keys of combination locks, when not in use,

must be placed in the Treasury compartment.

233 The duplicate and triplicate keys of the
vault and safe shall be deposited for safe-keeping as
Head Office may direct, and where any exception
to this rule is permitted Head Office, the Inspector at

(52)
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Vancouver, or the Inspection Department at Winni-

peg, must be advised in the official correspondence

regarding the disposition made of them. The keys must

invariably be sealed up by the Manager and Accountant

personally, the package bearing a superscription of the

following import :

—

" Deposited by the Manager and Accountant of

" The Canadian Bank of Commerce, Barrie Branch,

"with the Bank of Toronto, 30th April, 1903; to

«• be given up only on the joint order of the said

" Manager and Accountant, or of the two officers at the

• Branch acting as Manager and Accountant at the time

" of surrender." A receipt should be prepared before-

hand, ready for signature by the Manager of the Bank

where the keys are to be deposited, which should express-

ly state that they will be surrendered only in accordance

with the instructions given ; and it is the duty of the

Manager and Accountant to see that it is properly signed.

234 When keys are lodged with another Bank in

the place where the Branch is situated, or delivered

to an Express Company for transmission to another

point, the package must pass directly from the joint

custody of the Manager and Accountant to the said Bank

or Express Company.

235 A memorandum showing the particulars of the

keys and the place where they are lodged for safe-keep-

ing, must be made in the Securities Register.

236 The following instructions as to the means

necessary to keep locks, bolts, safe and vault doors in

order, should be duly observed in so far as they relate to

each Branch respectively, viz.

:

All bolts and lock-bars, and the gearing by which

they are moved, should be examined at least

once a month, and every appearance of rust

cleaned off by using coal oil, care being taken to

see that the oil is in turn removed by applying a

dry cloth.

All hinges and points subject to heavy friction

should be carefully attended to, and oiled as
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often as may be found necessary ; neglect in

this particular causes the hinges to cut, and

the doors to drop, making it difficult to open or

shut them. Holes will be found in the top of

each hinge, through which the oil may be applied.

No oil of any kind is required on the locks.

237 The Accountant must wind up the time lock

in the morning as soon as the door to which it is

attached is opened. The lock is to be set for the

full time which must elapse until the morning of the"

next business day, and before leaving the office in the

afternoon, it shall be the duty of the Manager to

check the number of hours the movement has still to

run, to put up the lever, and to see that the door is

then closed. If the Manager is obliged to be away
from the office at locking-up time, he must specifically

depute this duty to some officer other than the Account-

ant. It is the intention of this rule to provide that two

officers shall be jointly responsible for the proper opera-

tion of the time lock, and it is the duty of each one to

see that the other does not have it in his power, by fail-

ing to wind up the movement for the full time, or by

omitting to raise the lever, or by any other means, to

render it possible to open the door before the proper

time.

At offices supplied with time-locks without the

lever attachment, the locks must not be wound up until

locking-up time.

li:

P—SUNDRY REGULATIONS

Repairs to Bank Premises, Furniture, Etc.

238 Expenditures on Bank premises and furniture

must not be debited to " Charges " account. Where
outlays authorized in this connection are of a casual

nature they should be debited to Head Office at once ;

but where important alterations or improvements in

premises or furniture are undertaken, the cost should be

debited to an account in the General Ledger until the
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work is complete, and then charged to Head Office. No
expenditure ofan important amount should be undertaken

without authority from Head Office.

Charges Account

239 All vouchers representing items of expenditure

must be initialled by the Manager or Accountant before

being paid, and the accounts or other vouchers should,

as far as practicable, be receipted by the person to

whom the money is paid.

240 All expenditures of a specia. nature, such as

donations, subscriptions, outlays for repairs and furnish-

ings of any moment, etc., must first be referred to Head

Office. The Bank's medals should as far as possible take

the place of cash subscriptions to agricultural societies.

Old Books ana Vouchers

2+1 Old books and vouchers must not be put

away in any place where they would be exposed to

injury in case of fire.

242 In forwarding old books and vouchers to

Head Office, or to the Inspector at Vancouver, Mana-

gers or Accountants must see that the officers having

charge of the work of putting them up follow closely

the card of instructions specially furnished in the

matter. Lack of attention to this rule causes a great

deal of inconvenience and loss of time.

Stationery

243 All stationery required for the use of the

Branches must be ordered from the Stationery Depart-

ment.unless otherwise authorized by Head Office. Requi-

sitions should be sent twice a year only, for a six months

supply at a time. The forms are constantly changing,

and in order to avoid waste, care must be exercised

to ascertain requirements as closely as possible; the

margin left should be only such as to obviate the

necessity of repeat orders. The Manager should care-

fully revise all orders for stationery before forwarding

them to Head Office.
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244 The Stationery on hand at the Branch must be
in the custody of the Accountant, and must be kept
carefully assorted in drawers or presses under lock
and key.

245 The book of sample forms of stationery
authorized by Head Office must bo kept carefully
entered up as each new form is received.

246 All special cheque forms required by the Bank's
customers should, as far as possible, be prepared in the
Stationery Department, and printed on the Bank's
special safety paper.

Charge of Bank Office

247 The office must never be left, even tempo-
rarily, in charge of one officer during business hours.
In the small Branches, where this rule causes incon-
venience at mid-day, Head Office will on application
authorize the closing of the office for a short time
each day.

248 Under no circumstances muct any of the
Bank's books be left between the outer and inner doors
of the vault over night.

249 The Manager must provide for a regular and
careful examination on each Sunday and holiday, of the
exterior of the vault, and of the cellar or basement under-
neath the office, by one or more officers of the Branch,
who will attest the performance of the duty by signing a
record thereof in a book to be kept for the purpose.

"Notice to Tellers" and "Notice to Ledger-Keepers."

250 The cards of " Notice to Tellers," and " Notice
to Ledger-keepers " must be hung up in the respective
compartments of the officers mentioned.

Manager's Diary

251 Managers are desired to make a point of entering
in their diary a note of every matter the discussion of
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which with Head Office has been deferred until some

stated time, the date of the expiry of each authorized

credit, requests of Head Office to report on the condition

of accounts, etc. It would be well to make entries for

the following matters in red ink, in order to distinguish

them as items to be carried forward from year to year

:

Dates of officers' departure on furlough.

Dates of civic holidays when ftxed.

Branch Advertisements

252 Before any engagement regarding advertising

is entered into at any Branch, the proposed advertise-

ment must be submitted to Head Office for approval. ,

Branches under the supervision of the Inspector at /

Vancouver should obtain his approval.
'
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SECTION II

RULES GOVERNING OFFICERS

253 The following by-laws have been adopted by
the Board of Directors

:

By-Law ii—Every person in the employ of the
Bank, but intending to leave the same, shall give
the Bank three months' notice in writing of his
intention; and it shall be competent for the
Board of Directors to put an end to the engage-
ment of any person in the employ of the Bank,
either by giving hi,m three months' notice in

writing to that effect, or by paying him a sum
of money equal to three months' salary in lieu

of such notice. In case of misconduct, how-
ever, on the part of any perso 1 in the employ
of the Bank, the Board of Directors may sum-
marily dismiss the person guilty of such miscon-
duct without any previous notice ; and in such
case the salary of the person dismissed shall be
paid up to the time of dismissal only, unless he
be also a defaulter, or be otherwise indebted to the
Bank, in which case any balance due to him for

salary, or otherwise, shall be placed to the credit
of his debt.

By-Law 12— No person in the employ of the Bank
shall be allowed to enter into any trade, mercantile
or other business, agency, or office whatever,
either in his own or another name ; nor shall he
become a party to any negotiable paper, or give
or enter into any personal security whatever,
other than his security to the Bank, unless the
recorded consent of the Board of Directors shall
have been first obtained.

No person in the employ of the Bank shall either
directly or indirectly take or receive any per-
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quisite, reward, fee, or emolument, other than

his salary, and any such further remuneration as

the Boarii of Directors may authorize.

254 Before the appointment of a junior clerk is

confirmed he will be required to satisfy Head Office, by

undergoing a medical examination, that he is in good

health and likely to be able to qualify for admission to

the Pension Fund when he reaches the age of twenty-five.

The expense of this medical examination is to be borne

by the officer himself, and the report of his own physi-

cian may be accepted.

Early Marriage of Officers

255 The early marriage of junior officers prevents

those frequent removals necessary for the training and

promotion of young men, by making the change incon-

venient to the officer o' unduly expensive to the Bank.

In addition to this, a married clerk on a sniall salary

has either to live in a manner unbecoming his position,

or else incur debt. Either alternative is injurious to

the Bank, the latter especially so, while an undue

measure of private, financial or other engrossing cares,

also materially interferes with an officer's ability to dis-

charge efficiently the duties of his position. Any officer

who is unfitted for the duties devolving upon him, either

from the causes indicated or for other reasons, will not be

retained in the Bank's employment, and no officer who

assumes untimely and imprudent obligations should

expect any special consideration from the Bank. These

considerations have led the Board of Directors to adopt

the following rule : Any officer marrying, who is m
receipt of a salary of less than $1,000 per annum, will

be liable to dismissal from the ser>'i- e, unless tho

approval of Head Office is first obtained.

Officers not to Engage in Politics

256 It is imperative that every officer shall abstain

from political partisanship, this being calculated to pro-

duce results liiore or 'ess injurious to the Bank. It is not

intended hereby to endeavour to control the opinions of
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any officer or to prevent him from recording his vote
tor the candidate or party he prefers, if he thinks proper
so to do. ^ "^

If the circumstances warrant it, permission will be
accorded by Head Office to officers to serve as members
of Municipal Councils, School Boards, etc., if elected by
acclamation, but no officer will be permitted to engagem or be a party to a contest for any such seat or office.

Personal Conduct of Officers

• A u^^
^" ^^^ ®^®"^ °^ *"y officer becoming involved

in debt, resorting to gaming houses or billiard rooms, or
engaging in stock or other speculations, he shall be
dismissed from the Bank's service.

Postage

258 Officers must pay their own postage and
telegraph charges.

Officers' Accounts

259 No officer under the rank of Manager shall
keep an account with the Bank in the Deposit Ledjjer
except with the sanction of Head Office.

Managers shall not overdraw their accounts or
otherwise borrow from the Bank without first obtain-
ing permission from Head Office.

No officer of the Bank shall borrow from or keep a
current account with any other Bank or banker excent
with the sanction of Head Office.

'

«u.uw miciest 10 omcers at tne special rate is $2,500.
All deposits m excess of this amount will bear interest at
the ordinary current rate at the Branch.

261 Officers in receipt of a salary of $1,000 and
upwards are permitted to issue a moderate number of
cheques on their Savings Bank account. Except with
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the sanction of Head Office, no other departure shall be

allowed in connection with the Savings Bank accounts

of officers *^rom the rule contained at paragraph 75.

262 No officer shall make any entry in his own
account, or initial or mark " good " his own receipt for

a withdrawal from the Savings Bank. In connection

with the accounts of Savings Bank Ledger-keepers,

these duties shall be performed by the Manager or

Accountant.

Removal of Officers to Another Branch

263 When an officer is removed from one Branch

of the Bank to be regularly attached to the staff of

another, the Bai'V' wil' defray all reasonable expenses

incurred in the ^'
, 'ncluding, if necessary, two or

three days' livin .r at an hotel while the officer

is seeking pern .; %'ngs. The amount charged

must, of course, .ceed 'le actual outlay.

Where in consequence of inability to procure a

house a married officer on his removal to another Branch

has for a time to live with his family at an hotel, an

allowance will be made to cover the expense necessarily

incurred thereby in excess of what his house-keeping

expenses would have been, provided it is made clear that

no tolerably suitable house was obtainable. Such a

condition however being exceptional, Head Office should

be apprised thereof without unnecessary delay.

In case an officer ordered for duty elsewhere has

engaged a room by the month, the cost of the room for

the unexpired portion of the month may be charged to

the Bank.

264 Accounts for moving expenses which include

freight charges on household furniture, or any items out

of the ordinary, must be referred to Head Office before

being paid. Under ordinary circumstances the Bank \vill

bear the whole of any reasonable expenses actually in-

curred by an officer in moving his family and effects, but it

must be distinctly understood that it is not in any way

intended that new furnishings should be bought at the

expense of the Bank. Any -irpets or other furnishings
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any officer, or to prevent him from recording his vote
for the candidate or party he prefers, if he thinks proper
so to do.

If the circumstances warrant it, permission will be
accorded by Head Office to officers to ~erve as members
of Municipal Councils, School Boards, etc., if elected !)y

acclamation, but no officer will be permitted to engage
in or be a party to a contest for any such seat or office.

Personal Conduct of Officers

257 In the event of any officer becoming involved
in debt, resorting to gaming houses or billiard rooms, or
engaging in stock or other speculations, he shall be
dismissed from the Bank's service.

Postage

258 Officers must pay their own postage and
telegraph charges.

Officers' Accounts

io officer under the rank of Manager shall
iccount of any kind with the Bank in the
Ledger, except with the sanction of Head

officer of the Bank shall keep a current account
other Bank or Banker, except with the sanction
Office.

' Managers should encourage officers to keep
J in the Savings Bank Department, and on such
s a special rate of interest will be allowed, to be
jm time to time by Head Office,

e maximum amount upon which the Bank will
miuw interest to officers at the special rate is $2,500.
All deposits in excess of this amount will bear interest at
the ordinary current rate at the Branch.

261 Officers in receipt of a salary of $1,000 and
upwards are permitted to issue a moderate number of
cheques on their Savings Bank account. Except with
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the sanction of Head Office, no other derarture shall be

allowed in connection with the Savings Bank accounts

of officers from the rule contained at paragraph 75.

262 No officer shall make any entry in his own

account, or initial or mark '• good " his own receipt for

a withdrawal from the Savings Bank. In connection

with the accounts of Savings Bank Ledger-keepers,

these duties shall be performed by the Manager or

Accountant.

Removal of Officers to Another Branch

263 When an officer is removed from one Branch

of the Bank to be regularly attached to the staff of

another, the Bank will defray all reasonable expenses

incurred in the removal including, if necessary, two or

th days' living expeii: at an hotel while the officer

is seeking permanent lou^" .gs. The amount charged

must, of course, not exceed the actual outlay.

Where in consequence of inability to procure a

house a married officer on his removal to another Branch

has for a time to live with his family at an hotel, an

allowance will be made to cover the expense necessarily

incurred thereby in excess of what his house-keeping

expenses would have been, provided it is made clear that

no tolerably suitable house was obtainable. Such a

condition however being exceptional. Head Office should

be apprised thereof without unneces' ry delay.

In case an officer ordered for duty elsewhere has

engaged a room by the month, the cost of • 'le room for

the unexpired portion of the month may be charged to

the Bank.

264 Accounts for moving expenses which include

freight charges on household furniture, or any items out

of the ordinary, must be reierred to Head Office before

being paid. Under ordinary circumstances the Bank will

bear the whole of any reasonable expenses actually in-

curred by an officer in moving his family and effects, but it

must be distinctly understood that it is not in any way

intended that new furnishings should be bought at the

expense of the Bank. Any carpets or other furnishings
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which an officer may consider it necessary to buy in con-
sequence of his change of residence must be provided at

his own cost, bi whenever blinds, carpets, etc., which
were in use have to be actually discarded, or when
damage to furniture occurs in transit, the General Man-
agement will be leady to consider the question of a
special allowance to cover a loss thus caused. In any case
where this rule appears to work unfairly, the circum-
stances may be brought to the attention of Head Office.

265 If an officer who is sent to a Branch to relieve,

remains attached to the staff of the Branch from
which he is moved, the Bank will pay the expenses of
removing referred to above, and will also bear whatever
extra charge he is put to in regard to his living expenses
as compared with the cost of living at the place where
he was last regularly stationed. But if he is definitely

detached from the staff of the Branch he was last at,

only the expenses indicated in paragraph 263 will be
allowed. This rule, however, is not to apply to

Montreal or New York. The cases of clerks relieving

at those offices will be specially dealt ith from year to

year, and any other cases where th», ..c seems to work
unfairly may be referred to Head Office.

266 The salary of an officer removing will be paid

up to and incl'^ding the day of his departure, and the
Manager will advise the Branch to which he is going as
to the rate of his salary, the amount of his contributions
to the Pension Fund, and the date to which the same
have been paid. In the case of officers stationed at the
Northern Branches leaving for the outside all allowances
in excess of $300 per annum, including those covering
board, will cease from the date upon which the officer

leaves the Branch. This regulation applies in the case
of either a temporary or permanent absence from the
Branch.

267 When officers are moved from one Branch to

another, no delay in proceeding to their destination will be
permitted without the sanction of Head Office, or of the
Inspector at Vancouver in the case of the Branches
under his supervision.
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/nr/om;//.i

The t"iirlou}^h year commonccs on i^i Hoirinhcr.

Iv ery otficcr in the service is entitled to an annual fur-

loiij^h of two weeks if taken between i st May anJ ist

December, and three weeks if taken between ist Dee-

ember and 1st May. These turioiij^hs must be taken

at such time as may be fixed by Head Oflice in each case,

or by the Superintendent at X'ancouver in the case of

officers stationed at the branches under his supervision.

It is oblij^'atory on every otlicer in the service to . '<e

this annual furloufjh.

Advice of the date on which each ofhcer 'v!*' leave

on furlongh snould reach Head Office or the f ".'ector

at Vancouver two or three days before his departure.

Communications to tht General Manager

?69 Officers below the rank of Manager must not

address the General Manager direct. All communica-
tions must be sent through the Managers, who shall

forward them with their recommendations.

Handwriting of Officers

270 Pains must be taken by the officers to avoid
a careless and illegible style of writing, and a slovenly

and unbusiness-like manner of making up returns and
statements. In arranging for promotions considerable
weight is attached to an officer's qualifications in this

repr^'jct, and, other claims being equal, one who writes

plainly and legibly will obtain the preference, while a
marked deficiency may prove an insuperable barrier to

an officer's advancement. Every officer should culti-

vate a readable signature and distinct initials. Mana-
gers and Accountants must take special pains to correct
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he was last regularly stationed. But if he is definitely
detached from the staff of the Branch he was last at,

only the expenses indicated in paragraph 263 will be
allowed. This rule, however, is not to apply to
Montreal or New York. The cases of clerks relieving
at those offices will be specially dealt with from year to
year, and any other cases where the rule seems to work
unfairly may be referred to Head Office.

266 The salary of an officer removing will be paid
up to and including the day of his departure, and the
Manager will advise the Branch to which he is going as
to the rate of his salary, the amount of his contributions
to the Pension Fund, and the date to which the same
have been paid. In the case of officers stationed at the
Northern Branches leaving for the outside all allowances
in excess of $300 per annum, including those covering
board, will cease from the date upon which the officer

leaves the Branch. This regulation applies in the case
of either a temporary or permanent absence from the
Branch.

267 When officers are moved from one Branch to
another, no delay in proceeding to their destination will be
permitted without the sanction of Head Office, or of the
Inspector at Vancouver in the case of the Branches
under his supervision.
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Furloughs

268 Every officer in the service is entitled to an

rial furlough of two v/eeks if taken between ist May
1st November, and three weeks if taken between ist

j/ember and ist May. These furloughs must be taken

Buch time as may be fixed by Head Office in

h case, or by the Inspector at Vancouver in the case

Ifficers stationed at the Branches under his super-

Ion. It is obligatory on every officer in the ser-

e to take this annual furlough.

\
If any officer whose regular Canadian domicile is in

(strict remote from the Branch at which he is stationed,

inds his furlough in visiting his home, his leave may
iextended by the length of time necessarily occupied

_ (ravelling.

Advice of the date on which each officer will leave

on furlough should reach Head Office or the Inspector

at Vancouver two or three days before his departure.

Communications to the General Manager

269 Officers below the rank of Manager must not

address the General Manager direct. All communica-
tions must be sent through the Managers, who shall

forward them with their recommendations.

Handwriting of Officers

270 Pains must be taken by the officers to avoid

a careless and illegible style of writing, and a slovenly

and unbusiness-like manner of making up returns and
statements. In arranging for promotions considerable

weight is attached to an officer's qualifications in this

respect, and, other claims being equal, one who writes

plainly and legibly will obtain the preference, while a
marked deficiency may prove an insuperable barrier to

an officer's advancement. Every officer should culti-

vate a readable signature and distinct initials. Mana-
gers and Accountants must take special pains to correct
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S!:if?w"*'?^
°^*^^ y°"°«^'^ °^^^^s "°der them, andto see that, when necessary, daily practice is resorted to

mS»f "'"^^u"
improvement. Copy books to serve as amodel will be supplied by Head Office.

Officers' Pension Fund

271 The expenses of officers in connection withexamination for admission to the Pension Fund maybe debited to Head Office. (For rules regarding thePension Fund see Supplement " B.")
«'*'"'°8 tne

Letters of Recommendation

n,.„H ? ^^^"s should not give letters of recom-
mendation to officers who are leaving, or who have left

elrfirrM*^'^^"^- ^^"^^^ oTthis kind mus bereferred to Head Office.
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SECTION III

INSTRUCTIONS TO MANAGERS RESPECTING THE
CONDUCT OF DISCOUNT BUSINESS.

Annual Revision of Discount Credits

273 Managers are accorded authority to make
advances up to $2,000 on their own responsibility, but
before making advances in excess of this amount, either
by way of loans or the discount of trade bills, an appli-
cation should be submitted to Head Office for the neces-
sary credit. It is not intended to draw a hard and fast
line in cases where time does not permit of a reference
beforehand to Head Office, but where larger advances
are made on the Manager's own responsibility justifica-
tion for his action must depend on the judgment shown
in the particular matter.

Where a Manager is called upon to make advances
without previous reference to Head Office, the transac-
tion should be immediately recorded in the official cor-
respondence and confirmation asked.

274 It is essential to the proper administration of
the discount business of the Bank that all business which
is conducted under a regular credit should be brought
under review at a regular period in each year, and that
every important account should be managed upon lines
definitely approved by Head Office at such intervals.

275 Every credit authorized by Head Office expires
one year from the date of its authorization, unless it is

specifically granted for a shorter or longer period ; and
unless the credit is renewed, transactions with a customer
thereafter must be regarded as carried on upon the
Manager's responsibility.

276 The Manager's diary, specially provided for
use in this connection, should be kept written up from
the Head Office correspondence, each advice of the
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granting, eyjension, or cancellation of a credit bein? atonceentered; and Managers should consult 4 dL*from time to time far enougii in advance to enableSto compile the necessary information and submit^
TcSr '" """^^^ '' '''''''^' ^^^°- "he expiry ^f

277 It is of course desirable that the Bank's discountcustomers should understand that their aSounts comeunder discussion once in each year with tht n ?
Management and indeed thafthrd scu Ln shSld'beinaugurated by their submitting a re^uflr oT^- .
for a renewal of their credit Ihe after is Shn°"ever absolutely necessary; in cases ThereT'isZ"feasible Managers should ascertain whaTtheIr customers' requirements are likely to h«» ^^A ,V

custom-

application may be based ^ ' ""* "P°" '^'' ^"

278 When bringing an account up for the annualrevision the Communication should coStah^ a^ egressrecommendation as to the lines upon which it^houMh!carried or another year, and should cdf for hfexpressapproval of Head Office for the continuance of Saccount for another season Tr,
^,,""""r*«=e ot the

authority to discount traS paper the nrS^Kr^'^^f
^°''

of the diLunts shoul/be staTe^soXraS^^^^^^^
for such transactions may be approved.

must' be r^Stded^Tn"'^**
'° P'"^""^ ^^^'^ ^^ '"iUers

Aufustin I J? ^Xf^ *=^^^ ^ expiring on 31stAugust m each year. If at that riato *uL^^ i. \P ,

the hoWing of grain, etc. on speculation.
"'^""g'

It IS not to be understood from the foreimmir «,».

on"aT'.'n?'v I'
^'^-^"^^^ ^" S^^i° ac^ountrwuf dri*on at any high point until the month of Aumi?Where a gram dealer's business is conducted in a i|L'
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timate manner, his advances should only be at a hiel
evel for a few weeks in the year, and it is upon these
hnes that Managers should endeavour to keep their erain
accounts The 31st August, however, is fixed as the
date at which such accounts should be quite cleaned up.

Applications for Credit

280 In order to facilitate the consideration of appli-
cations for credits at Head Ofhce, the following p6intsconnected with the mode of submitting theni are
suggested

:

o «"c

(i) The Communica' ion should begin with a concise
statement of the exact credit requii?d, the amount
the purpose for which the advances are to be
used, the security offered, the names of proposed
endorsers or guarantors, when the advances will
be required, and when and from what source they
will be repaid, etc. Sometimes preliminary Com-
munications are written giving information on
these points, although this practice should be
avoided as much as possible, but the final
Communicaton should nevertheless rontain full
particulars, and references to previous Com-
munications should not be made merely to save the
trouble of repeating the information, unless in
special and involved cases.

(2) In the discussion of the application, it wl
ensure attention to all the necessary points if
the Manager will review in order the particulars
given as t. the amount, the security offered, the
financial position of the customer and his
endorsers or guarantors, the quality of the trade
bills, etc., and say what is needed about each.

(3) The particulars called for by form 130, covering
the working of the account and the profit derived
therefrom, should always be given as far as

^u 'r}\ T^* ^^"""^^ afforded in this statement
should be for the twelve months preceding the
date of the customer's statement of affairs which
It accompanies.
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(4) If the application is from a new customer, the
cause of the change of his bank account should
be reported. If the appHcation is for a line on
trade bills, a statement showing the aggregate on
each name under discount with his previous
bankers, with addresses and ratings, or at least
a hst of the parties whose paper he will chiefly
Otter, and the approximate amount of credit
accorded each, will usually be necessary to enable
the General Management to form a judgment
about the account.

(5) When necessary, as in the case of a new cus-
tomer, or an old customer getting a credit for
the farst time, it should be stated whether the
business for which it is required is a new enter-
prise or not, and what the experience and pros-
pects of the parties are. It should be remem-
bered that the General Management mav not be
aware that an applicant is a regular customer of
the Bank, if his name hi.s not come before them
as a borrower.

(6) The condition of the account at the moment of
writing, and the position of any loans still current
should be mentioned. This is of special import-
ance when an addition to an existing credit is
desired. Any credit granted (unless otherwise
exprewed) is intended to cover all transactions
with the customer

(7) The most recent statement of the customer's
affairs should accompany the application, or if
this statement has already been sent, this fact
should be stated. When transmitting a customer's
statement of affairs, either with an application or
at any other time, a comparison with the last pre-
vious statement, on form 131 should accompany it,
and if the statement is the first one that has lieen
received a classification of the customer's assets
and liabilities should be made on this form. Form
130, completed as far as possible, should also be
torwarded at the same time. Managers are expect-
ed to report on any changes of importance in the
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nature of the assets, and in the proportionate
amount of liquid assets and liabilities. If there
are endorsers, or guarantors, it will be most con-
venient for Head Office if the information as
to their financial position is made up in the form
of a " Statement of Affairs " also. All statements
of affairs should be sent on Form 14, with the
information called for by the form filled up, and
special care should be taken to give \tie date to
which they are made up. Particulars regarding
the names and ages of parties, nature of the busi-
ness, etc., should always be entered at the top of
the form.

(8) The Manager's recommendation in the matter
is an essential point, and should never be omitted.

(9) The Communication should be carefully and me-
iiiv^dically framed, and the information set out in
due order and sequence, each subject being dis-

cussed in a separate clause, and all that is to be
said on a particular subject brought together in
the one place, as far as possible. This can usually
be accomplished only by the Communication
being drafted, carefully corrected and rewritten.

Communication to Head Office of Information respecting
Borrowers

281 Information resp^ "ling borrowers' accounts,
which it is desirable should oe brought to the attention
of Head Office, must be communicated in the discount
correspondence ; the liability returns and weekly reports
on business must never be used for this purpose.

Customers' Balance Sheets

282 Copies of ail Balance Sheets of customers or
others should be forwarded to Head Office immediately
on receipt thereof, whether the parties are indebted to
the Bank at Sie moment or not.

283 Managers should make it a point to obtain
accurate and not estimated Balance Sheets at regular
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intervals, and to educate their customers so that th«„will expect as a matter of course to submit « c7o. ^

as long as the figures given are exact.
^'

Interviews at Head Office

on ^^^ Managers desiring to visit Head Office eitheron their own account or on behalf nf a !i„o*

Loans to Farmers

U^r^^l^ ^* Branches where it is the practice to makf.

Returned Drafts

Overdrafts

agebo/rolT^r^ay^^^^^^^^
for objecting !o t^hilK of advance aS'

''"' '"''^"''^
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(a) That it does not fix the customer's liability a;5

indisputably as a note does.

(b) That it leaves the date of repayment uncertain
a: d thereby tends to encourage laxity on the part of
the borrower.

(c) That the Bank, being entitled to expect every
customer to keep a balance at his credit proportionate
in amount to the extent of the services rendered him,
is deprived by the overdraft ofa legitimate source of profit.

Notification of Obligants on Bills Discounted
and Collateral Notes

288 All promissors, acceptors or endorsers upon
bills discounted or received as collateral security (other
than the obligant to whom the proceeds have been
advanced) are to be notified of the negotiation of the
paper by the Bank when the liability of any one of
these in connection with the account of the customer
lodging the paper amounts to $1,000 or more, except
when the signature has been affixed in presence of
an officer of the Bank. In addition, Managers will select
at random, from the bills on hand at the end of each
quarter (say March 31st, June 30th, September 30th,
and December 31st), a certain number of notes or
bills from each account, say one-tenth or more of the
total number in the account in respect to which the
ob'igants have not already been notified, and send to the
obiigants on these selected bills or notes notices as
provided in this rule.

Such notices may be sent at any time (but as a
rule not later than one month) after the paper has been
discounted. It is not desirable, however, that the day
of discount, or any stated day thereafter, should be
adhered to for their despatch.

The notices must, of course, be in closed envelopes,
and sent at the ordinary letter rate of postage. Their
despatch may be recorded in the general Register of
Letters Despatched, with particulars opposite each of the
items to which it refers, or they may be entered in bulk
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have been „o,ifl^ y '"g" to show that the partie.

,'^-4.Ster„'^,S%Pr- Should bearto The Canadian Bank nfV Postmaster to return
caiied for within a cfrTafn time^°'""'^-«' • f? not

the conTn^of^ZroZT'^ "^ ^° ^ -de without

289 No •

^'^"^ ^''"''"'^'"g'

permission of Head^ Office ^^^L^- ^''^"^''^ ^'thout the
necessary. When tS?s' thf

^^""^ ^"^^'^ urgency iS";ay be taken, but Held nm^' '"""ediatf aSon
advised of such proceeSlngl

^'" '""^^ ^e prompt??
. 290 Where, in cas*.« K^becomes necessa;y io aoSn^f"" ^^ ^°^^ solicitors it
proceedings befSe tK"*,^^«°ts in Toronto to take
solictors must be empfoyed^^'^^'" ^°"''*«' ^he Bank !

291 No suits-at-Jaw . ^aII u^";e for the convenS^e J f,!
^"^ered in the Bank's

without the consent of Head Office'"''°'"''^
or others

tion '^^h'S^ts'VXl"^:^^^^^ connec-
debited to " Chary^Q"^o ^^^ '""st in no ca«^ k

tt ^td'Vf^ "be^Tiith^;;^^ '"-^ ^' ^"dti ^the Bad and Doubtful Debts SeJJJent."
'°"'"'' ^^^^"^'^

^^gister 0/ Overdue Debts 1/

be receded
:

'^' " ^^^^'^^^^ ^^ Overdue Debts "
shall

''^f^^^
1r tflSj^^ *^-^h failure

only of gradual, remote or panS'r;
^'^ ^^P^^le

(2) The particulars of all le^fi
'^^^^^e^'y-

ings taken to recover ^seSri H ??7 P^°<^e«d-
of whatever nature, whether?h"^*^"^ advances,
or overdue.

^nether the same be current
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294 (a) ^11 overdue debts which have been written

down to $3 or less should be charged to an account

in the General Ledger styled "Old Overdue Debts,"

the name of the primary debtor and the folio of

the Overdue Debts Register at which the particulars

of the debts are to be found being given in each case.

The balance of this account is to remain at the sum of

f I ; any Amount exceeding this sum being debited

to Head Office when the debts are charged to the

account.

It is intended that this General Ledger account

shall serve as an index to all debts which have been

written off but in which some of the obligants have not

been discharged, by composition, outlawry or other-

wise. From time to time as the last of the obligants

for a debt becomes discharged, the name should be

ruled out of the General Ledger. The names remain-

ing are tt be carried *^orward whenever a new Ledger

is opened.

In order to distinguish in the Overdue Debts Reg-

ister the accounts in connection with which we have any

claim still alive from those in which the debtors have

been completely discharged, the pages of debts of the

latter description in the Register are to be scored

through.

296 In connection with the foregoing paragraph,
the attention of Managers is directed to the necessity
for care m the treatment of promissory notes which -

collaterally secured by mortgages, warehouse recei s,

etc., m order to preserve the identity of the debt .

which the security is pledged. If a note at maturity is
charged up to a customer's current account, security
pledged for payment of that portion of the debt might
not be applicable to a note given a day or more after-
wards m renewal thereof. In like manner security taken
for a debt in the form of an overdraft might be held
mvahd to the extent of any credits in the account subse-
quent to the giving of the security. This is specially
r plicable to produce accounts.
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9^ Dishonoured Bills are to be charged to "Over-
Pebts" account and entered up in the Register only
dtheir early recovery in full is considered improbable.
Each debt (1.*., the entire liability of the principal
^ct obli«;ant) should occupy a separate section of
i'egister, with sufficient space accorded to it to

iftte the confusion of carrying forward.
The minutes of procedure relating to each ccm-

-tit part of the debt should be written against it in
light hand margin, and that relating to the principal
tant upon the last pages of the record.

Jit is intended that in this book there shall be such
pmplete and intelligible record of the position of
debt that a report could, at any time, be prepared
It by an officer having no previous acquaintance
Its history.

'29^ In the "Manager's Register of Collateral
Unties " all securities of a special character, such as
rtgages, etc., relating to current as well p.r overdue
Mhties, must be entered. Bills and notes held in con-
ation with advances not considered doubtful need
: be recorded in this register, but collateral notes in
jnection with the overdue debts or doubtful advances
iuld be recorded, in view of the procedure, etc., being
:ered up.

^
. . ^

^^ j

Treatment of Notes, etc., Collaterally Secured

296 In connection with the foregoing paragraph,
the attention of Managers is directed to the necessity
for care in the treatment of promissory notes which are
collaterally secured by mortgages, warehouse receipts,
etc., in order to preserve the identity of the debt for
which the security is pledged. If a note at maturity is
charged up to a customer's current account, security
pledged for payment of that portion of the debt miglit
not be applicable to a note given a day or more after-
wards m renewal thereof. In like manner security taken
for a debt in the form of an overdraft might be held
invalid to the extent of any creuits in the account subse-
quent to the giving of the security. This is specially
applicable to produce accounts.
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Letters of Guarantee

297 All guarantees should be on the Bank's
approved form. No other form may be accepted with-
out the approval of Head Office. If a guarantor
will not sign the Bank's form without alteration, a copy
of the form as altered should be submitted to Head Office.

Mercantile Agency Reports

298 All Mercantile Agency reports must be ordered
through Head Office, except in the cases of those
Branches where a departure from this rule has been
specially authorized.

Agency reports on parties in the United States,
he vever, may, when urgently required, be asked for
direct from the New York office.

299 On application, Head Office will supply the
ratings of commercial houses doing business in the
chief cities and towns of Great Britain and Ireland, and
in all places in the United States.

Rates of Discount

300 Rates of discount must not be fixed by the
Managers for any definite period. The Bank must be
left free to increase rates at any time on reasonable
notice.

Advances to Oncers of Other Banks

301 Managers must not make advances to officers
of other chartered Banks without the authorization of
Head Office.

Insurance

302 In dealing with policies of insurance against
fire the following points should be kept in view :

(i) The dp^-ription of the property insured must
be corre.

. and the place or places where it is
stored correctly set out.

(2) The interest of the insured in the property (as
owner, trustee, bailee, etc.) must be expressed,
and if subject to a mortgage or other lien, that
also must be stated.
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(3) If insured in more than one company, the

consent of each to the concurrent insurance in

the other company or companies must appear

on the policy, unless the policy expressly waives
this requirement.

(4) If there is a co-insurance clause the effect of

this must be carefully considered.

(5) Any assignment of the contract of insurance,

that is of the policy itself, without the consent

of the company, or made with such consent to

a party who has not an "insurable interest" in

the property insured (that is, who has not a
mortgage or lien thereon), would invalidate the

insurance.

(6) The assignment of the possible loss is not an
assignment of the insurance contract, and does

not affect the policy, nor require, except for the

purpose of preventing other assignments, notice

to or consent of the Insurance Company. This

assignment may be in the form of an endorse-

ment on the policy, or the use of the common
phrase " Loss, if any, payable to The Canadian
Bank of Commerce," or by a separate agree-

ment setting out the assignment.

(7) Where the loss is made payable to the Bank,
" as its interest may appear," we are given a
claim on the insurance money only if we have an
insurable interest (mortgage, assignment, ware-

house receipt, etc.) and to the extent of such

interest, and policies bearing this objectionable

clause should not be taken.

The matters referred to under clauses i, 2, 3 and 5,

need to be carefully looked after, as any irregularity

therein might vitiate the insurance.

From clauses 6 and 7 it will be seen that the Bank
may hold an assignment of any possible loss as security

for all its advances, whether specially secured by mort-

gage or lien on the property insured or not. The use of

the general clause mentioned in clause 6 is much prefer-

able to the limited clause set out in clause 7 ; in case of
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r^Sfg thl^"' '"" '° ^' '^'^^ ''^ held responsible

„„„ 'f^.»§«s should lose no opportunity of uririn»upon thejr customers the wisdom of kSl ?heirTope ty well ,„sured, even though the Bank's Fnterest mai

rme'Sarl?erL°to"lf "" "-'- "^ '"---"^

Customers' Wills

ffenerali ^hf^k
ordinary circumstances and speaking

;^«n':;s:'w^^h^„^:-tndL^e!?^u;;L£-|^i

gered. ^ *^ advances may be endan-

terit^rr^-s;^^^^^^^^^^^^
partnership should also make similar^rov^sions

nectiJi^S''
'^""^'^ ^'"^ ^'^•^ '"^"^^ '" ^° "d in con-

should s^eth.??^''"^"'''^"*
^""°""* '" their books, and

Bank has a ri^ht .' "''''l^''y
P'-^vision is made. The

hs money. ^ P'^'' *^'' ^' ^ ^°"d't'°" "^ 'ending

Non-Tradittfr Partnerships
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citors, Surveyors, Architects, Insurance Agents or other

Don-trading partners, or may be in the way of making
them advances by overdraft or otherwise, the Manager
should require from them an undertaking—signed by
each member—acknowledging themselves to be jointly

liable for all transactions with the Bank, entered into

in the name of the firm by any individual member of

the same, or by such member as they may designate to

transact their banking business.

Forms of both kinds, authorizing each partner or

a special member, are provided by the Stationery

Department for this purpose ; they cover full authority

to make or endorse promissory notes, bills of exchange,

etc., but they may be altered in these respects where
it is intended to limit the authority to drawing and
endorsing cheques only.

Managers are not permitted to transact discount

business with firms ul this nature, unless the bills are

signed or endorsed by each partner individually, or by
one partner under the letter of authority above referred

to.

Loans to jfoint Stock Companies

305 The following procedure should be observed

in the case of loans to companies incorporated under

the Joint Stock Companies Act of the Dominion, or of

the Province of Ontario :

(i) The necessary by-law authorizing the Directors

to borrow (a form of which is supplied by Head
Office), after being passed by the Directors of

the Company, must be sanctioned by the share-

holders at a meeting held after proper notice that

it is called for the purpose of considering the

by-law, or that such is one of its purposes. A
vote of at least two-thirds in value of the sub-

scribed stock held by those present at the share-

holders' meeting, either in person or by proxy, is

required to sanction the by-law. A copy of the

by-law and a certificate under the seal of the
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

Company and hands of the proper officers, certi-
fying that these proceedings have been taken, and
that the copy is a true copy, should be lodged with
the Bank.

(2) To fix the liability of the Company for the
acts of its officers, the Directors should pass a
resolution indicating the officers who are to sign,
and a copy of this resolution properly authenti-
cated should be lodged with the Bank.

In the case of a company incorporated under any
Act of ,r than the two above mentioned, reference
must be made to the Act under which it is organizedm order to ascertain the borrowing powers of the Com-
pany and the formalities necessary to keep advances to
It in order.

Procedure in British Columbia

306 Under the " Companies Act " in force in the
Provmce of Bntish Columbia it is provided that the
borrowmg powers conferred thereby cannot be exercised
except with the sanction of the shareholders conveyed
by a special resolution. This must be passed at a gen-
eral meeting of shareholders, of which notice has been
given specifying the intent'on to introduce such a reso-
lution, and must be confirmed at a subsequent general
meeting of shareholders duly called and held not earlier
than fourteen days, and not later than one month, from
the date of the first meeting.

The resolution must be passed at the first meeting
by not less than three-fourths of the merr,' ers of the
company entitled to vote who may be present in person
or by proxy

; the confirming resolution must be passed
at the second meeting by a majority of those present in
person or by proxy, a quorum according to the by-laws
of the company being of course essential.

In the case of companies not incorporated under the
(British Columbia Companies Act the provisions of the
'

Act under which they operate should be examined and I

compliance therewith obtained. '

(78)
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(a) Companies incorporated since i :;th February, t^^i> I ^/ *~f

(b) Such companies incorporated prior to 15th February/
1904 as pass a special resolution declaring that Sub-
section I, Section 122 of the "Companies Act" of 1897,
as set out in Section 8 of the "Companies Act Amend-
ment Act, 1904," shall apply to themselves.

(c) Companies, the shares of which are of the non-personal
liability class, (to this class most mming^ companies
belong).

(d' 'ompanies incorporated under the Act of 1878 or the
Act of 1888. (The requirements in this case are set out
below),

(e) Companies incorporated under the Act of 1890 as
amended in 1892 and 1894. (The requirements in this
case are set out below).

The directors of companies included under head-
ings (a), (b) and (c) are by virtue of their office vested
with power to borrow and to pledge the assets of
vheir corporations subject to the restrictions, if any,
contained in the respective Articles of Association of
their companios. In the case of a company Incoming
jinder Class (c), the directors may not borrow in ex-

'^f ^=7 of the amount of paid-up capital of the
--_„! maa\'w\fx of

1
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Company and hands of the proper officers, certi-
tying that these proceedings have been taken, and

the Bank
°^^ »s a true copy, should be lodged with

(2) To fix the liability of the Company for the
acts of Its officers, the Directors should pass a
resolution mdicating the officers w!iO are to sign
and a copy of this resolution properly authenti'
cated should be lodged with the Bank.

A.f ]^.u^^l^^^
of a company incorporated under any

mnlt K
' A^l ^^u

*;^° ^^°^« mentioned, referencemust be made to the Act under which it is organizedm order to ascertam the borrowing powers of thi Com-pany and the formalities necessary to keep advances to

Procedure in British Columbia

306 Under the " ComDanies Act, 1807" andamendments now in force in "the Province of^BritishColum
. ,t .s provided that, except as hereinafter not^dthe burrowmg powers conferred therebv cannnf h«exercsed except with the sanction of the shareholders

ba'paTed a't a
^^P^^'-'.^-'^^ion. This resoludontu

whi'ihroticeK' ""''''"^"^'^^ shareholders, of

i^^^roduce l^f J
been given specifying the intention tointroduce such resolution, and must be confirmed at a

•IledTdSfM""'"^^.''"^ ""' ^^^ shareholders dulvcalled and held not earlier than fourteen days and nofiater_^than one month, from the date orthe"'fi":;

bv n^''.'' '^"f^"^'""
'""^t be passed at the first meeting-bv not less than three-fourths of such membersof hf

or'brp';:;:;' the
'^ t^^ '"^^ ^^ p--"

'- p--n
at th/r^^A

'^^"fi'-'nmg resolution must be passedat the second meeting by a majority of those present in
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(a) Companies incorporated since 15th February, Fa»|i> I ^ *~f
(b) Such companies incorporated prior to 15th February/

1904 as pass a special resolution declaring that Sub-
section I, Section 122 of the "Companies Act" of 1897,
as set out in Section 8 of the "Companies Act Amend-
ment Act, 1904," shall apply to themselves.

(c) Companies, the shares of which are of the non-personal
liability class, (to this class most mming companies
belong'),

(d) Companies incorporated under the Act of 1878 or the
Act of 1888. (The requirements in this case are set out
below).

(e) Companies incorporated under the Act of 1890 as
amended in 1892 and 1894. (The requirements in this
case are set out below).

The directors of companies included under head-
ings (a), (b) and (c) are by virtue of their office vested
with power to borrow and to pledge the assets of
their corporations subject to the restrictions, if any,
contained in the respective Articles of Association of
their companies. In the case of a company ^coming
under Class (c), the directors may not borrow in ex-
cess ot 25% of the amount of paid-up capital of the
company without the sanction of a general meeting of
the company unless directly authorized thereto under
the Memorandum or Articles of Association, or By-laws
of the company.

Companies coming under Class (d) may borrow,
provided that shareholders representing two-thirds in

value of the capital stock actually paid up consent
thereto and that the total amount borrowed together
with all other debts shall not at any time exceed the
amount of the capital stock actually paid in.

Companies coming under Class (e) may borrow,
provided that shareholders representing two-thirds in

value of the subscribed capital consent thereto.

In the case of companies not incorporated under
the British Columbia Companies Act the provisions of
the Act under which they operate should be examined
and compliance therewith obtained.

In any event the Charter or Memorandum and
Articles of Association should be examined, no matter
where they have been taken out, so that it may be
known that the borr^A^ing powers are not specially

limited or entirely denied. A clause in the Charter
or Memorandum or Articles of Association permitting
the directors to borrow, whether with or without
limitation, does not obviate the necessity for the share-
holders passing and confirming any resolution above
stated to be required.
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SECTION IV

BUSINESS WITH MUNICIPALITIES, SCHOOL
BOARDS, Etc.

A—ONTARIO MUNICIPALITIES

307 Sec. 20, Chap. 228 of the Revised Statutes of

Ontario, 1897, enacts that the treasurer of a munici-

pality shall deposit all moneys received by him in a

separate account kept in his name as treasurer under

some desiffnation that will show the account to be an

account of the municipality. Subject to this provision,

the treasurer may be regarded as custodian of the funds

of his corporation and the proper person to pay out the

samet and in the absence of special provision made by

the corporation for the purpose, he has power to with-

draw them from the Bank. Should the corporation,

however, have made special provision by by-law or

otherwise as to the deposit of furtds or the drawing of

moneys deposited, the terms of such provision must be

strictly followed and no cheque on the account should

be honoured, unless drawn and signed in the manner

required by the corporation. It is the duty of the

Manager to use his best endeavours to ascertain whether

any such special provision has been made by the cor-

poration for the handling of its moneys.

Section 433 (a) of the Consolidated Municipal Act, 1903, as

amended by the Municipal Amendment Act, 1904, enacts as

follows :

" The council of any municipality, pending the sale

"of iny debentures issued under a by-law, or in lieu

"of selling and disposing of the same, may by resolu-

" tion or by-law authorize the head or acting head and

"treasurer of the municipality to raise money by way
"of loan on such debentures and to hypothecate the

" same for any sucn loan. Provided that the proceeds

"of every such loan shall be applied for the purposes

"for which such debentures were issued and should

" such debentures be subsequently soU and disposed

'of the proceeds thereof shall first be applied in repay-

" meat of such loan, but the lender shall not be bound
" to see to the .-^.ppiication of the proceeds of any such

"loan."

By Section 435 of the Consolidated Municipal Act, 3 Edward
V'll, Chap. 19, as amended by Section 9, Chap. 40, 7 Edward
VII, it is enacted :

(i) "The Council of any Municipality may by
" by-law autho...ie the Head or Acting Head, with the

" Treasurer thereof, to borrow, either before or after

" the passing of the by-law levying the taxes for the
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

current year, from any person or Bank such sums as

the Council deem necessary to meet the then current

expenditure of the corporation and such further sums

as may be requireu to be paid to the treasurers of the

respective Public School Boards from time to time

upon the requisition of the School trustees as pro-

vided for by The Public Schools Act^ until such time

as the taxes levied (or to be levied) therefor can be

collected, and the Council shall by such by-law re^ju-

late the amounts to be so borrowed, and define the

notes, cheques, covenants or agreements, or other

vouchers to be given in security therefor;

(2) "The amount so borrowed and outstanding

shall not, in the case of any municipality, other than

a county, exceed 90% of the estimated ordinary

expenditure for the preceding "ear, and such further

sums as may be required to be paid to the treasurers

of the respective Public School Boards from time to

time upon the requisition of the School trustees as

provided for by The Pi.hlic Schools Act, and in the

case of a county, the amount so borrowed and out-

standing shall not at any time exceed the amount to

be raised and paid over to the county by the local

municipalities therein for ordinary expenditure for

county purposes for the current municipal, year, and

in the event of any Council authorizing the borrow-

ing of any larger sum than the amount limited by

this sub-section, the members of the Council who
vote therefor shall be disqualified from holding any

municipal office for the period of two years.

(2a) " In the case of a town, township or village,

any portion of which is situate within two miles of

a city containing more than 100,000 inhabitants, the

amounts so borrowed and outstanding shall not

exceed 80% of the taxes levied in the preceding muni-

cipal year.

(3) Section 435 of the Municipal Act also provides

that the powers by this Section conferred shall not be

exercised except for the purpose of meeting the

ordinary expenditure of the municipality, and the

person or Bank lending any sum to a municipal

corporation under this section shall not be bound to

establish the nscessity of borrowing the same."

(4)
" The Council of any municipality shall have

similar borrowing powers, with regard to moneys

required by the trustees of any public school within

such municipality or by trustees of a high school dis-

trict of which such municipality is partly or wholly com-

posed ;
provided such sums of money do not exceed

{81)
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"V^-fcSl'""****
submitted by such public or high school

.-r„2?^-
^^^ procedure, as far as the Bank is con-cerned, in connection with loans for local improvement

purposes, is not in the main different from that in thecase of current expenses, but there are so many techni.

n^r^*'
<^on°ected with loans for local improvement

111ET.\
that each requires special and separate investi-

Sil ^1
1° '*^

^^^^t^y'
^*^ °° ««°«ral instructions canvery well be given here.

309 No municipality is responsible for a loan tothe Treasurer, or to the *Head and Treasurer, whether

loL^'P ""[r^^'fi ""l
°° P^on^issory notes, unless suchban IS authorized by bv-law (as at paragraph 307), and

n^Ar^'^^ Ik ^^f
"^^ance with the Aa ; therefore Myoverdraft or other loan granted to the Treasurer (or to

fnn i^^"'^'^"'*u°*'i^'"
°*"'" transacting the corpora

tion business with the Bank), unless m^e in acSrd-

Sfan TIk P!;f^^''^Ph 307, must be considered to be a
T^r=« 1!

Treasurer (or to him and the other officer)
personally. If it should ever be necessary or advis-

ct?L "i"^^^ ^i"*?
^ ^°^' 't should be cl4rly under-

nl^^ .T^^/* ^^^Z"^^"
*he Bank and the borrowing

Sfr? JJ^* ^ ^°' *^^y) ^^^^^'^^ personally liable tl

fSS K ^f^^P^e, and the amount of any such advance

ror?i2f n''"*''^*°^'"'"./°f.
•^payment of which his(or their) personal responsibility forms ample security,no reliance being placed on the fact that the advance

is on account of the Municipality.
aavance

for^,"'^? J¥ ^^^g^r should endeavour to have theform of by-law provided by the Bank adopted by theCounc,l when the borrowing of money for c/rremexpenses is to be authorized.

3" It is deemed best, and each Manager is in-
structed to see, that the instrument, whether pfomissory
note, covenant or agreement, given by the Head of theMunicipality with the Treasurer thereof by way of

Reev;^^sSr«sem?;iS.°''^''''°" '^ ""^"^ *^« ^^yor. Warden, or
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security for any amount borrowed, is i;nder the seal of
the Corporation, as well as the authority ur.der which
such instrument is given.

2,12 When the by-law authorizes the giving of a
'.fomissory note, the proper course is to discount the
note in the usual way, and place the proceeds to the
credit of the account. As this is the simplest form for
the transaction to take, the Manager should, if possible,
always so arrange his municipal loans. If, however,
the Corporation wishes to borrow by way of overdraft,
an agreement on the Bank's regular form (No. loi,
amerdec* issue) should be authorized by the by-law,
executed under the seal of the Corporation in the usual
way, and lodged with the iBank before any money is

drawn on account of the loan. When this has been
done an overdraft may be permitted in the current
account. If this agreement is not given the authority
to borrow would be exhausted as soon as the aggregate
amount of cheques drawn on the account is equau to
the total loan authorized by the by-law, and any sub-
sequent deposits would be taken to be payments on
account of the loan, so that further cheques coming in,

although the total overdraft would be within the limit,
would in effect represent advances outside the authorized
amount.

313 The Municipal fiscal year by statute begins
on January ist, and the loan or loans of each year
f 'iould be kept separate and liquidated by the applica-
tion of the taxes of that year. If these taxes are not
collected until the early months of the following year,
there is no objection to the loan running until then, but
a new account should be opened for the new year's
advances.

314 By Sec. 2i,chap.228, R.S.O., 1897, every char-
tered Bank with which the Treasurer of any Munici-
pality or School Board keeps his account as Treasurer is

required, under penalty in case of omission, to truly state
the balance in the account at any time when required
to do so by a member of the Council or School Board.
It is also the duty of the Bank on or before the fourth

(83>
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f»y°y""»0'.
April, July and October in each yeai.

tS-thoS'n °i
the Municipality, or (Zhairman ofthe School Board, as the case may be, a statement inwritmg «gned by the Manager or other person n

L^^V^®'^"^ ^h H^*=« '° **>• Treasurer^ account
•t the Branch on the last day of the preceding mwuh.A penalty of from $5 to $ao and costs may beimposed on the Bank for omission to comply with this law.

B—SCHOOL TRUSTRES—ONTARIO

315 The following abstract of the law in Ontarionas been prepared by our solicitors; it covers all thepomts connected with advances to school trustees
school boards, etc.. as the law was in December 1902

;

(i) Public Sehoolt, Rural

VI
J^ Act relatior to Public Schools is Chapter 39, , Edward

for eg;; -rir^oc. ^i?L?,'^ tlJJ/i.ittS""'
'^''

^iS-H'^r • /o„™-.„rr^ro?.?ffiBoard of Public School Trustees for School Section of theTownship of in the County of ••
*

Section 11 provides that the trustees of any nubile and hi>hschool may unite as provided in The High SchtS,", Ac? for S
^„t°5f™^\°'

thep^xbUc and high schoolfof an^Tunicipality Jsone corporation under the name •' The Board of Education for the" city. town, incorporated village or township of" fas the ca« m.v

public and high school trustees.
powers ot twth

,„^ f^^°u ^5 declares that it shall be the duty of the trusteesand they shall have power (under sub-section 10) " to provide f^;the payment of teachers' salaries quarterly, and. if nSSv toborrowon their promissory note. Jnder the seal of ?S 03^rl°
'

™«°'ii "'"""J P°^
"deeding 6% per annum, such mon^ m

••K« cXt^d.'"'
'^*' P""^"*' ""'" **>• '*'''^ impoSl Ter"

With the exception of special provisipns contained in Section

^-Sil* ;-f'/°"*'
N»P>ssing, Parry Sound and Muskoka. to issuedebentures for certain purposes), and in Section 78 (which authorizes school trustees on certain conditions to borroW from a municipal corporation), sub-section 10 of Section 65. abo^e qu^tJd.Ts the
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only authority conferrad to borrow money. Tb« trui^.'sa of any
chool section of a townihip and the school board of the township
may borrow under the authority of section 63, sub-section 10.

A form of resolution authorizing the borrowing and the giving
of the notes is appended.

FORM OF RESOLUTIONS to ht hautd by a Bourl of Public
School Truitttt for a School Stction, or by a Public School Board of
a Township, authorising the borrowing of monty fur the faymtnt of
teachers' salarits.

Moved by
seconded by
and resolved that, to provide for the payment of teachers' salariea.
fov wbich it is the duty of this Boara to provide, until the taxes
imposed for the moneys required for that purpose are collocted, the
sum of $ is required.

Resolved further that the Chairman and Secretary-Treasurer
of this Board be and they are hereby authorized on behalf of this
Board to borrow from such bank or person as may be willing to
lend the same, between no\ and the day of
A.D. 19 , sums of money for the purposes aforesaid, not
exceeding in the whoL^ $ such money to be repayable
at such times, not extending beyond the day of
A.D. ig , as the said Chairman and Secretary-Treasurer may
think proper : and that for the payment of such moneys the
promissory note or notes of this Board as a corporation, under the
seal of the corporation, be given, countersigned by the said
Chairman and Secretary-Treasurer, and that such promissory note
or notes may bear Interest at such rate not exceeding 6%
per annum as the said Chairman and Secretary-Treasurer
may determine, or the same may be discounted at such rate as may
be aKreed upon, not exceeding the equivalent of interest thereon at

6% per annum.
I hereby certify that at a meeting of the Board of Public

School Trustees for School Section of the Township of
in the County of , or of the Public

School Board of the Township of in the County
of (as the case may be), duly called and held on
the day of A.D. 19 , the above
resolution was duly passed.

Witness my hand and the seal of the said Board this

day of A.D. 19
Secretary-Treasurer.

(2) Public Schools. Urban, etc.

Section 56 provides that every board c' public school trustees
in urban municipalities shall be a corporation by the name of " The

Public School Board " (prefixing to the words " Public
School Board " the name of the city, town or incorporated village
for which such trustees are elected).
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Section 65 defines the duty and powers of the board of trus-

tees of cities, towns and incorporated villages.

No power to borrow appears to be conferred. Provisions are

made for application to the municipality for all moneys required.

Public school boards in cities, towns and incorporated villages

have not power to borrow money.
R.S.O. 1897, Cap. 228, Sec. 20, requires the Treasurer to deposit

money in a separate account kept in his name as treasurer under

some designation that will show the account to be an account of

the School Board.

(5) High Schools and Collegiate Institutes

These are now covered by Chapter 40 i Ed. VIL High
School Boards and Collegiate Institutes have no power to borrow
money. Provisions are made which enable them to obtain what is

required from the municipalities.

(4) Separate Schools

The Act relating to Separate Schools is Chapter 294 of the

Revised Statutes of Ontario, 1897.

The words Separate School are by Section 19 Sub-section,

3 of the Act declaivd to " signify and mean a separate school for
" Roman Catholics now or hereafter established."

Section 20 declares that " the Trustees of separate schools for
" Roman Catholics heretofore elected or hereafter to be elected in

" the several wards of any city or town or incorporated village
•• shall form one body corporate under the title of ' The Board of
" Trustees of the Roman Catholic Separate Schools for the city (or
" town or incorporated village) of . . . .'

"

Provisions are made for the establishment of a separate school

in any school section of a township, incorporated village or town,

or within any ward of any city or town : and section 23 declares

that the trustees elected for the management of such separate

school shall be a body corporate under the name of " The Trustees
" of the Roman Catholic Separate School for the Section Number

in the Township of , or for the Ward of

in the City or Town (as the case may be), or for the
" Village of in the County of ."

Section 61 confers power upon " the trustees of a separate
" school, as a body corporate, to borrow money for school purposes,
" and to make valid mortgages and other instruments for the
" security and payment of such borrowed money, or of moneys
" payable or to be paid for school sites, school buildings or addi-
" tions thereto or the repairs thereof, upon the school-house property
" and premises or any other real or personal property vested in
" them, or upon the separate school rates." The mortgages and
other instruments which the trustees have power to make may be
made in the form of debentures, and the debentures are made a

(86)
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charge on the property and rates as in the case of mortgages there-

of. Provisions are made with respect to the issue of the deben-

tures, how they should be made payable, etc.

Bearing in mind the de6nition of the words " separate school

it follows that, under Section 6i. the trustees of any separate

school whether rural or urban, have power to borrow money tor

school purposes. Special power is conferred upon the trustees ot

the rural separate schools to borrow money for the payment ot

teachers* salaries. Sub-section lo of Section 28 is in this respect

similar to Sub-section 10, Section 65 of the Public Schools Act

;

and, if an application be made for money to pay teacher's salaries,

the form of resolution therefor applicable under the Public Schools

Act might be made use of. The very wide powers contained in

Section 61, however, would no doubt include the power to borrow

for teachers' salaries.

As applications for loans by separate school trustees on the

security of debentures are not numerous, no form of by-law tor

this purpose is provided. As the formalities to be observed are

somewhat special it would be better that each case should be dealt

with at the time.

C—MUNICIPAL LOANS—BRITISH COLUMBIA

316 The following statement of the laws affecting

loans to Municipalities in British Columbia has been

prepared by our Solicitors at Vancouver. The Statutes

are as a rule revised or amended annually, and our

Solicitors will inform us at the close of each Session

of the Provincial Parliament what modification m these

instructions may be necessary, of which the branches

will be duly notified.

Loans for Current Expenditure

3 1 7 Under the Municipal Act the Council of a Muni-

cipality may, having passed a by-law for the purpose,

borrow " such sum of money not exceeding the total

amount of the taxes upon land or real property as shown

by the revised assessment roll of the municipality fur the

preceding year, and bearing such rate of interest as may

be requisite, to meet the current legal expenditure ot

the corporation, which becomes payable out of the

annual revenue before the revenue for the year becomes

payable by the tax-payers."
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The following are in brief the conditions :

—

(a) That the money so borrowed shall be repayable
and repaid on or before the 31st December in the cailen-

dar year in which it is so borrowed.

(b) That it shall be a liability such as is properly
payable out of the municipal revenue for the then
current year.

(c) That the obligation given to the lender shall be
in writing signed by the Mayor or Reeve, by the Finance
Committee (if any) and by the c.'eik of the Corporation,
and shall bear the corporate seal y. the municipality.

(d) That the Council shali in the by-law have
named the amount to be so borrowed, the rate of interest

not exceedable, the date on or before which the principal

and interest shall be payable, and the form of the obliga-

tion to be given as an acknowledgment of the liability.

(e) If, owing to the non-payment of the taxes by
the rate-payers, it becomes impossible to pay the amount
borrowed in the then current year, the Council may by
resolution arrange with the lender to defer payment of
such sum of money or any portion thereof for a
period to be agreed upon, the deferred payment to bear
interest at the same or a less rate, and to become a valid
liability of the Corporation, notwithstanding the previous
sub-sections. The amount to be borrowed by the Cor-
poration in the succeeding year plus the amount deferred
or carried over, with interest thereon, must not exceed
the amount of the total revenue, inclusive of arrears.

No debt may be contracted, or money expended, by
any standing committee of the Council, in excess of

$50 at any one time, unless sanctioned by the Council
in the manner provided by the statute.

Additional Loans

318 In addition to the above, the Council, without
submitting to the electors a by-law for the purpose, may
borrow upon the security of debentures of the Munici-
pality, a by-law for the issue of which has been approved
by the rate-payers in the usual manner. Such deben-
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tures should be hypothecated to us as is customary, and

the by-law for the loan should be passed by the Council.

Before making any advances secured by such debentures,

copies of the debentures themselves and of the by-laws

under which they have been issued should be submitted

to our Solicitors for approval.

Loans for Local Improvements

319 There are further provisions in the Municipal

Act whereby the Councils of Municipalities may borrow

for the purpose of local improvements without submit-

ting a by-law to the rate-payers. ^':t any advances of

this character should invariably 'ssed upon by the

Bank's Solicitors before the Bai- been committed

to make them.

D—MUNICIPAL LOANS—MANITOBA

320 By section 394 of The Municipal Act, Chap. 100

R S.M. (1891) as amended by section 10 of chapter 32,

c8-59 Victoria, section 6 of chapter 20,60 Victoria,and sec-

tion 9 of chapter 24, 62-63 Victoria, it is enacted as follows:

" The Council of every municipality, except as in this Act is

•• otherwise provided, may authorize its Head, with the Treasurer

" thereof, under the seal of the corporation, to borrow from any

" person or bank such sums as may be required to meet the then

" Current expenditure of the corporation, until such time as the

"taxes levied therefor can be collected, and the Council shall, by

" by-law. regulate the amounts to be so borrowed, and the promis-

" sory note or notes, covenant or agreement, to be given in security

" '
'^Provided further that the Council of every municipality may

'• borrow for the purposes aforesaid to an amount not exceeding the

• taxes levied for the preceding year, if at the time of such borrow-

•' ing the taxes have not been levied to meet the then current

**^M2) The Council may, during the period of two years succeed-

" ing that in which such moneys are borrowed, pass by-laws for

"renewing such promissory note or notes.

"
(3) The Council of every rural municipahty may, anything m

" this Act to the contrary notwithstanding, authorize its Head with

" the Treasurer thereof, under the seal of the corporation, to borrow

" from any cerson or persons, bank or banks, a sum not

"exceeding »4,ooo for expenditure upon drainage work, in
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" anticipation of the levy and collection of said amount in equal
" portions by three successive annual levies, and the Council shall,
'- by by-law, regulate the amounts so to be borrowed and the nature
" of the securities given therefor. Provided, however, that the
" exercise of the provisions hereof shall be first subject to the
" approval of the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council. Notice of any
" application for such approval shall be given by the Council in at
" least two issues of a local newspaper, and in one issue of the
" Manitoba Gazette."

By sections 13 and 396 of the Municipal Act, it is provided
that no village r-unicipality shall incur any indebtedness, except by
the issue of -• .oentures to the amount of not more than f6,ooo
for the put|,.,oe of providing fire apparatus for such village.

E—LOANS TO SCHOOL TRUSTEES—MANITOBA

321 By Sec. 153 of the Public Schools Act, Chap.
127 R.S.M. 1891, it is enacted that the trustees of every
school district shall be a corporation under the name of
"The School District of Number

Loans to School Districts are governed by Section
147 of th- Act as amended by Section 5 of Chapter 41,
58 and 59 Victoria, and Section 3 of Chapter 27, 60
Victoria. Section 147 as amended reads as follows :

—

„ " At any time in any one year, before the estimate of <* school
' ?*'*j*^* ***' '***° prepared by a board cf school trustees or
" handed to the clerk of the municipality, or before the moneys
1'^
have been paid over to the board by the municipality, a board of
school trustees in any city, town, village or rural municipality

" may borrow moneys upon the credit of the board, and give the
" promissory note or notes of the board for the same or for the
" moneys heretofore borrowed to such an amount as is legally
' authorized: or may borrow money by means of an overdraft of
" the account of the board in any incorporated bank doing business
" m the Province

:

« /" ^"^ Provided however that if money is borrowed by means
'^ of an overdraft as above provided, the amount of the indebtedness
" of such School District to such bank, by reason of such over-
" draft, shall not at any one time exceed the amount of the said
" estimate for the current year, if such estimate has been made, or
"^ the amount of the said estimate for the next preceding year, if

I'
such estimate has not been made for the current year ; and if

" money is borrowed upon a promissory note or notes, as above

I'
provided, the amount of such note or notes shall not in the

|]
aggregate exceed the amount of the said estimate for the current

\\
year, if such estimate has been made, or the amount of the said

' Mtimate for the next preceding year if such estimate has not
been made for the current year.
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•• lb) Provided, also, that such moneys shall only be borrowed

.. or nitL given upon a by-law or by-laws of the board which

"shall recite the amounts previously borrowed and the notes

..previously given therefor and any sums paid thereon, but any

.. InoT or omission in reciting such sums or notes shall not mvalid-

.. ate such by-law as against a bona fid* lender or pay®* °^J°;d"

..for value of any such note, not having notice ot such error or

<' omission.

F—MUNICIPAL LOANS—NORTH-WEST TERRITORIES

,22 By section 95 of The Municipal Ordinance,

chapter 70 of The Consolidated Ordinances, N. W. 1.

ri8q8), it is enacted that every municipality may pass by-

laws for (among other things) "authorizing the Chairman

and the Treasurer to borrow from any person, bank or cor-

poration such sum of money as may be required to meet

the expenditure of the municipality until such time as the

taxes levied therefor can be collected; but such sum of

Tioney so borrowed shall not exceed the estimated

revenue of the municipality of the then current year.

G—LOANS TO SCHOOL TRUSTEES—NORTH-WEST
TERRITORIES

12 X Section 85 of The School Ordinance, chapter 29,

Ordinances, North West Territories, 1901, provides that

the trustees of every district shall be a corporation under

the name of " The Board of Trustees for the School

District No. of the North-West Territories.

Section 106 provides that " the Board of any district may by

resoluS^uthor^^eits Chairman and Treasurer to bojTow from

wiv pereon, bank or corpora Ion such sum of money as may be

JSjuW to meetthe expenditures of the district until such times

I?the taxesTe^ed for iL current year are available, and such loan

shall be repaid out of. and shall be a first charge upon, the taxes

wWch are ^collected for the year in which the oan w^
^^^'^^

may be secured by the promissory note or notes of the Chairman

and Treasurer, given on behalf of the Hoard.

H—GENERAL

Municipal Statistics

724 In the case of muncipalities which are accus-

tomed to borrow from the Bank, Managers should
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advise Head Office, on the form supplied for that pur-
pose, of the result of each year's municipal assessment
and any other particulars called for in the form, as soon
as the figures can be procured. Information respecting
the financial position of the county and ot the adjoining
townships, as well as of the place where the Branch is

situated, is always useful.

Municipal Debentures

325 Managers should advise Head Office of any
debentures offered by municipalities in their localities.
The advice should be accompanied by as full informa-
tion as can be obtained as to the population of the
municipality, the assessment, net debt, etc., also as to
what price was obtained for previous issues and the price
expected or likely to be obtained for the proposed issue.

,;• S-
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J—MUNICIPAL LOANS—NEW BRUNSWICK

Municipalities in New Brunswick are not authorized
to borrow by any general Act of the Legislature. It is
therefore necessary that special legislation should be
obtained before any Municipality can legally overdraw
its account or make arrangements for a temporary loan.
In every case in which this is done care should be taken
to see that the terms of the Act are strictly complied
with, and that the loan is duly authorized by the
Municipality.

K—LOANS TO SCHOOL TRUSTEES—NEW URUNSWICK
No powers appear to have been given to School

Trustees in New Brunswick to make temporary loans.

L—MUNICIPAL LOANS—NOVA SCOTIA

Municipalities m Neva Scotia other than incorpor-
ated towns or cities are empowered to effect temporary
loans from any chartered Bank in the Province of Nova
Scotia for the purpose of defraying current expenditures
which have been duly authorized by the Municipal
Council

; but the total of such loans must not at any
time exceed $5,000. Under the Incorporation Act
(R.S.N.S. Cap. 71) a town may effect like loans to
defray the annual current expenditure authorized and
rated on the town, but the total of such loans must not
at any time exceed $5,000, except in case of a town of
which the assessment exceeds $1,000,000, when the
total of t!ie loans must not exceed J^ of i per cent, of
such assessment. The Council of any incorporated
town is, in addition, empowered to borrow from any
chartered bank in Canada against debentures author-
ized but unissued up to qo per cent, of the amount of
such debentures, but every sum so borrowed must be
repaid from the proceeds of the debentures when sold.
The borrowing powers of cities are regulated by their
special Acts.

M—LOANS TO SCHOOL BOARDS—NOVA SCOTIA

The law in Nova Scotia does not confer on School
Boards any power to negotiate temporary loans.
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SECTION V

RETURNS AND STATEMENTS REQUIRED BY HEAD OFFICE

Datt to be made up and date to be Despatched

A—SUNDRY RETURNS
»

326 (i) Daily Statement.—To be made up and des-

patched at close of business each day.

(a) Branch Clearings Account.—To be made up and des-

patched at close of business each day.

Weekly Report on Business.—To be despatched at

close of business every Saturdajft

Balance Sheet, Monthly—To h<^ made up at the

close of business on the day' when the books are

closed each month, and des^a-ched not later than

the close of the followingjjay.

Cash Items Account.^?o be made up and de-

spatched at close of busiliess on 7th of each month.

Estimate of Profits, Statement 0/—Twice a year

(April and October). /To be made up at close of

business on 15th, an^ despatched the same day.

Profits, Statement of-To be made up as soon as the

books have beenyClosed for the month in May and

November, andyfespatched the same day.

Unclaimed Bailees, Statement of—To be made up

when the boojfe have been closed at the end of each

calendar yejff and immediately despatched.

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

(8)

B—LIABILITY RETURNS

(9) Weekly/Return.

* made up and despatched as follows,

Covering all transactions up to close of business

'on the preceding day

:

, . ,

the Branches Trom Atlin to Greenwood, mclu-

sive, on Monday.
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At the Branches from Guelph to Ottawa, inclusivj

on Tuesday.
At the Branches from Paris to Seaforth, mclusiv«

on Wednesday.
At the Branches from Seattle to Treheme inclusivi

on Thursday. „, , ,

At the Branches from Vancouver to Woodstocl

inclusive, on Friday, i

(lo) Liability Returt. '^onthl^—(Ten times a year) T
be mac3 up at clc jf busmess on 1 5th of each mont

(except April and October, in which months the F\i

Liability Return is required) and despatched nj

later than the 20th.

(n) Liability Return, Full—Twice a year (Apr

October). To be made up at close of busimfes 01

1 5th, and despatched not later than 25th. Should th

Inspection Return take the place of the regula

return due al either of the above datsS, on appli

cation to Head Ofl&ce, another date will be substi

tuted.

(12) Liability Return, Inspection—

T

t;«<«/.— Twice

To be made up :

despatched not \i\*<

(1-,) Ba(/ and Doubtful Debt

year (April and October).

close of business on 15th,

than 20th.

^i/ All siaiements and returns for Head Office,

to be addressed to the Gensral Manager. TheListDilit

Returns from the Branc^Ks inspected bjrjh^^nspectc

at Vancouver should be/rorwarded to hja^'^ce, and th

Liability Returns of the Branche^jHi^anitoba and th

North-West Territ^es ^jo«rfdbe forwarded to th

Inspector's Department-tCtWinnipeg. Correspondenc

intended forjhe-wneral Manager should be kept sepai

ate frctfnr-^tateraents and returns by being enclosed in

g^ial envelo|4.

328 Rowrns to Head Office, other than Inspectio

Returns, n^st not be sent in loose sheets, nor shouj

they be l^und with pins or fasteners with projectin

points./ All Returns to Head Office, including tb

(94)
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Weekly Report on business, should, as far as possible,

be typewritten.

A—SUNDRY RETURNS

DAILY STATEMENT

329 The figures in this return should be in even

thousands only. The Manager should satisfy him-

self of its correctness before signing it.

\
COPY OF BRANCH CLEARiNGS ACCOUNT

330 (a) A copy of this account must be forwarded at

the close of business each day. This copy should be

prepared in such a way as to show the totals of the

debits and credits in each account.

(b) The total only of each "At Credit" slip should

be shown in the return to Head Office. The dates of

" At Credit " slips received must alwa^be given.

(c) Entries must appear in the following order:

Branch Entries (in strict alphabejrfcal order) ;
Sundry

Head Office Entries; Marine Niftional Bank, Buffalo ;

Northern Trust Company,

(d) The particulars

account must be shown,

been given by Head O

entries on Head Office

when instructions have

to credit debit several

y •»'•' '^ ce

/
!rs

ed
ict

ho
he

inspection

lor should
projecting

iiding the

:he

Saturday ot each week. Managers should not feel
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At the Branches from Guelph to Ottawa, inclusiv
on Tuesday.

At the Branches from Paris to Seaforth, inclusiv
on Wednesday.

At the Branches from Seattle to Treheme inclusiv
on Thursday.

At the Branches from Vancouver to Woodstocl
inclusive, on Friday, i

(10) Liability Return, Monthly—(Ten times a year) 1
be made up at close of business on 15th of each mont
(except April and October, in which months the Fui
Liability Return is required) and despatched nc
later than the 20th. 7

(II) Liability Return, Full—Twice a year (Aprij/ani
October). To be made up at close of busiiv^ 01
15th, and despatched not later than 25th. SWuld th<
Inspection Return take the place of th/ regulai
return due at either of the above dateTon appli.
cation to Head Office, another date wiH be substi-
tuted.

(12) Liability Return, Instectimi—Try^^ «,-j.

(ij) nad and Doubtful Debt S/ftamni. 'Tw'xcy^ ;

year (April and October). /V^.^ be made up ai

close of business on 15th, and desp, itched not latei

than 20th. /
;,-'7 All statements and returns (or Hej

u ^V'ii*-"'""'''
^'' '^'^"^ Canadian P.ank oMead Office. Toronto, Out. The I iabi

trom the Branches inspected bv the Fnspe
couver should be forwarded to his ollice
b.hty Returns of the Branches in Maniu
.\orth-VVest Territories should be forua
Inspector's Department at Winnipeg;. Cor
Mitended for the General Manager slum
separate from statements and returns bv 1m a special envelope, whici, should be end

th»« K
^"''^'' ^^"^^'I^^Pe when practicable.

points^/ All Returns to Head Office, including "hi
"^
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Weekly Report on business, should, as far as possible,
be typewritten.

A—SUNDRY RETURNS

DAILY STATEMENT

329 The figures in this return shoui. e in even
thousands only. The Manager should satisfy him-
self of its correctness before signing it.

\COPY OF BRANCH CLEARINGS ACCOUNT
y

330 (a) A copy of this account must be forwarded a(
the close of business each day. This copy should be
prepared in such a way as to show the totals of the
debits and credits in each account.

(b) The total only of each "At Credit" slip should
be shown in the return to Head Office. The dates of
'• At Credit " slips received must alwavsTbe given.

(c) Entries must appear in the following order

:

Branch Entries (in strict alphabeirical order) ; Sundry
Head Office Entries; Marine National Bank, Buffalo

;

Northern Trust Company, Clu/^o.
(d) The particulars ofyrfl entries on Head Office

account must be shown, except when instructions have
been given by Head Omce to credit or debit several
amounts in total. No other advice of Head Office
entries is required. Whenever possible vouchers
should be attached.

(e) The returns to Head Office must be numbered
progressively, and the entries in them made in strict

alphabetical order of branches.

Every return must be initialled by the officer who
prepares it. The checking must be done by the
Accountant, or the officer acting as Accountant.

WEEKLY REPORT ON BUSINESS

331 This Report should be sent forward on the
aturday of each week. Managers should not feel
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themselves in any way limited to the subjects suggested
therein. All information of a business kind may be of
value, and it is preferable that too much should be
written rather than too little. Clippings from newspapers
may be pasted on the margin or back of the Return.
Matters requiring the attention of Head Office or
directly bearing on the position of customers' accounts
must not be referred to therein.

ill
f^^*^a^t,..^rl

7

S!i .i

MONTHLY BALANCE SHEET

332—(a) The form covering Balance Sheo^ Charges
Account, Cash Statement, etc., is to be serrt in at the
end of each month. Prompt despatch is n^essary, and
it must be mailed at the latest on the first day after the
date on which the books are closedytor the month.
Branches west ofManitoba must closa^heir books four
days before the *na of each month^nless some other
date has been specially fixed by iiead Office. This
Return is used in the preparatiofi of the Government
Statement, and unnecessary delay in its reaching Head
Office must be avoided. /

(b) The specification o£/cash on hand is to be for
the day the Balance Sheer is dated. The Manager's
certificate of the examinad6n of the Teller's cash should
have reference to the labfet date on which he counted
and examined the Telle/s cash in detail under Rule 113.

(c) In Charges Account any unusual items should
be explained, and calfe must be taken to properly classify
all items which coflie under one or other of the printed
headings. The siOaries for the month, and the contribu-
tions to the Pennon Fund, are to be shown respectively in
one amount fojTeach officer, and the position occupied by,
and the ye^ly salary of, each officer must be shown
opposite hi^ name. Care should be taken to see that
the amomrts shown on account of officers' contributions
tothe IVhsion Fund agree with the amounts credited
Head Orffice in this connection in the " Branch Clearings"
account.

/(d) The classification of deposits and loans on the
back of the Return covers the exact headings required

(96)
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for the Goverament Statement ; all items in the Bal-

ance Sheet must be classified in conformity therewith,

and no additions or alterations are permissible. Colla-

teral accounts are not to be included in the specifications

of deposits, but are to be deducted from the relative

loans. Savings Bank deposits must be classified as

payable after notice. In the classification of loans and
discounts every item in the Balance Sheet must come
under one or other of the headings given. Overdrafts

are to be entered as part of the " Current Loans," unless

they come under the heading " Call Loans on Bonds
and Stocks," or one of the other Government headings.

The total of the loans as classified on the back must
agree with the total of the loans and discounts in the

Balance Sheet, less the balances at credit of collateral

accounts, if any, which are to be deducted from the items

to which they respectively apply.

(e) The certificates as to each of the various
balances which should have been taken out during the

preceding month, are to be signed by tha/respective

officers charged with the work ; the certiorate as to the

checking of the balancing of the ledgers/must be signed

by the Manager or Accountant, whose/signature will be
understood to certify that the worj/nas been done in

accordance with the rules.

(f) The vouchers for theyCharges" account must
be forwarded to Head OSRce. [in the case of the
British Columbia, Pacific Coast and Northern Branches
to the Inspector, Vancoj<ver] at the end of each month.
After examination the/^ill be returned to the various

offices, to be filed a^^y separately from other vouchers.

/

'^UNCLAIMED BALANCES

333 (a)/Immediately after the close of each calendar
year this iteturn must be forwarded to Head Office.

It shouKT contain particulars of all the balances trans-

ferrejJf4o Head Office, which come for the first time into

the Government Return. Care should be taken to

show all particulars required by the Bank Act.
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(b) In the case of estates, Managers sh^uW"Be careful
to comply with the wishes of the Govfittimeat and show
the nature of the estate, «^., Estafe of John Brown,
insolvent ; Estate of John Bfa<^, deceased, etc.

(c) Branches ha^pg^ balances to transfer should
advise Head Ofl5c<j^<jfthis fact, not in the correspond-
ence, but by forwarding a blank sheet with the remark,
" Nothing; to transfer," or words to that effect, written
acros^ne face of it.

(d) A balance is not " unclaimed " where a pass-boo|
has been brought in and written r • at any time witl
five years of the date of the Retv,rn, or if a statemeip^ of
the balance due is sent to the person entitled to draw the
money, or to one of the persons, if there be more tMn one,
and is confirmed by him in writing.

(e) In order to reduce the number of suofi balances
in the Return, Managers should, at the begutoing of each
year, take out a list of all balances wMch on the ist
January following will have been undisturbed for five
years, and from this list proceed to pwfcure confirmation
from time to time as opportunitvWers. Unless the
whereabouts of the person or persons concerned is not
ascertainable, every account shpdld be confirmed before
the close of the year.

M

B—LL^BILrfV RETURNS

General Instruanons and Memoranda

334 (a) The tejjto "loans" where used herein is
meant to cover ov^drafts and accommodation notes of
every kind, bills yfccured by collateral notes or other-
wise, and genej;fily all bills payment of which is to be
made by the aUstomer to whom the advance has been
granted. ^

(b) Tiie term "Trade Bills" includes all bills
known ag business paper, drafts against goods sold, etc.,
bills nfcsed between parties not actually in business
whidr represent debts due by the promissor to the endor-
ser/and all sterling bills, except drafts drawn by Banks,
and cheques.

(98)
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(c) The arrangement of the various Ret«iriQs, both

as to the order of the columns and theiafSrmation called

for by the respective headings^^^^sfiould be carefully

observed. No requirement^iiraicated by the headings

must be neglected, and. -^ far as practicable, the

information should b^^ven in the column assigned to it.

(d) In all Refurns the names of al! accounts are to

be enterediifalphabetical order, including accounts

speciallvx^^ned in the Full Liability Return for liabili-

ties 9tiler than current discounts. The names of oblig-

on trade bills are also to be entered alphabetically.

(e) With regard to the returns generally, care

must be taken to fill up all the blanks in accordance
with their tenor. Every Return must be signed by ihe

ofHcer whose signature is provided for, or initialled
'

the officer whose duty it is to prepare it, and afterwaxj

by the Manager or Accountant to attest its correct^^s.

(f ) Where a reference is made to the Brandies by
which the respective Returns are to be made, iJ/C to be
understood thp* 'he reference covers the Bnmches on
the Alphab -.1 a \ List of offices, inclusy^ of those

named.

WEEKLY RETURN

335 (a) The various heading^^tfpon the form indicate

the particulars required, but i^^e case of loans, brief

information is essential as to^e purpose for which the

money is to be used, as to tjre source from which repay-

ment is expected, and, w^n the names are new, as to

the means and standing/of the obligants. When loans

of $400 or upwards jlre made to parties whose names
appear for the firsf time, or reappear in the Return
after an interval or say a year. Managers will report fully

upon each ndLtai separately, using the special form pro-

vided for th^/purpose, which is to be attached to the

Return.

(b)^^is report should deal only with the financial

responitfbility of the obligants ; any advices as to the rea-

sons'ror the loan, etc., will appear in the Return, or be
contained in the official correspondence.

(99)
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(c) Unless Otherwise instructed new transactions not
exceeding $aoo (except where the total transactions for
the same customer are greater than this amount) need
not be reported.

(d) The business and address of the person " forwhom transacted " must be given, ftscept where he is a
regular customer of the Bank.

(e) In reporting loans or renewals of advances
against coliaiieral notes or other security, which do not
come under an authorized credit, the total amount of
the advances and of the relative security held must
always be shown, but once in any weekly is enough.

( f
) In the case of Trade Bills discounted under a

regular credit, where the total amount is with^ the
credit, only transactions involving a total lia^lity of
$500 on the part of any obligant in the o^tomer's
account need be reported. Trade bills whifch are not
discounted under an authorized credit aro/not required
to be shown in detail unless the amoufit on any one
name exceeds $200. Where the billa/kre detailed the
addresses as well as the names of t>€ makers must be
shown.

(g) Every overdraft, howevej^mall, must be shown,
with the rate of interest chargec

(h) Overdrafts are to h/entered by the Ledger-
keeper, and the list initiallai by him.

(i) The notes, etc.y«harged to "Past Due Bills"
account during the pejrtod covered by the Return are
to be shown, whethet/paid before the Return is made
up or not, but the/statement of Past Due Bills on
hand may be omitftd except in tffe last Weekly Return
for the month. X

(J) Und^ the heading "Particulars of Cash
Items, etc^ashed," only unmarked cheques and drafts
on other/points for amounts over $500 need be
enteredy/Opposite all drafts against produce or other
securi^ a note is to be made of the security held, and
as tp^vhether it is held for payment of the draft or for
acefeptance. Cheques and drafts cashed under instructions

(100)
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from another Branch or chartered Bank, or for which
another Branch or chartered Bank is in any way respon-

sible, should not be reported.

(k) The correctness ->f the Return must be certified

by the Manager or Accountant.

INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING THE PREPARATION OF THIS
RETURN.

Transactions within the Terms of an Authorized Credit

^' r^ (a) In the case of a transaction which is stnctly

within the terms of an authorized credit, the column for
" Remarks " should contain nothing more than/a state-

ment to that effect, and particulars of the sefiurity held

should not be given in the Return.
Wherever the total of a customer's ad>^ances within

the terms of a regular credit is entere^in the Return,
(whether under the head of New I^ans, Discounts,
Renewals or Overdrafts), the word 'yCuthorized " should

be stamped or written in the /* Remarks " column
opposite the transaction.

Transactions not within tlif Terms of an A uthorized

Cr/Mit

(b) When a transition, new or renewal, is not
strictly in accordance With the terms of a credit, or is in

excess thereof, partiofflars of the security held on account
of the total advanjjies (not merely the security for the
particular transition reported) should be shown.

In reporting assignments of or warehouse receipts

for goods hel^for advances not within the terms of a
credit, the^Approximate value of the goods should be
given, toaBther with the amount of insurance thereon;

and, in tne case of stocks, etc., the marketable as well as
the p^value of the security should be given.

Transactions requiring Confirmation

(c) Where the regulations call for Head Office con-
firmation of a transaction, the account should be brought

(lOl)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

before Head Office in a Communication without cWay.A reference to the number of the Communication^uld
be made in " Remarks " column of the Return.

Overdrafts

(d) The words "Temporary" or "G&ual" should
never be entered against any overdraft wfiich runs from
week to week. In the case of an overd^ft in an account
conducted under a regular credit, wfiere the total ad-
vances (includmg the overdraft) are iy^cordance with i he
authorized credit, no other remar/than "Authorized"
IS called for.

Extension (/Totals

(e) The total of a cust^er's advances in the shape
of direct advances or disc^nts should not be extended
more than once in thaTsame Return. In every case
overdrafts should be in/uded in the total Loan advances.

Renewals

(f) When tft)orting renewals the total amount of
similar paper inTthe account should be given as well as
the original ai/ount of the particular note renewed.

List o^ Accounts not within Authorized Lines

(6)Ahis list should contain all the accounts at the
BranchTat the date of the Return, which are not strictly
in accordance in every particular with the terms of an
authorized and unexpired credit, or the omission ofwhich
from the list has not been specially sanctioned.

In the " Remarks " column of this list references to
Statements previously made are not permissible. The
necessary explanations must be given in each Return.

(102)
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Lengthy Lists to be Avoided

(h) The lists of accounts not within

lines should contain as few names as possibl

Manager finds it necessary to make adv

arily in excess of an authorized credit, he

the excess is quite trifling in amount, ad~

thorized

When a
es tempor-
ould, unless

^e Head OfHce

of the position of the account and ask ib have the addi-

tional amount authorized for such ^period as appears

necessary.

In cases where it is clear thaj^he credit authorized

is inadequate, a formal applica/on for the necessary

increase should be submitted \^fnout delay.

When an authorized credit has expired and there is

likely to be some delay in J^inging the account before

Head Oflice for revision^he Manager should ask to

have the old credit exten«d for such a time as is likely

to elapse before the rental application will be ready.

MONTHI LIABILITY RETURN

336.—(a) ThyReturn calls for the total figures only,

in each account, gfloans, trade bills, overdrafts, past due

bills, overdue dapts, real estate and mortgage accounts,

stocks, bonds yF similar securities owned by the Bank,

and the amo^ts outstanding on account of sterling

and foreign ioillB of exchange purchased and letters of

credit, wim^full particulars as to the security held

against aUr advances. The names of all endorsers must

be ente^d in this return. In the case of real estate

securijf, in which there are no changes to report,

reference may be made to the last Full Liability Return

for ^rticulars.

(b) When any portion of a debt has been written

by Head Office, the original amount should be shown
(4n the margin, the amount written off being deducted,

and tl.e net figures extended into the proper column.

(c) The customers* names are to be entered alpha-

betically, and the names and addresses of all obligants

on trade paper or collateral notes for sums of $5,000
and upwards (unless a lower limit has been specially

(<o3)
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

fixed for any Branch by Head Oflice), are to be sho\
The column for "Total Direct Liabilities" must
added up and shown to agree with the balances ijf the
General Ledger, in the manner provided for in cUluse l
of the Regulations respecting the Full Liability/letum.

(d) The only reports required are the nftrticulars
of the security held in connection with a^fMices, for
which purpose a few lines may be left aft^ the custo-
mer's name when needed.

FULL LIABILITY RETURJ

337 (a) This important Returi/must be prepared
with great care. It is intended to/how the liabilities of
every customer of the Bank in fulWetail, all Real Estate
and Mortgage accounts, and all/tocks. Bonds, or simi-
lar securities owned by the Bj

(b) In the case of loajfe, every liability is to be
shown, however small, witl^he endorsers or the security
held. The unused amounfof outstanding credits should
be entered in red ink, aiMf included in the total liability.

(c) If the securitYHs in the torrti of collateral notes,
the total amount is t/ be reported, and the names and
addresses of all oblifants for $400 and over given.

(d) If loans are secured by Stocks, Bonds, Ware-
house ReceiptsVor other collateral, full particulars
must be givenXsuch as the par and market value of
Stocks, name cA the warehouseman, the quantity, quality
and value of goods held, the insurance, etc. The
details of tjfe insurance need not be given, only the
total

;
it iaftssumed that the policies will be in good com-

panies anfl the loss, if any, made payable to the Bank
absolutjfly.

Jti' ^" ^^® ^^® °^ ^'^^^ ^^^^^' ^^^ names of
all ybhgLnts for sums of $400 and upwards (unless
a louver limit has been specially fixed for any Branch by

tad Office) must be given, with addresses, etc. The
lercantile Agency ratings are to be entered against

(104)
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every name in the Return. The particulars

indirect liabilities, if any, of each customer arettf be

entered opposite his account in the left-hand cafumn

;

and the particulars of the indirect liabilities of oBligants

whose names appear in more than one account, but do

not appear as direct borrowers, are also tor be stated

when the amount exceeds $2,000, a special heading being

raised for the purpose and the amount/ntered to the

left of the name.

(f) All liabilities by way of o^^drafts, past due

bills, overdue debts, sterling or ioreUpi exchange, letters

of credit, etc., are to be entere^n each customer's

account in the Return in detail (ij/red ink) and included

in the total liability, so that tM Bank's whole interest

in any person or firm can be seen at a glance, \yhere

no current discount account /cists, and there are liabili-

ties of the kind above retired to, a special headiiig

must be raised in the R«etum for these liabilities in

proper alphabetical orde^

(g) The Return Jk to be sub-divided into three

sections as follows

:

I All account/ (other than those of farmers and

graziers)jjwhere the liability exceeds $400.

II All accoj^ts (other than those of farmers and

where the liability does not exceed

III Ad^^ces to farmers and graziers.

The founts in sections 11 and iii should be

entered ii/fclose order. In each section the names must

be giveii^lphabetically.

I reports on the liabilities shown in this Return

are o§cessary, imless there is some point which the

ger specially wishes to explain.

^i) Where the transactions have been running for

Jet twelve months, the period for which they have been

tarried should be indicated, but this need not be done

„ they appear in the Bad and Doubtful Debts Statement.

( j) The rates of discount and exchange charged in

connection with each account are to be shown in the

margin.
(los)
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by Head Office, the original amount should be showrf mthe marmn, the amount written off being deducte</and
the net figures extended into the proper lolumtL

^
(I) The General Ledger balances for loai's. trade

bills, past due bills, overdue debts, real Xte ^d
Zr^'¥^!»,^'^°""*''

*°^ ^^^ ^'"o"''*^ outstaXgat thedate of the statement on account of sterlinfl!£id fore gn
?i„f °r ^""f^^^^.

purchased and lettersiS credit cur
IV'y^l

o, b^ ?»ven in a memorandijfi at the footand the total of t^ese should be shown/agree appr^imately with the total liabilities report^^in th^ Enthe columns in which should be addrfTup
'

INSPECTION LIABILIt/reTURN

338 (a) The Inspection flfetum of Liabilities mu«-t

.SrS^'**^''**y '^^l'^^'^ *he names of the p^^Ishould be in strict alphabetifcal order as regards boththe names of the Bank's customers, and thfnames of

account. The classificad6n of accounts other than thoseof farrners and graziers/equired in the case of t^e FulSLiability Return, is n/ toV adopted inlhe Inspection

Office™
" "'' ""^special instructions from He^

(b) In writina4iis reports the Manager should leav*.

H^^f^r" !^'r' °^ *^* '^'^''- ThTL required ItHead Office for^e purpose of making memoranda.

arp -nL f2^"°8^ '«P°«s for ihis Return the following

rrL^:^:^^/^^^^ ^^ - -P-ed will bf

fe of customers,
tners in firms.

/

Full names and ages of

,

Terms of authorized credit and when granted.
Discussion of customer's position and balance
Sheet, giving copy of latest statement of affairs^d notes as to changes of importance therein!
indicating progress, etc.

(106)
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What amount of insurance he is carrying on

liquid and fixed assets, etc., etc.

Vc Discussion of trade paper and collateral i

now in the account ; the makers of trade b\Ms

or collateral notes for considerable »mo\

should, of course, be reported on speciall;^

6 Highest and lowest point of loan advMfces in

thd. account in each month for the/revious

twelve months.

7 Memorandum of date and result ofiearches at

Registry Office with reference t/real estate

c wned by obligants.

Amount of annual sales made h^ the customer.

Percentage of loss on amoun^f sales.

ID Classification of trade billsXnd collateral notes

as per rating of one of the^ercantile Agencies,

together with a memorMifium of the number and

amount of these bills nWftured since the previous

inspection, the number and amount returned

unaccepted, and th« number and amount re-

turned unpaid.

Remarks re customers' wills or deeds of partner-

ship, having reJtrence to the way in which the

Bank would^ affected by the death of a

customer.

In reportinf on farmers' and other casual loans,

the origijfel date of the transaction should be

given, i^ith variaiions, if any, in the amount

since jf was first put through.

STATEMENT >^F BAD AND DOUBTFUL DEBTS, AND OF REAL

ESTATE, MORTGAGES, ETC

3J5-^ (a) This return is to be made up ttr.tbe 15th

AprilAnd 15111 October in each year and seni in within

tho ibllowin^ five days. Branches which have no bad or

dv|(ft)tful debts to report, will nevertheless send .1 return

Earinj,' a statement to that effect.

II

12
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RULES AND P.iOULATlO.;:

bv H^e^ 0« ° '^^ P°-*'°"
;

'
'*"^' ^'-^^ ^ «»«" written>^oy Head Office, the original a.- ount sliuld be showrfinthe margin, the amount writte.. off l>di>, deducte<?and

the net figures extended into tt.e nropei column A
(1) The General Ledger balances for loai^s tradp

bills past due bills, overdue debts, real Tate andmortgage accounts, and the amounts outstaXgat theda e of the statement on account of sterlingJ^nd foreign
bills of exchange purchased and letters /f credit cur-
"^'j

.if*^®
^°.

r
^'^'*^" '" * memoranduih at the footand the total of these should be shown/agree apprSmately with the total liabilities reportffin the Returnthe columns in which should be addgflup.

INSPECTION LIABILIt/ RETURN

.hr.J^^ H V^r ^P«P«ction nfeturn of Liabilities mustshow every liability in detail, a^ the names of the partiesshould be in strict alphabe^al order as regards^ b«'hhe names of the Bank's customers, and thi nameVof

lc'cort^'Th°iH;^«^"lr".^
^°"^*«^^ billsTn elch

of farmLTnS
^'*^?fi«^y6n Of accounts other than those

Li«h^-r R^ grazier^required in the case of the Full

R^^nrn ^
i''*"''"'

'^ ""^ *° ^ ^^^^P^^^ «n the Inspection

Office " '' ""'**'' 'P^*^'^' instructions from Head

(b) In writina4iis reports the Manager should leavea margm_on the jift of the sheets. This is required at
e purpose of making memoranda,

ring reports for this Return the following
e matters which it is expected will b^
Manager :

of customers. Fuu names and ages of
oartners in firms. ^ ~

2/rerms of authorised credit and when grant..-^V Discussion of customer's uosi^;-
/ sheet, giving cnni- - ••

•

/ and - -

indit

/

Head Office

(c) In
.

are some of
treated of

/
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What amount of insurance he is carr> ing on

liquid and fixed assets, etc., etc.

Discussion of trade paper and collateral n

now in the account ; the makers of trade

or collateral notes tor considerable nmo

should, of course, be reported )n specially

Highest ail J lowest point of loan advaAes m
thd. account in each month ft>r the previous

twelve months

Memorandum of date and result of^arches at

Registry Office with reference t/real estate

owned by obligjants

Amount of ar nual sales made U^ the customer

Percentage of loss on amoun^f sales.

Classification of trad" billsiand collateral notes

as per rating of one of thaAlercantile Agencies,

together with a memoranflum of the number and

amount of these bills t^tured sii. e the previous

inspection, the numbCr and amount returned

unaccepted, and thf number and amount re-

turned unpaid-

Remarks re custjJ^ers' wills or deeds ot partner

ship, having r^rence to the way in which the

Bank would^e affected by the death o

customer.

In reportiMlfon farmers' and >ther casual loans

the orig/al date of the transaction shouU be

given, iTith variations, if any, in ths amount

since if was first nut through.

/

STATEMENT /F bad AND DOUBTFUL PE, -, AND OF REA.

ESTATE, MORTGAGES, KTC.

J :q (a) Thesc,returns ar.- lo be made up to th.

X Mav and '4^ Novemhc in cuch year and sent in

inin the tollowing five days. Branches ^vh.ch bjuc

i-Hd or duubtful debts -o report, v.-.U nevertheless

u; a return bearing a st, emv . to that effect.

(I07)
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v.wJh^ ^K ^^y/«turn will include those debt/onlvwhich are charged to Old Overdue Debts AccoJft.
^

r^«/ .
JJovember Return must include all dafts >«r»r.

nlfTA '''""'^' °'^^' ^^^^ those in Ol^verdueDebts Account, concerning which there is aZ doubt ofthe amount at which they stand in the Xk's booksbeing realized, and also Real Estate, Mortfces Bondland all Stocks and other similar ksseS^^edt^^^^^^

i^ation:1r:m'!?'^"'""' ""^ ?' ^¥^-^-fSoZlZizat ons trom similar assets (excdft current I«ane
against satisfactory stock exchangelJcuS) whetherany loss is expected or not. B>CS are onlv

S^Tplfrttr"'^"'
consideredyPite g^3 „^^°„t

.

(c) In making up these /etums, if the Bank'sclaim on any party to any del/will become proscribed

w£".t-^'*'"^'ir '^ ^""'^r *»>« Return!the da?e atwhich this would take plac^ust be reported.

tha i^^ ^"u°''''«''
*° ^^'-••"t/e examination the items in

n!.- K^'".^"'
^^*"''"

^'r° ^^ classified under hTfol-lowmg headings, which /ust be written into the Retunl-
1 Debts in respe/of which some loss is probable.
2 Lock-ups fullVinsured

;

Dragging a^unts in enforced liquidation but
in which /o loss is anticipated; and

Unsatisfa^ry accounts which have to be car-ned witf a view to ultimate liquidation.

^TtU^tu^^""^ ^"""^ *^ •^*' estate, mortgages
(othe/than those held as collateral to debts in

H« Af /
*"'' ^^' **°*=''*' *'°"ds, etc., whether

doi^tful or not.

;„.i SflVj^.^*"*^^
^'''^ heading everything should be

whi .ir'
'°'?'*" ''"*=*'^ ^•^'''" its terms-that is

J^ T ¥. PfO'^'ssors or endorsers on the notes are

^t^.'ll'::^r^'n
by composition, outlawry, or other!wise, ^^ where all securities have been liquidated.

(«o8)
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(f) In connection with debts coming under th«

second heading, no names are to be omitted, even d
parties who are absolutely worthless and likely to Re-

main so. Any securities held must be shown, ev^ if

considered valueless.

(g) 1 he third heading is for Real Estate^Stocks,

Bonds, Life Policies and other assets of a nofi-banking

character, owned by the Bank, or for debts^cured by

such assets. These are to be reportedon in this

Return whether a loss is expected or not

(h) The first column '• Party Prin^irily Liable," is

for the name of the customer to whorgrthe advance was

made.

(i) The column " Balance^ow standing in the

books of the Branch," is primarily intended to show the

amount which the items represmt as assets of the Bank.

Where there are a number of^Trade Bills remaining un-

collected, in connection wit^ debt on account of which

an appropriation has beenyfade, it is right to report the

amounts due on such bUfs, and the column referred to

is probably the most c/ivenient place to enter them,

but care should be taJren to indicate plainly that the

figures are those of th^securities held, not of the amount

standing in the bork6 against the securities.

( j
) The exa« figures for the first four columns

must be given, tMtotals for each debt being shown op-

posite to the cuafomer's name, with the various items in

detail below. JNo general summation of the Return is

necessary.

Reports

{k)An reporting on the debts. Managers should be

as brief as possible, but nothing essential should be

otnittM. All the information necessary to enable the

Gen/fral Management and the Board of Directors to judge

as ib the value of the Bank's assets should be- given.

( 1
) It will be most convenient if the reports on the

primary debtors appear immediately below the entry of

(109) •
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the debt, and the reports on the secondary name* or
securities on the margin ; but this order is not essential.

(m) In making up these Returns refere^rce may
be made to a previous statement for any inform-
ation it contains regarding; the past history^f a debt,
but with this exception each new Return iyiust contain
full particulars of every debt, the securitifes held, with
valuations, etc., together with a concise/ report as to
the present position and prospects. MAnagers should
report especially as to what has been aod'omplished since
the last Return was written, in the ]/ay of liquidation
or of improving our security, or in ^e way of impair-
ment, and should indicate fu'ly wh«it steps have been
taken to ascertain the whereabouyS and financial posi-
tion of the debtors. '

(n) The fifth column, "Pi^sent Value of Debts,"
is intended to be filled in , by the Manager, and
the usefulness of the Return^ will depend largely on
the reliance which can be pl/ced on his valuation. This
will need the exercise of lyfc best judgment as to the
recoveries to be expecte/ from the parties who are
liable, the securities he/d, etc., and the most careful
and painstaking review/of all the circumstances which
affect the value of eacjh debt. It is essential that this
part of the Return s^all be made up with all the care
that can possibly be given to it.

(o) The sixth column is for the use of Head
OflTice, and must be left blank.

(p) It is tWb Bank's policy to keep alive on its

books all debt.ywhere the parties are not actually dis-
charged, no natter how worthless their names may
now be.

(no)
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"SUPPLEMENT A"

WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, BILLS OF LADING. AND ASSIGN-
MENTS UNDER SECTION 74 OF THE BANK ACT

A—THE PERSONS TO WHOM THE BANK MAY LEND ON THE
SECURITY OF WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, BILLS OF

LADING OR ASSIGNMENTS

Warehouse Receipts and Bills of Lading

Section 73: The Bank may acquire and hold any
warehouse receipt or bill of lading as collateral security

for payment of any bill, note, debt or liability incurred

to it by any person in the course of its banking business;

provided such security is acquired at the time of the con-

traction of such debt or liability, or the Bank holds at

such tinie a written promise that the security will be
given.

Assignment of Goods

Subject to the same conditions with respect to the

time at which the security is acquired, or the written

promise held

:

Section 74 : (i) The Bank may lend money to any
wholesale manufacturer of goods upon the security of the

goods actually manufactured by him or procured for such
manufacture. The Bank may not, however, lend to a
manufacturer upon the security of any goods procured

by him to be sold in substantially the same condition

in which they were received.

(2) The Bank may also lend to any wholesale pur-

chaser or shipper of, or dealer in products of agriculture,

the forest, quarry and mine, or the sea, lakes and rivers,

or to any wholesale purchaser or shipper of, or dealer in

live stock or dead stock and the products thereof, upon
the security of the same.

(Ill)
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No definition of the term " wholesale " manufac-
turer, purchaser, shipper or dealer, is given in the Act

—

in fact, it would not be possible to define the term—but
no difficulty will probably arise in the majority of cases,

as the dividing line will be found tolerably clear. The
common sense and business knowledge of Managers
must be applied in each case, but whenever a Manager
is in doubt he should ^ive the Bank the benefit of the
doubt and before makmg the advance explain the posi-
tion to Head Office and ask for instructions.

B—CASUAL OR ISOLATED LOANS

When a customer obtains a casual loan* from the
Bank on the security of an assignment of goods or of a
warehouse receipt given at the time the loan is effected,

the procedure is, of course, simple. As long as the note
remains unpaid the security afforded by the assignment
or warehouse receipt also remains, so long as the par-
ticular goods assigned remain in store or—in the case of
goods covered by sub-section 2 of section 74 of the Bank
Act—goods of substantially the same character and of
substantially the same value or of less value have been
properly substituted therefor. (See paragraph 6, Section C
as to substitutions). If the transaction takes this shape
simply the Bank would have no power to take any ware-
house receipt, bill of ladJig or assignment other than that
acquired at the time the loan is made.

It may, however, be very desirable, even where se-

curity is given at the time of making the advance, that
the Bank should have power to take further security, or
it may be necessary to make a casual advance to be after-

wards secured by assignments or warehouse receipts. If

these advances are casual or isolated transactions not
coming within the category of regular credits, and form
117 is, therefore, inapplicable, a special promise to give
security should be taken with each note. A form of note
for this purpose containing a provision at the foot for the
necessary promise is provided.

• ». *. Any advance not under a regularly authorized credit.

(112)
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Much of what is hereafter said respecting advances

under credits is, of course, applicable to casual transac-

tions.

C—PROCEDURE IN CONNECTION WITH ADVANCES UNDER A

REGULARLY AUTHORIZED CREDIT

/ The written Promise on Form No. It?

When a credit is granted the advances under which

are to be secured by warehouse receipts, bills of lading

or assignments, it is important that the Manager should,

be/ore any advances are made, take a written promise

from the customer to give security from time to time on

all his goods, etc., for all advances made under the credit.

It is not necessary that he should thereafter in due course

give such security if we choose to dispense with it, but

such a promise will enable the Bank, at any time during

the currency of his advances under the authorised credit,

to take warehouse receipts, bills of lading, or assign-

ments, covering such portions of his goods, etc., as may
be thought fit. There is no " written promise " short

of the general form above described which would meet

the varying conditions of an active account ; and this

J)romise, on form 117, with the relative agreement on

orm 103, should always be obtained as a regular part

of any application for a grain, lumber, cheese, milling,

or other credit of like nature. It should bear a date not

later than the date on which the advance is made and it

must not be ante-dated.

In produce accounts, where the customer is per-

mitted to overdraw to pay for grain, etc., coming in, and

to cover by a note as soon as he knows what his require-

ments are, the promise is an absolute necessity. The
advance is made in such cases when the customer's

cheques are paid, and if we have not at that moment a

written promise to give warehouse receipts or security

under Sec. 74, we cannot afterwards acquire such security.

The real loan is made when the money is first

advanced by the Bank. Where, for instance, a note is

discounted to cover an overdraft, the discounting of the

8 («I3)
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note is not a new transaction, and we could not take
security therefor by way of warehouse receipts, bills of
lading, or assignments of goods, unless at the time the
overdraft was granted we had a promise in writing that
such security would be given.

Care should be taken to have the written promise
include each class of product on which it is at ail likely

that the Bank may be asked to lend during the season,
and all places where the customer is likely to store

goods. (See Sections 3 and 4, infra, which relate

to the promise as well as to the actual assignment).

If during the season the customer finds that he needs
(and the Bank is willing to grant) advances larger than
those applied for in the written promise, such aidvances
to be covered by goods of the same nature and stored
in the same place as those referred to in the promise, a
new \yritten promise should be taken from the customer
covering the additional amount of advances required.
The two promises may then for all practical purposes
be treated as one, and no attempt need be made to keep
separate accounts for the amounts advanced under each
of them respectively. If, however, the customer desires

to obtain advances upon goods of a different nature
from those covered by the original promise, or if

the goods, whether of the same nature or not, are
stored in places not mentioned in the original

promise, then a fresh promise must be taken for

the amount of advances required under the new condi-
tions, and a separate account must be opened, through
which must pass the proceeds of all advances made in

accordance u ith the terms of the second promise. On
no consideration must the proceeds of the advances
made under one promise be used to repay advances made
undt r the other.

2 The Debt Secured

In taking assignments the advance from the bank
must be described as it actually is. We cannot take
security for » all advances," or in any general way ; it

must be for a specific loan in money, or for a specified

(114)
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promissory note or notes. In connection with loans by

way of overdraft, where we have a written contract with

the customer covering an agree* ent to give us assign-

ments of all certain goods as se: irity for all our advances

under the credit, assignments should be taken from time

to time of all such g(x>ds as security for the whole over-

draft at such time.

3 The Description of the Goods

and theThis concerns both the ' written promise
" assignment."

The best description, where it is possible to get it,

is one which takes in all the goods in a particular place,

such as the following: ''All the logs, lumber, and pro-

ducts thereof, which are now in the following place{s),

namely, " This description, if the

place or places are in addition properly described, would

leave no doubt as to what goods are assigned, and it

would be suitable for our purposes even if we have al-

ready an assignment of the whole or part of the same

goods, and the document is a second, third, or subsequent

assignment containing the same description. It would

transfer the goods to the Bank subject to whatever claim

we might already have under the previous assignments,

and, in addition, all the goods covered by the

description that had been added since the date of the last

previous assignment. The words •' except previous as-

signments to the Bank," should always be left in the

form when there are previous assignments.

Failing this general description, the validity of which

has been thoroughly tested under the Chattel Mortgage

Act in Ontario, the security, to be good, must contain

such a definite description by marks, location, or other-

wise, as will enable the Bank to identify the goods without

question, even if there are other goods of the same kind

in the same place not assigned to us. Such a descrip-

tion, e.g„ as " 100,000 /««< of saw logs," where there may
be 125,000 feet, or even 105,000 feet, and where the par-

ticular 100,000 feet is not specified, would probably be

held invalid. With grain, however, it is different. If
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we have security on 10,000 bushels of wheat and the
bins are found to contain 12,000 bushels, we would be
entitled to hold our 10,000 bushels. This right has been
recognized by the Courts.

4 The Place or Places where Stored

This also concerns both the "written promise" and
the " assignment."

A clear and definite description of the place or places
where the property is stored is as necessary as a des-
cription of the goods themselves, and indeed is an
essential part thereof. The ponds, yards, etc., where
logs and lumber are stored, the warehouses about a mill
containing flour or grain, and in fact all the places
where goods are situated which are to be assigned, must
be described in such a way that there can be no doubt
which particular places are meant, and so that if there
areother placesofasimilar kind belongingto thecustomer,
they can be clearly distinguished. Such a description,
e.g., as "my mill," or "my elevator," if the customer owned
two mills, or two elevators, would not be good. If the
customer is likely to use any other than the usual
storage places, the phrase in the "written promise"
should be made wide enough to include these also.

It is to be noted that the Act authorizes us to take
security on goods whether in the possession of the owner
or not. The forms (Nos. 65 and 66) have been framed
to meet the customary cases, but they may be altered to
suit the circumstances when goods are in possession of
another person ; as for instance at a railway station where
the agent cannot grant a warehouse receipt, or in bond
under the charge of the Customs or Excise Departments.

5 As to the Practice to be followed in working an
Account under a Written Promise on Form 117

Under the terms of a written promise on form 117 it

will be practicable for the Bank at any time, and from time
to time, during the currency of the advances to take
security for all that are current, covering all or any part

(116)
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of the goods described in the promise, whether such

advances have been previously secured or not, r whether

the advances are by way of overdraft, or art represented

by promissory notes.

The security would naturally be taken whenev. - a

note is discounted, or at other times when it is desirable

because the customer has added new stock since tb.e

previous assignmert was given, the assignment in each

case being filled up to secure the new note and the notes

previously discounted. In the case of an overdraft the

assignments should be taken at such intervals as may be

found necessary; keeping in view the object to be gained,

which is this, that as far as possible the Bank sha!! at all

times have security on all the customer's grain, Sec,

applicable to all its advances.

The earlier assignments in these cases should be

retained, and those subsequent to the first should have
the words " except previous assi).Tnments to the Bank "

left in. When the customer from whom we have such

security is paying off his advances, it is not material to

which note payments on account are applied, assuming
that the securities are all in order ; but should there be

any doubt as to the regularity of the security for any

note, such note should be paid first.

All that is here sa d as to taking assignments ar plies

equally to warehouse receipts, provided these -.over

property which is clearly a portion of that descril ^ed in

the promise. There could be no doubt on that point if

the promise is to give security by assignment of all the

grain, etc., now held or hereafter held by the customer,

or by warehouse receipts covering the same or any part

thereof, as the printed form provides.

Managers are aware that the substitution of one

warehouse receipt or assignment for another is invalid,

and it may be well to mention that the taking of the

subsequent warehouse receipts or assignments recom-

mended above is not a substitution. The customer has

promised that he will from time to time give us security

on all his goods for all his advances, and the subsequent

assignments, etc., are not substituted for previous security,
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but are given in addition and in fulfilment of his promise
to give security on the particular goods covered thereby.

6 Substitution of Goods

Under the amendment of 1900 to Section 74, it is

provided that

:

" The bank may allow the goods, wares and merchandise cov-
" ered by such security to be removed and other goods, wares and
" merchandise, mentioned in this sub-section," (i.e. sub-section 2) "to
" be substituted therefor, and those so substituted shall be covered
" by such security as if originally covered thereby ; provided always
" that such goods, wares and merchandise so substituted are of
" substantially the same character, and of substantially the same
" value as, or of less value than, those for which they have been so
" substituted."

It will be observed that this right of substitution
applies only to such goods as are mentioned in sub-sec-
tion 2, namely : Products of agriculture, the forest,

quarry and mine, fish, live stock and dead stock and pro-
ducts thereof. It does not apply to manufactured goods
taken under sub-section i. The effect of the decision in

Molsons Bank v. Beaudry is, that for the purposes of
this Act flour, lumber, etc., are not products of agricul-
ture, or of the forest, but that they must be considered
as manufactured goods, to which the right of substitu-
tion would not apply.

The clause will no doubt be helpful in making the
security In such accounts as those of grain -dealers,
etc., more satisfactory, but if it were relied upon
too far it might lead to trouble, for which reason it

would be inadvisable to depart from the existing practice
of requiring a written application containing a promise to
give security at any time during the use of the credit.

Hitherto, in the working of such accounts, no matter
how careful a Manager might be, there was the risk of
the security being impaired because we were relying on
what might prove to be a substitution of goods. Now,
if the goods are of substantially the same character and
of substantially the same value as or of less value than
those for which they have been substituted, we would
hare a right to hold them under the original assignment.

(.18)
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It is important to note that the clause provides that

the hank may allow the goods to be removed." There

should always be an understanding with the customer on

this point, i.e., the customer should not remove goods

without the Bank's previous consent. The most satis-

factory way would be for the customer to make a formal

application to the Bank for consent to remove certain

goods and to substitute others, and in giving the consent

care should be taken that the goods to be substituted

are of substantially the same characterand of substantially

the same value as or of less value than those to be

removed. Where practicable this course should be

followed, but if it cannot be followed without too much
inconvenience, in cases where it is intended to trust the

customer to remove goods and substitute others without

first notifying the Bank a previous understanding to that

effect with the customer should be arrived at and evidenced

lu writing. If possible, a statement should be obtained

from the customer at intervals, showing the removals

and substitutions, and the Manager should then see either

that the terms of the Act have been complied with, or

that anything then necessary to comply with its terms is

at once done.

If it should happen in any case that goods have been

removed and others substituted without either a general

or special consent of the Bank, a statement of the

removal and substitution should be taken and the Manager

should ratify the customer's act if he thinks it in the

interests of the Bank so to do, or he should report the

case to Head Office and ask for instructions. It is

doubtful whether in a case under this statute the custo-

mer's unauthorized act can be ratified so as to give the

Bank the right to the substituted goods, but unless some

other course (such as proceedings against the customer

for removing the goods) be clearly in the Bank's

interest there would seem to be no course open except

to ratify the transaction and hold on to the substituted

goods.
.

It will be observed that under this clause our right

to substituted goods will not depend on an assignment

being taken after the substituted goods are acquired, but
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on our having an assignment covering the original goods
for which the new goods have been substituted. For
this reason it will be well to keep all the assignments
until the whole of our advances to a customer are cleaned
up at the end of a season.

The provision that substituted goods must be of
substantially the same character and of substantially the
same value or of less value, is one which will be certain
to involve some difficulty. If, for instance, the substitu-
ted goods were of 5M65<a«/ia/(y§'/'«a<«r value than those
which had been removed, while under the assignment of
the original goods we might have a right to substituted
goods of an equal value, the particular goods might not
be distinguishable, and our security might in this way
be rendered entirely worthless. In case of doubt Man-
agers should refer to Head Office.

Speaking generally, it may be said that the benefit
of this new clause will be most felt when security has
been taken upon any grain, minerals, logs, live stock,
etc., at a time when the stock is at the highest point.
The removal with the Bank's consent of a portion of the
goods, and the substitution of other goods would leave
the assignments applicable to all the remaining stock,
provided it were not of substantially greater value than
the stock covered by the previous assignments.

Notwithstanding this amendment to Section 74, it

seems still desirable to maintain the present practice of
taking security on all the goods, and taking assignments
frequently during the season when the stock on hand has a
tendency to increase. The difficulty with respect to the
identification of the goods assigned, as indicated in the
preceding paragraph, is removed whenever the stock on
hand becomes of smaller amount and value than that
covered by the previous assigrments.

It is to be noted, further, that where assignments of
articles specified by numbers and marks are taken and
these articles are not disturbed, it is not desirable to take
a new assignment relating thereto unless it may be by
way of a second assignment to secure a debt different
from that to which the original assignment relates.
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same extent as any owner of goods detained from him

can follow the same.

9 Assignments by Customer's Attorney

An assignment under Section 74 is akin to a chattel

mortgage, and where it has to be signed by the customer's

attorney, the Manager should see that the Power of

Attorney is sufficient to make his signature for this pur-

pose valid. Our full form of Power of Attorney would

cover the right to endorse warehouse receipts or bills of

lading to the Bank, as they would be included under the

phrase "transfer . . . other securities," but to

enable the attorney to give assignments, the Power of

Attorney should contain this phrase in addition: "to

give security to the Bank under Section 74 of the Bank
Act." In the case of a Joint Stock Company a resolu-

tion of the Board to a similar effect is necessary, and

forms 122 and 128 are provided for use in this connection.

10 Irregular Assignments

Head office is so frequently called ontoadvise as to the

best mode of curing defects, that we think it well to add

a clause on that point.

Where a written promise on the approved form has

been obtained before any advances are made, the new
assignments taken from time to time to secure the whole

debt from time to time will probably cure any defects

that may exist.

Where advances have been made without the Bank
receivinga promise to give security,the following is the best

mode of putting matters right

:

(i) A promise on the approved form should be taken.

(2) All advances prior to the promise should be

entered in the Liability Ledger, and that account then

closed so far as any further loans are concerned, a new
liability account being opened for advances made after

the promise is received.

(3) Renewals of loans made prior to the promise

should be kept in the old liability account, and all the

advances therein shown should be liquidated out of the
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receipts of the customer's business by the cash taken in,
proceeds of trade bills discounted, etc., care being taken
that not a single dollar of the indebtedness that existed at
the time the promise was taken is paid out of the proceeds
of any loan advances charged to the new account.

This course will sooner or later leave all the advances
clearly within the scope of the written promise, and
put the bank in a position to keep its securities in the best
possible shape.

77 Transactions with Private Bankers

If it is desired that loans obtained by any grain
dealer or the like through the mediation of a private
banker shall be secured under the Bank Act, it is neces-
sary that the loan shall he made direct to the grain dealer
(the endorsement or guarantee of the private banker be-
ing taken) and not to the private banker on the security
of the gram dealer's note. The private banker can take
security m Ontario under the Ontario Mercantile Amend-
ment Act, but he cannot, of course, take security under
the Bank Act.

72 The name "Assignment" to be used

In applications for Credits and in returns to Head
Office, etc., the word " Assignment " should invariably
be used in describing security undei Section 74.

D—FORMS

In order to obviate confusion, the forms authorized
for use in connection with security upon goods are
enumerated here

:

(a) Form 117—Application for credit and promise
to give security.

(b) Form 103—Contract with customer respecting
warehouse receipts, etc.

(c) Form 65— 1900—Assignment to secure advances
by discount of promissory note.

(d) Form 66—1900—Assignment to secure a de-
mand loan or loan by way of overdraft.

(r24)
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(Where security is taken for advances partly on notes and
partly by overdraft, Form 65-1900, may be used, by inserting after
the description of the note or notes discounted, the words and the
granting of an ovtrdraft now amounting to % ).

(e) Form 120—Note to be taken for advances made
in pursuance of a promise on Form 117.

<This form should only be used where the advance is made at
the time of the diacounting of the note. Where a note is merely
taken to cover advances already made by way of overdraft, the ordi-
nary form should he used.

(f) Form 37—Note to betaken for casual advances
secured by assignments, bills of lading or warehouse
receipts.

(g) Form 64—Warehouse receipt.
(h) Form 122—For certified copy of resolution

authorizing the officers of a Company, among other
things, to give security under Section 74.

(i) Form 128—For certified copy of by-law author-
izing the Directors of a Company to borrow money and
give security on goods under Section 74 of the Bank Act.

E—SECURITY ON STANDING TIMBER, ETC., UNDER SECTION
16 OF CHAPTER 26, I90O

" The Bank may lend money upon the security of
standing timber and the rights or licenses held by per-
sons to cut or remove such timber."

If the borrower owns the timber, whether or not he
is also owner of the soil, the security can only be taken
by way of mortgage, and the formalities as to registra-
tion, etc., applicable in the case of an ordinary mortgage
of lands must be observed. A sufficient description for
the purpose of registration of the lands on which the
timber stands, is therefore requisite.

In the case of Government licenses, a proper
assignment of these should be taken, and notice thereof
promptly given to the head of the proper Government
Department in that behalf.

The forms adopted for taking security under Section
74 are not suitable for security on standing timber under
Section 16 of Chapter 26, 1900, and where advances are
to be made on security of the latter description, Head
Office should be consulted as to the necessary documents.
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SUPPLEMENT "B"

PENSION FUND-REVISED CONSTITUTION AND RULI
ADOPTED MAY. 1901

»!' '

1 The Pension Fund of The Canadian Bank
Commerce has Men established to provide pensions s

other benefits for ^|he officers and other employees of 1

Bank, in accordande with the rules from time to time
force relating to thA Fund.

2 The Fund consists of moneys derived from :

(a) A sum transferred by the Board of Directi
from the " Officers' Guarantee Fund," and such otl
sums as the Board of Directors may think proper in futi
to transfer from that Fimd.

(b) Contributions by the Bank as authorized by t

shareholders.

(c) A sum transferred to the credit of the Fund
connection with the purchase of the assets of the Ba
of British Columbia and the admission of the form
officers of that Bank to the Pension Fund.

(d) Contributions by the staff of the Bank.
(e) Interest on the moneys of the Fund.
3 The Fund is subject entirely to the control of tl

Board of Directors, free from any claims except for pe
sions actually granted and remaining in force under tl

Rules and Regulations respecting the same.
4 The moneys of the Fund shall be held by tl

Bank, and shall bear interest at such rate as shall froi
time to time be rixed by the Boftrd of Directors, whic
shall be added to the Fund on the 30th November ar
31st May in each year.

II

5 These rules shall apply to and be binding upo
all the officers and employees of the Bank who hav
been admitted to the Fund, and en all others who ma
hereafter be admitted by the Board of Directors to th
Fund, provided that notwithstanding anything in thes
rules contained

:

(126) \
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(a) T^e officers and employees of the Bank who
were admitted to the Fund by the Board of Directors by
resolutioii <tf 12th June, 1894, as from the ist day of

June, i894,l^hall continue to be subject to the provisions
of clause number 5 of the Constitution and Rules of the
Pension Fund as then in force

:

(b) For the purposes of these Rules the service in

the Bank of British Columbia of the officers and em-
ployees of that Bank, who on ist January, 1901, became
officers and employees of The Canadian Bank of Com-
merce shall be counted as service in this Bank, and each
such officer and employee shall be regarded as having
contributed to the Fund from the age of twenty -five,

if at that age he was in the service of the Bank of
British Columbia, or from the date of his appointment
to the staff of that Bank, if such appointment was
made after he had passed the age of twenty-five.

6 All officers of the Bank shall be eligible for admis-
sion to the Fund oij attaining the age of twenty-five
years, together with such messengers and other employees
as may be specially d4$ignated by the Board of Direct-
ors ; provided that eadi of such officers and employees
shall first pass a medical examination made by a
physician appointed by the Board of Directors. The
expenses of such examination will be borne by the Bank.
No officer who has reachtd the age of twenty-five shall

remain in the service of the Bank unless he is admitted
to the Fund, but the Boar<| of Directors may waive this

rule in special cases.

lU

7 Subject to the foregping Rules, officers and
employees of the Bank admitted to the Fund, who have
been in the service of the Bank for ten years and upwards
(not including service prior to the age of twenty-one),
and have completed the sixtieth year of their age, or
are incapacitated for further duty, shall be eligible for

and entitled to apply for pensions.

8 The service of every ofiker or employee shall
ipso facto terminate on his completing the sixty-fifth

year of his age, but the Board of Directors may, with the

^127)
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concurrence df any officer or employee, retain him in the
service beyond that period.

9 Pensions may be granted at the rate of one-fiftieth
of the annual salary at the date of retirement for every full

year's service after the age of twenty-one, up to but not ex-
ceeding thirty-five years. The limit of salary for the
purpose of this computation shall be $4,000 per annum,
and no pension shall exceed $2,800 per annum. No
contributions are to be payable in respect to the portion
of the salary of any officer which may exceed $4,000 per
annum. Allowances, in respect to which no contribution
is made, shall not be treated as part of the salary under
this rule.

10 Pensions will be paid quarterly at the end of
February, May, August and November in each year
during the life of the pensioner, the first payment on the
quarter day following the date of retirement and cover-
mg the proper proportion for the broken period ; a full
quarter's pension will be paid on the quarter day follow-
ing the date of death of the pensioner, to such of the
relatives or dependents of the deceased as the Board
of Directors may think fit.

11 Each officer or employee of the full age of
twenty-five years and upwards, shall contribute to the
Pension Fund, until he becomes a pensioner, a sum
equal to 3 % of his salary, which shall be deduced by
the Bank from his salary in settling for it as the same
shall fall due from time to time, and transferred to the
Fund.

(a) When any officer or employee enjoys the use of
a free house, fue' and light, or other privileges, the same
shall be valued by the Board of Directors, and treated as
formmg part of his salary ; but this dues not apply to .or
mclude the allowances made to the staff at New York,
Winnipeg and elsewhere, to oflfset the increased cost of
livmg.

12 No officer or employee who may be dismissed
from the service, or whose resignation may have been
required because of fraud, dishonesty or other miscon-
duct, shall be eligible for or receive a pension, or any
other benefit or allowance from the Fund.
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Where an officer resigns from the service hi.'- con-
tributions to the Pension Fund shall be discontinued,
and he shall cease to have any connection therewith
liom the date on which his resignation is handed in,

without regard to the date of act'ial retirement.

13 Should kny officer or employee having com-
pleted ten years of service (exclusive of service under the
age of twenty-one) die while in the service of the Bank,
the Board of Directors may, if in their judgment the con-
dition of the Fund warrants it, pay to such of the
relatives or dependents of the deceased, as they may
see fit, a sum not exceeding one-half year's salary. The
Board of Directors may also pay in like mitnner to such of
the relatives or dependents of a deceased pensioner as they
see (it, a sum not exceeding one-half year's pension.

='

14 If the salary of any officer or employee who has
contributed to the Fund shall for any cause be reduced,
the surplus contributions theretofore made by him in
excess of the contributions which he would have made
to the Fund had his salary at no time exceeded his salary
as reduced, may be applied to the payment of any con-
tributions to the Fund which may thereafter be payable
by him, without allowance for interest. But no officer

or employee shall be entitled to repayment of such
excess payments ; nor shall he have any claim on the
Fund in respect to the same, except to be allowed to
apply the same on any further contributions as herein
provided.

15 If the salary of any officer or employee who has
contributed to the Fund for twenty years or more shall
for any cause be reduced, his nominal salary may for the
purposes of these Rules, if he so desire, be taken to be
the salary he received before the reduction was made, or
such lesser sum as he may elect, and his contributions

•Note.—The Board of Directors will receive and record the names of
the beneficiaries to whom the officers of the Bank would wish benefits ander
clauses 10 and 13 to be paid, and will, unless in their opinion injustice
would be done thereby or inconrenience rind expense resiult, accept and
carry out the nominations made.
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shall be mkde on the basis of such nominal salary, and

his pension Xhall be calculated on the same basis.

1 6 If any officer or employee hereafter appomted

to the staff of the Bank is at the date of his appointment

of the full agi^ of thirty-one yerrs or upwards, the

Board of Directors may for the .i ,. pose of these Rules

add ten years to\he term of his .ctual service, on pay-

ment into the Fund in one sum or in such instalments as

the Board of Directors may authorize, the equivalent of

the contributions he would havemade had he been actually

in the service of the Bank during the ten years prior to

his appointment. Such payment shall be actuarially

determined on such basis and at such rate of mteitst as

the Board of Directors may deem equitable.

1 7 \ny officer or employee who may. before having

completed the sixtieth year of his age, apply for a pension

on the ground of mental or physical incapacity for

further duty, shall be required to show to the satisfactiori

of the Board of Directors (whose judgment shall be hnal)

that such incapacity exists, and if a pension is granted

he shall, whenever the Board of Directors is of opinion

that his health has been so far le-estabhshed as to ht him

for duty, enter again into and continue in the service of

the Bank on such terms as the Board of Directors may

direct, in which case lie shall resume his regular contri-

butions to the Fund. In the event of his refusing so to

re-enter and continue in the service, his pension shall

be forfeited, but he shall not be liable to be called on to

re-enter the service after completing the sixtieth year

of his age. \
T s \ny officer or employee in receipt of a pension,

sv ho chali enter the service of another banking institution,

shai. nmediately on his doing so forfeit his pension.

lu \ny officer or employee in receipt of a pension

who nav desire to follow an occupation other than bank-

ing shall, before entering such occupation, obtain the

consent ot the Board of Directors in writmt to his so

doing, failing which his pension shall be forfeited.

20 Every pension shall be alimentary and shall

not be assignable to, or attachable by creditors or other-
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wise. Pensions shall be paid directly to the pensioner

on his presenting himself at the Bank and signing a

receipt for the same. Where, for anv good reason, a

pensioner does not so present himself, evidence of his

beinfi alive must be produced to the satisfaction of the

Board of Directors. , .

21 The Board may at any time after the expiration

of seven years, and at intervals from time to time there-

after, at the expense of the Fund, fjer actuarial exami-

nations to be liiade of the state of the Fund, and of all

matters connected therewith, and may thereafter amend

the Rules as to the terms of contribution, the rate ot

pension, etc. .

22 While it is intended that the administration of

the Fund shall, until further notice, be in accordance

Sh the general principles laid down in the foregoing

Rules, it must be distinctly understood that these Rules

confer no rights on any officer or employee, and no con-

tact, expressed or implied, shall arise thereunder, or by

reion o^f any expression used, there n, or thmg done

thereunder, and that every pension will be gr^t^f ^Uhe

discretion of the Board of Directors, and, subject to these

Ru'es, shall be continued only during their pleasure No

contributor to the Fund shall have ^ny claim whatever

upon it, or to past contributions to it, if he shall leave

the service otherwise than as a pensioner, but a pension

once granted shall, unless forfeited or suspended under

these Rules, be a charge upon the Fund, and shall be

payable thereout during the lifetime of the pensioner.

2^ An account of the Fund shall be made up on

the 1st December in each year, and printed and circu-

lated among the contributors to the Fund.

2s The Rules from time to time applicable to the

Fund^may at any time be amended by the Board of

Directors, and additional Rules may be made from time

to time by the Board of Directors.

2=; Except as provided in Sub-clause (b) of Rule 5

hereof the existing Constitution and Rules relatmg to

the Fund Ire hefeby repealed, and the foregoing are

substituted therefor.
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RULES AND REGULATIONS

officers' life insurance scheme

Regulations

1 All officers under the age of twenty-five, as well
as those over twenty-five who come within the provisions
of the Pensioli Fund, are entitled to the benefits of the
Officers' Life Insurance Scheme and are liable to assess-
ment thereunder.

2 Junior clerks are exempt until their appoint-
ments are confirmed, and they may be exempted for a
period of one year in all from the date of their joining
the staff, provided they give formal notice of their desire
to be so exempted, immediately after their appointments
have been confirmed.

3 Messengers who are admitted to the Pension
Fund come within the provisions of the Insurance
Scheme. Other messengers may be admitted at the
discretion of the Board of Directors, subject to a satis-
factory medical examination,

4 On the death of any officer on the staff of the
Bank there shall be paid to such of his relatives or
dependents as the Board may s^e fit,* the sum of $i,ooo
to be provided as follows: Oa the occurrence of a
death among the staff

Officers receiving salaries of $i,ooo and over shall
contribute four dollars each

;

Officers receiving salaries of $500 and under $1,000,
three dollars each ; and

Officers receiving salaries of less than $500, two
dollars each.

5 Any officer who retires from thd service, either
as a pensioner or otherwise, ceases to have any connec-
tion with this Scheme, i.e., he will not be called upon to
contribute, and his heirs will receive no benefits under it.

•Officers should lodge at Head Office, for the guidanc* of the Board
of Directors in dealing with the matter, a nomination of the beneficiaries
to whom they would wish (yiymenU out of this Fund to be ma>Je.
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In the case of an officer leaving the service, his
connection with the Fund terminates on the date on
which hif resignation is handed in, without regard to the
date of actual retirement.

6 The surplus over and above $i,ooo resulting
from any assessment may be applied in the creation of
a Widows' and Orphans' Fund, or otherwise disposed of,

as the Board of Directors may direct.
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SUPPLEMENT "C"

OFFICERS' GUARANTEE FUND

1 The Officers' Guarantee Fund has been estab-
lished by the Board of Directors, in order that every Em-
ployee in the service of the Bank may give security
thereunder against losses arising from want of fidelity,

mistake, negligence, or other misconduct in the perform-
ance of his duties.

2 Each Employee shall enter into an agreement
and contract with the Bank for the due and faithful

discharge of his duties ; and if the said Employee shall

not be of the full age of twenty-one years, some
responsible person must become his surety for the due
performance of his agreement and contract.

3 The amount of security to be given by each
Employee shall be fixed from time to time by the
Board of Directors, or by the General Manager, the
minimum amount being $i ,500, and shall be security that
the said Employee shall honestly and faithfully keep and
perform his agreement and contract with the Bank.

4 The salary of every Employee in the service
of the Bank shall, except as hereinafter provided, upon the
ist October in each year, be assessed to the extent of Y^
of I per cent, on the amount for which he shall for the
time being be required to find security, and the Bank
is hereby authorized and empowered to retain the said
percentage on his salary and pay the same to the credit
of the Officers' Guarantee Fund.

5 The salary of every Employee who shall here-
after enter the service of the Bank, or who shall have
his security increased at any other time than the ist

October in any year, shall, in respect of such new or
additional amount of security, be assessed to the ex-
tent necessary to pay the contributions aforesaid,
proportionate to the time between the date of entry,
or the increase of security, and the ist of October
succeeding.
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Provided, however, that when five yearly pay-

ments shall have been made at the rate of i of i

per cent, upon the amount for which each Employee

was originally and has since been required to find se-

curity, then no further reduction or assessment shall

be made in the salary of such employee, except as

provided in Sections ii and 12.

6 The Guarantee Fund shall be credited with

the amounts annuaMy assessed upon or deducted from

the Employees' salaries, and vith interest at the rate of

six per cent, per annum up to the ist of October in

each year, upon the balance at the credit of the fund,

and shall be debited with all losses which the Bank may
sustain by the acts or defaults of any Employee, so far

as the same may not be recovered directly from such

Employee ; and a resolution of the Board of Directors

shall be conclusive evidence of the fact and extent of

such loss.

The amount, however, for which the Guarantee

Fund is liable to the Bank, shall be limited to the actual

sum for which any defaulting Employee shall at the

time have been required to find security.

7 The liability of each Employee to make good

the losses occasioned or arising by or '.hrough his acts

or defaults, shall remain in every respect the same as if

the Guarantee Fund had never been constituted.

8 The Board of Directors may allow an Employee

to be secured by the said Fund upon such terms as they

may think proper, although a demand shaii have been

made on the Fund in respect of his acts or defaults.

9 The Guarantee Fund, and all moneys credited

and paid thereto, shall belong solely to the Bank, and

shall be considered to be a special fund set apart from

time to time to meet any losses incurred by the said

Bank in manner above mentioned ; and no Ensployee

of the Bank, a deduction from whose salary has helped

to form the said Fund, shall be deemed to have any

personal interest therein as to any of the moneys com-

posing the said Fund.
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10 The Board of Directors of the Bank shall have
the sole administration of the Guarantee Fund, and may
fro.w time to time, if they think fit, amend, alter or
rescind the present regulations, and make such new
regulations as they may deem expedient.

11 If the Bank shall at any time sustain any
loss or losses which, when debited to and repaid out of
the Fund, shall reduce the balance at its creuit below
such a sum as the Board of Directors may consider a safe
minimum amount, the salaries of all the Employees se-
cured by the Fund shall immediately be assessed/ro rata,

according to the amount for which they are respectively
secured, to such an extent as shall be necessary to
make up the amount paid out of the said Fund, and
such assessment shall be deducted by the Bank from
the salary of each Employee, and credited to the Guar-
antee Fund.

Provided always that no greater deduction than }i
of I per cent, on the amount for which he is secured
by the Fund, shall be made from the salary of any
Employee in any one year.

12 In case it shall be proved to the satisfaction
of the Board of Directors that any loss or losses, which
shall become chargeable to the Fund, were in any degree
attributable to the neglect or failure of any Employee
or Employees, other than him through whose default
such loss occurred, to carry out the rules and regula-
tions of the Bank, or to exercise proper supervision,
the salary of every such other Employee shall be liable

to be reduced to such an e- tent as the Board of Directors
shall require in order to enable them to pay to the said
Fund something towards making good any loss or losses
so incurred, provided always that no such further reduc-
tion greater than i per cent, on the amount for which he
shall be secured by the Fund shall be made from the
salary of any Employee within any one year, but this

regulation must be understood as not interfering in any
way with the power vested in the Board of Directors by
the Bank's By-Law No. 1 1 , which reads as follows :
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" Every person in the employ of the Bank, but in-

tending to leave the same, shall give the Bank

three months' notice in writing of his inten-

tion ; and it shall be competent for the Board

of Directors to put an end to the engagement

of any person in the employ of the Bank, either

by giving him three months' notice in writing to

that effect, or by paying him a sum of money

equal to three months' salary, in lieu of such

notice. In case of neglect, breach of duty, or

other misconduct, on the part of any person

in the employ of the Bank, the Board of Direct-

ors may summarily dismiss him without any

previous notice ; and, in such case, the salary

of the person dismissed shall be paid up to

the time of his dismissal only, unless he be

also a defaulter, or be otherwise indebted to

the Bank, in which case any balance due to

him for salary or otherwise, shall be placed

to the credit of his debt."

13 The Board of Directors shall in every case of

breach of duty on the part ofany Employee, be at liberty

to institute and prosecute at the expense of the Bank,

such civil or criminal proceedings as they think fit, and

no Employee shall be entitled to avail himself of any

defence, or supposed defence, founded on any deduc-

tion made from his salary as aforesaid.

14 A yearly account of the Fund shall be made

up on the ist October in each year and submitted to

the Board of Directors, and thereafter printed and cir-

culated among the Officers and Employees of the Bank.

15 Should it at any time appear expedient to the

Board of Directors, they shall have the power to bring

this Guarantee Fund to an end, and in that event the

balance on hand, after paying all claims and charges

thereon, shall be disposed of in such a way as the

Board of Directors lay consider proper and just.
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SUPPLEMENT "D"

CONVENTIONS AND RULES RESPECTING ENDORSEMENTS

Adopted by the Council of the Canadian Bankers'
Association on the 26th February, 1898, under authority

of a resolution passed at the annual meeting of the

Association, 6th October, 1897.

Mode of Endorsement

1 An endorsement may be either written or

stamped, in whole or in part.

Regular Endorsements

2 A regular endorsement within the meaning of

these Conventions and Rules must be neither restrictive

nor conditional, and must be so placed and worded as to

show clearly that an endorsement is intended.

If purporting to be the endorsement of the person

or firm to whom the item is payable (whether originally

or by endorsement), the names must correspond, subject,

however, to section 32, sub-sec. 2, of the Bills of

Exchange Act, which is as follows :

—

" Where, in a bill payable to order, the payee or
" endorsee is wrongly designated, or his name is

" misspelt, he may endorse the bill as therein de-
" scribed, adding his proper signature ; or he may
" endorse by his own proper signature."

If pui porting to be the endorsement of a corporation,

the name of the corporation and the official position of

the person or persons signing for it must be stated.

If purporting to be made by some one on behalf of

the endorser, it must indicate by words that the person
signing has been authorized to sign ; ex. gr., " John
Smith, by his attorney, Thomas Robinson." or " Brown,
Jones & Co., by Thomas Robinson, their attorney," or
" Per Pro. or P.P. the Smith Brown Company, Limited,

Thomas Robinson."
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Irregular Endorsements

% An endorsement, other than a restrictive endorse-

ment which is not in accordance with the foregoing

Sition of a regular endorsement, or which is so placed

orworded L to raise doubts whether it .s mtended as an

eXsement, is an irregular endorsement withm the

meaning of these Conventions and Hules.

Restrictive Endorsements

4 Section 35 of the Bills of Exchange Act defines

a restrictive endorsement as follows :—

" An endorsement is restrictive which prohibits

the further negotiation of the bill or which expresses

that it is a mere • • to deal with the bill as

thereby directed a transfer of the owner-

ship thereof, as

• pay D only,' or
, . .,

• pay D or order for couectio.

The following further examples shall be treated as

restrictive endorsements within the meaning of these

Conventions and Rules, without prejudice, however to

their true character, should the question arise m court,

viz.:—
" For deposit only to credit of

,
••;•*; ,-.

"For deposit in bank to credit

°^"'D^;,;;sitedin ...'.
...,

bank for account

"Credit bank."

Form and Effect of Guarantee

5 A guarantee of endorsements shall be in the

following form or to the like effect :—
" Prior endorsements guaranteed

by (name of bank)."

It may be written or stamped, but shall be signed

in writing by an authorized officer of the bank giving it.
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By virtue of such guarantee and of these Conven-
tions and Rules, the bank Ki^'^K same shall return to

the paying bank the amount of the item beiiring the
guarantee, if, owing to the nature of any endorsement,
or to its being forged or unauthorized, i,. should appear
mat such payment was improperly made.

Endorsement by Deposiiinf( Dank

6 When one bank deposits with or presents for

payment to another bank (whether through the Clearing
House or otherwise) a bill, note or cheque, the item so
deposited or presented shall bear the stamped open en-

dorsement of the depositing or presenting bank. Such
stamp shall contain the name of the bank, its branch or

agency, and the date, and shall for all purposes be the
endorsement of the depositing or presenting bank ; and,
except as hereinafter specihed, no further or other
endorsement shall be required, whether the item be
specially payable to the bank or otherwise, or be payable
at the chief office or elsewhere.

Restrictively Endorstil Items

7 If a bill, note or cheque bearing a restrictive

endorsement be so deposited or presented, the depositing
or presenting bank shall, ipsofacto, and by virtue of these
Conventions and Rules, be deemed to have guaranteed
such endorsement in accordance with section 5 hereof,

and shall be liable to the paying bank to the same extent
as if such guarantee had been actually placed upon the
item, but payment may, notwithstanding, be refused
until the restriction be removed.

Irregularly Endorsed Items

8 If a bill, note or cheque, bearing an irregular

endorsement as above defined, be so deposited or pre-

sented, the depositing or presenting bank shall endorse
thereon the guarantee referred to in section 5 hereof, but
payment may, notwithstanding, be refused until the
irregularity be removed.
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Letters of Credit, Deposit Receipts, etc.

n When a letter of credit, deposit receipt, or other

item not negotiable, and to which t»ie provisions of

the IHlls of Exchange Act do not apply, is so deposited

or presented, a receipt and indemnity m the following

form, or to the like effect shall be written or stamped

thereon, signed in writing by an authorized officer of the

presenting or depositing bank viz.

:

" Received amount of within from the within named

bank, which is hereby indemnified against all claims

hereunder by any person."

Agreement as to Practice

ID "'hile it is understou lat in general, for con-

venience of the depositing or pt^.=' -iting bank, no objec-

tion will be made to a restrictive endorsement, or to an

irregular endorsement if the guarantee above provided

for be given, yet in view of the responsibility which a

depr siting or presenting bank incurs in connection there-

with, each bank undertakes to make all reasonable efforts

to have all endorsements on items deposited cr presented

by it made regular in order that its customers and the

public generally may ultimately be led to adopt a regular

and uniform system.

It is also understood that endorsen: its regularly

made within the meaning of these Conventions and Rules

shall not be objected to except for special reason to be

assigned with the objection.

Amendinent to the foretjoiiig ••ules adopted by the

Council of the Canadian Bankers' Association 20th

Kebruarx'. 1906:—

In case of all items, whether restrictively endorsed
or otherwise, sent through exclianges by members of"

the Clearing House, the member sending the item shall

be deemed and held as guaranteeing the authenticity

of I'll endorsements thereon, and if such guaranty do
not expressly appear it shall be implied.




